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Preface
Two main topics are addressed in this work:
a)

Growth properties (ice thickness, ice salinity, solid ice volume fraction and surface temperature) of new sea
ice exposed to waves

b) Energy balance over the central Arctic basin in summer – the role of solar radiation on heat content changes
in the ocean mixed layer below the ice cover.
Topic a) refers to ice formation processes that take place in the seasonal ice zone (where the ice that melts away in
summer and is restored in winter) and in openings (polynyas and leads) within the ice cover of both Polar Regions:
the Arctic and Antarctic. The focus of this thesis is however centered on the Arctic, following the main motivation
of one of the projects in which this work was involved: the fact that new sea-ice formation in the open ocean,
previously observed more commonly around Antarctica, appears to be becoming more common in the Arctic (see
Wilkinson et al., 2009).
The present thesis synthesis is divided into five chapters, one appendix and a collection of four papers:
First, a background introduction to the Arctic System is given, followed by a general description of the seasonal
(summer and winter) characteristics above and below the sea-ice cover and an introduction to the main Arctic regions
where new ice forms. Chapter 2 gives first a general background on how ice forms, followed by more details on sea
ice: its structure, the relevant sea-ice types mentioned in this thesis and two important processes involved in the
thermodynamic and dynamic growth of sea ice (desalination, and the interaction of growing ice with waves). Chapter
3 introduces the specific motivations for this work. Chapter 4 gives a summary of the four papers with their main
objectives and a summary of results for each paper. The final Chapter 5 presents the general conclusions for this
work, suggests several points for future work and gives a general outlook to the field of sea ice. These five chapters are
followed by an Appendix with four sections: A and B describes some applied methods relevant to the first paper and
C and D describe some that were carried out as part of the fourth paper. Finally, the collection of the following four
papers is attached. Papers I, II and III are relevant to topic a) listed above. The final paper IV addresses topic b):

Paper I: Thermodynamic investigation of a grease to pancake ice cover
De la Rosa, S., Maus, S. and Kern, S. (2011)
Annals of Glaciology, 52 (57), 206–214. (Published)

Paper II: Laboratory study of frazil ice accumulation under wave conditions
De la Rosa, S. and Maus, S. (2011)
The Cryosphere, (Submitted)

Paper III: Salinity and solid fraction of frazil and grease ice
Maus, S. and De la Rosa, S. (2011)
Journal of Glaciology, (Submitted, after corrections and extension of text)

Paper IV: Mixing, heat fluxes and heat content evolution of the Arctic Ocean mixed layer
Sirevaag, A., de la Rosa, S., Fer, I., Nicolaus, M., Tjernström, M. and McPhee, M. (2011)
Ocean Science, 7, 335–349. (Published)

Keywords: sea ice, first-year ice, frazil, pancake, waves, heat flux, energy balance, mixed layer
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Chapter 1
The Arctic System
The Arctic System covers about 12% of Earth’s surface, 9% of the global ocean surface, and 22% of the global
terrestrial area (Roberts, et al., IARC report, 2010). It is an integrated system of closely interacting components –
terrestrial, atmospheric, oceanic and cryospheric. In recent decades, rapid changes have occurred in the system,
which, in a simplified way, can be described as a large drainage basin with three regimes that rule a two-way
communication between the Arctic region with the rest of the globe: the boreal atmospheric, oceanic, and
cryospheric regimes. In the atmosphere, low-pressure systems, notably the Icelandic and Aleutian lows, are associated
with frequent Atlantic and Pacific storms that move energy and moisture northward into the Arctic. High pressures
in the northern Polar Region compensate this flow by generating weaker zonal (east–west) winds and greater (north–
south) movement of polar air into mid latitudes. In the ocean, the mean Arctic heat fluxes are balanced by currents
‘pumping’ warm water into the high Arctic (north of the Arctic Circle at 66° 33'N) from the western boundaries of
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and at the same time new cold dense waters that form in the Arctic, flowing towards
lower latitudes below the Atlantic waters. This temperature- and density-driven circulation is known as the
thermohaline circulation. The cryosphere, which includes all forms of ice and snow on land, (river and lake ice,
glaciers, ice sheets, permafrost (i.e., frozen ground)) as well as the frozen ocean (sea ice), reflects a large portion of the
incoming solar radiation and reinforces cooling of the atmosphere to maintain the atmospheric energy balance.
No single regime of the Arctic System is independent, and to fully understand even a part of it, the
interconnections within the system need to be understood. However, it is a complex task to explain the feedbacks
between the multiple processes involved in the regimes mentioned above. Observations are scarce, as strong winds,
high sea state, extreme cold temperatures, sea ice, and the remoteness of the Polar Regions all conspire to make field
observations difficult to obtain. Satellite observations provide the best means of monitoring present changes on the
large-scale. From mainly these, it is known that the ice-formation regime in the Arctic is changing. Since the first
microwave radiometer satellite records from 1972, it has become clear that the monthly average extent of Arctic sea
ice has been on average declining in every season and every region (Cavalieri et al., 2003; Serreze et al., 2007). A
combination of data from different sources (i.e., satellite, under-ice submarine upward-looking sonars and ice massbalance buoys) from 1982 to present all show that the amount of oldest and thickest ice has also declined
significantly (Maslanik et al., 2007; Kwok and Rothrock, 2009; Perovich et al. 2011).
Process studies and modeling analyses help us to understand the large-scale feedbacks within the system and to
get an idea of how the Arctic may continue to respond to a changing climate. Yet, global climate models are
critically limited in resolution to be able to represent the highly sensitive small-scale Arctic feedback mechanisms. For
example, openings within the sea-ice cover, such as coastal polynyas and leads (described further in section 1.3.2)
change the surface energy balance in summer and even more so in winter. They are known to be regions of high sea
ice (and thus dense water) production. Their size is however typically smaller than the grid resolution of any global
circulation model (polynyas are usually <100km, and leads <10 km), which makes it difficult to include their real
physical response to the whole system. Amongst many other sources, Roberts et al. (2010), support the necessity of
achieving a tighter connection between numerical modeling and observations for model validation and improvement
at a regional Arctic scale. From a sea ice perspective, better estimates of the surface energy budget and corresponding
ice albedo are needed (e.g., Bitz et al. 2006; Holland et al., 2009). Although a substantial amount of work has already
been done to obtain better estimates of the summer-predominating parameters (Perovich at al., 2002a; Nicolaus et
al., 2010b) and winter-predominating turbulent fluxes (Pringle, 2006; Andreas et al., 2010), the overall thinning of
the ice cover is changing these properties. From a large-scale ocean circulation perspective, some simplified models
suggest that the Arctic sea-ice cover has an effect on the stability (the balance between incoming and outgoing flows)
of the thermohaline circulation (e.g., Sayne and Marotzke, 1998). Comparisons between complex global climate
models (e.g., Medhaug, 2011) show on average consistent feedbacks between the surface area extent of sea ice and the
strength of the net circulation into the Arctic (a larger ice extent coincides with a weaker net heat inflow). However,
more research is needed in order to assess if the observed interannual variability in polar heat fluxes may actually alter
the global circulation balance.
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This thesis is concerned primarily with one component of the cryosphere, namely sea ice, which may well be
regarded as one of the most important earth- and life-science systems of our time. In winter, sea ice covers up to 7%
of the Earth (Wadhams, 2000), making it one of the largest biomes in our planet. In the Arctic Basin alone, it may
occupy a surface area of up to 12.2 × 106 km2 (estimate from 1950 to ~1980 period (e.g., as in Weeks, 2010). To
get an idea of the dimensions, Figure 1 shows a view of the Northern Hemisphere highlighting the Arctic System
area within the outer black contour line, and the defined North Polar Region within the red contour line. The
average extent of sea ice for the 1990–1999 decade is coloured blue. In yellow is the first minimum sea ice extent that
occurred this century, observed during September 2007. The targeted study of this physically and biologically
important system mounts back to just about 150 years. As far as I am aware, the first observations of basic sea ice
properties appeared in the journals by William Scoresby Jr. in 1815, from his Greenland Sea travels, combining
scientific records and social and religious comment as well as detailed descriptions of navigation and whaling
(Martin, 1988). Scientific publications dedicated to sea ice, however, only first appeared in the 1870’s (Weeks,
2010). Sea ice became a great source of economic interest since the 1970’s with the onset of oil, gas and mineral
resource development in the Arctic. However, never before in this recent history has sea-ice been in the focus of
human interest as much as in the past decade. Dynamic changes taking place in the sea-ice cover and regional climate
(e.g. offshore storm patterns, coastal erosion) are having direct repercussions on society: both new challenges and
opportunities are being faced in fisheries, navigation, coastal and offshore infrastructures, etc., to name a few. Part of
this response is also due to the success of the last International Polar Year (IPY) of 2007–2009, during which an
impressive number of international projects arose, increasing the efforts in obtaining a quantitative picture of the
Arctic as a whole.

Fig. 1 Overview map of the Northern Hemisphere from the North Polar perspective, delimiting the area defined as the Arctic System (outer
black line) and the mean 0°C surface air isotherm encircling the North Pole (red line). Green area represents the permafrost and land ice
(from Brown et al., 1998); blue area – the mean decadal sea-ice extent estimated for the 1990–99 period; and yellow area – the 2007
minimum sea-ice extent. Image taken from Roberts et al. (2010).

1.1. Surface Energy Balance
One of the fundamental characteristics of the Polar Regions is the extreme seasonal change in energy balance,
caused by a drastic drop in the incoming solar radiation between summer and winter. During the boreal summer
(June to August), the incoming solar radiation has a full 24-hour daily duration above the Arctic Circle, whereas
during winter there is no incoming energy from the sun. The net surface heat budget (QN) is maintained through
solar radiation, turbulent heat fluxes and meridional heat transport from lower latitudes. These terms are expressed as
the sum of radiative heat fluxes (short-wave, QS, and longwave radiation, QL), turbulent heat fluxes (sensible, Qh,
and latent, Qe) and the oceanic heat flux (QW):
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QN = QS + QL + Qh + Qe + QW
QN is balanced in the equation by the respective net values (incoming minus outgoing fluxes) of the individual terms.
The parameterizations of the various flux terms can be found in classic literature dealing with heat budget
calculations in Polar Regions (e.g., Schwerdtfeger, 1963; Maykut and Untersteiner, 1971; Maykut, 1982, Andreas
and Murphy, 1986; Alam and Curry, 1998; Andreas, 2010). DeWeaver (2007) made a schematic, (modified here as
Fig. 2) showing the main fluxes involved in the surface energy balance: QL emitted by clouds and the surface, QS
received at the surface, the ice, snow and cloud reflectivity (albedo), Qh and Qe lost mainly from open water features
such as polynyas and leads and the heat leaving the ocean (QW). These surface fluxes are balanced by advective fluxes
(QA): heat transport taking place in the atmosphere by warm and moist air masses from lower latitudes (represented
in Fig. 2 as Ta and qa respectively) and within the ocean (represented as Tw in Fig. 2). For the reader interested in the
respective oceanic and atmospheric heat contributions, Serreze et al. (2007) present estimates for the monthly and
annual mean energy budget (including net surface flux and advective terms) for the Arctic region above 70°N.

Fig. 2 Schematic of the main physical processes that determine the heat input to the Arctic Ocean. Image adapted from DeWeaver (2008).

The most sensitive term affecting the heat balance during the Arctic summer is the ice surface reflectivity of
incoming solar radiation (known as albedo). The albedo of sea ice is measured as a scale from 0 to 1 and ranges from
over 0.8 when it is freshly snow-covered to around 0.5 during the summer melt season and can be lower in areas of
melt pond *covered ice (e.g., Perovich et al., 2002a). For comparison, the ocean albedo is much lower, around 0.07.
The sea-ice cover albedo varies with ice type, surface roughness (snow, melt pond depth and area, ridges etc.) and
bottom ice rheology changing the ice thickness. Snow is very important, as it changes the reflectivity properties over a
large spectrum according to the structure and acts as a very effective insulator of the ice cover, depending on its
thickness. In addition, cloud cover, humidity and fog are important parameters affecting the heat balance in summer,
as they block solar radiation from reaching the surface. Measurements by Maykut and Perovich (1987) suggest that
about 80% of the incident energy on the ocean is used for warming up the ocean mixed layer. The remaining goes to
ice melting. Hence, knowing the total incoming radiation and area fraction of open water (OW) which receives it,
and the amount transmitted through the ice, allows the estimation of how much the contribution to the mixed layer
warming is and how much is left over for ice melting.

* melt ponds are accumulations of low salinity or freshwater (usually deeper than 20 cm) that form on the sea ice surface or sub-surface,
perforating the ice due to melting.
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During autumn and winter, energy derived from incoming solar radiation is small or non-existent in polar areas.
It is then mostly the conductive heat flux from the ocean, new and young sea ice that dominates the surface energy
balance. About 50% of the total atmosphere–ocean heat exchanged over the Arctic Ocean occurs through polynyas
and leads (Maykut, 1982). Together with turbulent heat fluxes (sensible and latent), the winter surface energy
balance is most sensitive to the surface temperature, and thus, ice thickness and ice age. The thermal interaction
between ice and water is complex. At the ice–ocean interface, the flux of heat is balanced by heat conduction through
the ice and latent heat from freezing or melting. Maykut (1978) performed the first detailed numerical calculations of
heat balance over young sea ice and showed from the turbulent exchange with the atmosphere (Qh + Qe), that over a
large area(weighted by area) the heat flux over thin ice is balanced by the heat flux over thick ice, following the law of
conservation. Essentially all the fluxes in the equation above are dependent on the surface temperature and therefore
they implicitly also depend on the ice thickness. Figure 3 below illustrates after the available estimates for 9 months
by Maykut (1978), the average change in heat fluxes occurring during spring/autumn (April to June and September)
and winter (November to March). The change in thermal forcing conditions over different surfaces is shown: open
water, thin newly-formed sea ice (0.2 m thick), and first-year ice (0.8 m).

Fig. 3 Mean heat balance over open water, thin ice and medium thick ice for summer (upper panel) and winter (lower panel). Plotted
values taken from Maykut 1978 (his Table 3).

1.2. Under-ice boundary layer
Sea ice essentially acts as a barrier to the transfer of moisture, heat, and mass (momentum) between the
atmosphere and the ocean. As mentioned, due to its high surface reflectivity (albedo), it reduces the amount of solar
radiation input to the ocean in summer. Still, throughout the summer notable melting occurs, exposing large areas of
open water, thinning the ice, and lowering the water salinity. Heat from summer solar radiation is normally stored
below the ice within an up to 50 m deep low-salinity mixed layer (ML) of temperatures slightly above the freezing
temperature. At the same time the atmosphere transfers momentum to the ocean, an important source for ocean
mixing and vertical heat transport (QW). Perovich (2008 and 2011) show how fast the ice melts away as soon as it
gets in contact with warm waters (> –1 ˚C), particularly causing very large bottom-melt rates. In winter, it is the
latent heat flux which causes a cooling of the upper layer of the ocean and thus freezing, driving the feedback of
increasing the salinity in the ocean ML. The ML remains largely insulated from the atmosphere during winter, but
inflow still occurs though ocean advection, partly from the Bering Strait where warm, low salinity Pacific Water flows
through providing a source of heat for the ocean ML (Woodgate et al., 2010). Below the ML lies a body of saltier
and relatively cold and constant temperature water, the so called cold halocline layer (Aagaard et al., 1981) which is
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clearly distinguished within vertical salinity profiles as a strong gradient in salinity (change in stratification). Its
depth (or that of the ML) varies spatially according to regional differences in stratification (Aagaard et al., 1985).
The origin of this water comes from the Atlantic, flowing at mid-depth towards the deeper central Arctic basin
mainly through the eastern Fram Strait and the Barents Sea. This water is gradually modified (cooled) along its path
northwards, by heat exchange with the atmosphere, sea ice melting during summer (Sirevaag and Fer, 2009) and
mixing with other water masses along the Arctic continental shelves. In winter, the cold, dense water formed from
sea-ice growth in Arctic coastal polynyas helps maintain the Arctic Ocean halocline (Aagaard et al., 1981; Cavalieri
and Martin, 1994).

1.3. Regions of new sea ice formation
As the older (multi-year) Arctic ice becomes thinner, and more of it disappears completely during summer, more
winter ice is beginning to form in the increasing open water areas under wind and wave action. This expands the
seasonal ice zone, i.e., the ice that melts after the maximum winter extent of the ice cover is reached (Kinnard et al.,
2008). Linked with the oceanic regime, new sea-ice formation drives density flows of cold brine-enriched waters that
result from strong vertical convective processes, triggered as water below the freezing ocean surface becomes more
saline (through salt-entrainment from growing ice). Deep water convection drives the World’s deep-ocean circulation
known as the thermohaline circulation and about 85% of this deep water is considered to be formed from new seaice formation in the Arctic. Rudels and Quadfasel (1991) describe the process of haline convection and give a review
of deep water formation and convection processes in the Arctic and Nordic Seas System.

1.3.1. Seasonal Ice Zone
Seasonal ice, also known as the annual or winter pack ice, begins to form typically by the middle of September
in open waters along the first-year or multi-year ice edge that survives the summer melt season (known as the
Marginal Ice Zone) or along coastal land (in this case, it is termed fast ice). By the end of October, the ice field is
almost solid along the coasts reaching up to 2 m thickness during the winter. An area with frequent new-ice
formation in the Arctic and also regarded as one of the four major sites of deep ocean convection in the world's
oceans (Comiso, 2010), is the Odden (Norwegian word for headland), extending northeastward from the East
Greenland ice edge, in the vicinity of 72–74°N and 12°W to 5°E). This is an ice tongue that forms on the ocean
surface during some winters, due to a combination of meteorological (i.e., cold air outbreaks – Shuchman et al.,
1998), topographic and oceanographic factors (Comiso et al., 2001), such as the presence of very cold polar surface
water in the Jan Mayen Current (a south eastward flow branching off north of Jan Mayen island from the southward
flowing East Greenland Current). Figure 4 shows a snapshot satellite image of the Odden forming during April 2004
and lasting for a period of two weeks. Driven by the wind and the rough seas, new ice intermittently forms in this
region (typically between December and April) as frazil and pancake ice (defined in section 2.3) and is exported
southwards. The nature of the sea ice formed in the Odden (which can cover 300,000 km2) is of special interest
because it results in large volume of salt fluxes that increase the water density and make it sink, down to >2000m
depth. This density-driven haline flow is thought to be a driver mechanism of mid-gyre ocean convection that occurs
in the Greenland Sea in winter (Rudels and Quadfasel, 1991).

1.3.2. Polynyas and Leads
“Polynya” is a Russian adopted word meaning ‘natural ice hole’ or ‘an enclosed area of unfrozen water
surrounded by ice’. The type of polynyas characteristic for producing new ice in winter, are usually formed in coastal
or ice shelf regions over the relatively shallow continental shelves and are mechanically driven by wind or coastal
currents. Arctic regions where such polynyas regularly form include the northern Baffin Bay and northeast coast of
Greenland, the northwestern Hudson Bay, Svalbard, St. Lawrence Island in the Bering Sea and and off the coast and
islands of the Siberian shelf in the Chukchi, East Siberian, Laptev and Kara Seas. One of the largest arctic polynyas,
known as the North Water polynya centered on Smith Sound, at the northern end of Baffin Bay on the Greenland
coast, has an area of approximately 85,000 square km. Figure 5 presents a satellite view of the sea-ice cover for a
selected day, to highlight some visible polynya regions along the seasonal ice edge and mark (in brown) the typical
location of some of the recurrent polynyas.
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a)

b)

Fig. 4 An event of the Odden ice tongue forming off the East Greenland seasonal ice edge between 16 to 6˚ W, a) 7 April 2004 and b) 14
April 2004. Images obtained from AMSR-E 89 GHz brightness temperature satellite data (12.5 km resolution 12.5 km). Black contour-line
marks the ice edge (15% ice concentration isopleth) and the colour bar indicates ice concentration computed with the ARTIST algorithm.
Labels show approximate location of the Jan Mayen current (JMC) and East Greenland Current (EGC), from which the JMC branches off.
Image courtesy of F. Counillon, NERSC, Bergen, Norway.

Fig. 5 Overview of the main regions of polynya formation in the Arctic, marked in brown. Regions are reproduced approximately as in a
figure in Martin (2001). In dark grey, a RADARSAT image composite of the sea ice cover from 4 February 2004. Some open coastal polynyas
off north Svalbard and the northwest coasts of Franz Josef Land and Novaya Zemlya are clearly visible. White patterns in bottom right of
image are clouds. Image taken as a snapshot from a RADARSAT image movie made by Tom Agnew, Environment Canada.

Typically, offshore winds push the pack ice away from the coast, exposing the freezing surface waters to the cold
atmosphere and often generating turbulent water conditions. The continuous release of ocean heat to the air keeps
the water at its freezing point. Upon ice formation the release of latent heat is responsible for keeping these polynyas
open (thus, they are mostly referred to as latent heat polynyas). Polynyas can also form offshore. These usually are
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thermally driven, maintained by ocean sensible heat mechanisms (e.g. warm water upwelling, eddies) and therefore
rarely produce ice, although, under some circumstances they can be mechanically created and maintained as latentheat polynyas, which enables them to produce ice (e.g., Holland, 2001). The most efficient heat loss from the Arctic,
however, occurs along the continental shelves where these features dominate, not in the central Arctic (e.g., Padman,
1995). Winsor and Björk (2000) estimated a mean ice production of 300±30km3 yr-1 and corresponding salt flux of
6 ± 0.6 ×1012 kg yr -1 from all Arctic polynyas forming between 1958 and 1997. Some are able to produce an
equivalent of up to 5m ice in winter. When frazil ice is formed it is usually herded downwind forming parallel streaks
of ice on the surface, known as Langmuir windrows (Pease, 1987), with frazil accumulating at the surface
convergence zones created by wind waves. A sketch of such event is given in Fig. 6, showing ice growth within the
water column rising to the surface (lateral view, Fig. 6a) and accumulating at the windrows (top and front views, Fig.
6b and 6c).

Fig. 6 Schematic of a polynya/lead effect of wind-driven Langmuir circulation pattern on freezing: a) side view within water column, b) top
view of the surface, and c) front view of water-column section, from A to A'. Image modified from Martin (2001).

Leads are similar to polynyas except that they are usually smaller in surface area and form within the sea-ice
cover as linear and narrow fractures, caused mechanically by shear and divergent motion of the ice. Their occurrence
is very frequent in the pack ice, both in winter and summer. When leads develop along the coast off the edge of fast
ice, they may interconnect with a wind-driven polynya and form what is called a flaw-lead polynya. Figure 7 shows a
lead forming in the pack ice, directly below an ice camp building during an ice drift experiment in the central Arctic
Basin, 1976. In wintertime when these wind-driven open water areas are most common and the turbulent heat fluxes
are strongly dominant, the total energy exchange is related to the cumulative coastal polynya or lead area;
independent of the length of the freezing season. Surface heat loss can easily amount to 500 Wm-2 (Andreas and
Murphy, 1986). On the other hand, during the melting season the coastal polynya and/or lead area-integrated fluxes
are dominated by the absorption of shortwave radiation. In the presence of open water leads and during periods of
low air temperatures, an increased heat loss from the surface occurs and thus, a higher rate of ice production may take
place in the lead, even during negligible (<6 ms-1) wind conditions. The temperature and salinity properties of the
ocean ML are affected by polynya and lead area fraction and heat flux partitioning between ice melt and open water
heating/warming. In addition, and also dependant on their size, these features are a possible source of cloud
condensation nuclei (Ruffieux et al. 1995) and probably help to maintain the atmospheric relative humidity near
100%. For the interested reader, Morales Maqueda et al. (2004), Willmott et al. (2007) and Barber and Massom
(2007) give complete reviews of the types of polynyas, the mechanisms of formation, the processes they drive and the
range of models applied to describe these features so common in both Polar Regions.
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Fig. 7 A lead forming below the kitchen and mess hall building in October 1975 during the AIDJEX field experiments. Image taken from
Untersteiner et al. (2007).

Chapter 2
Sea ice
2.1. Ice nucleation and supercooling
Before focusing on ice forming in saline water, I’d like to first consider the formation process of ice in general.
Ice formation in water is a common process, familiar to anyone that has travelled in winter to a country with a
continental climate in the Northern Hemisphere or with a southern temperate zone climate in the Southern
Hemisphere. It is seen to form within lakes, rivers, fjords, embayments and along the coast in the sea or the ocean.
But how does water transform into ice in the first place? The textbook definition would be by the process of
nucleation (i.e., freezing): ‘a physical reaction which occurs when components in a solution start to precipitate out
(changing phase from liquid state to solid state in the case of ice formation), forming nuclei which attract more
precipitate.’ Cold surrounding temperature conditions are needed of course, to lower the water temperature below its
freezing point, a state that depends on the salt content of the water (i.e., 0.0°C for freshwater and around –1.8°C for
standard ocean water). Small supercooling is a common process in nature and is essential to several processes that
occur during ice formation and growth. The concept of thermal supercooling refers to the state at which water
surpasses its point of freezing, looses density and rises to the surface without solidifying (e.g., Martin, 1981). In
nature and also in laboratories, small particles and impurities are always present in the water (e.g., Wilson, 2003).
These can act as “seeds” to start the nucleation process, hence making it a heterogeneous process. Typically, once
nucleation starts to occur, it experiences an exponential growth curve. This explains why in wintertime lakes, rivers
and open ocean regions may freeze up on the surface very rapidly once the first ice crystals have formed. Ice
nucleation from a liquid state is also a stochastic (i.e. random) process, meaning that even if the initial condition (or
starting point) is known, there are many possibilities towards which the process might evolve.
Several thermodynamic/kinetic mechanisms of ice nucleation have been proposed for frazil ice forming in
freshwater and/or saltwater. For example, Al'tberg (1938) first considered the process of secondary nucleation: the
reproduction of ice crystals from parent ice in the water, such as frozen dust particles, border-ice fragments or snow.
Michel (1967) proposed spontaneous heterogeneous nucleation in a thin supercooled surface layer of water, which is
only possible under very calm conditions as later studies show (e.g., Katsaros, 1973). Osterkamp et al. (1974)
suggested a mass-exchange process at the air-water interface (e.g. air bubble bursting, wind spray or ice nucleation in
supercooled fog). Osterkamp (1977) consider that a combination of secondary nucleation with mass-exchange may
be important in resulting crystal multiplication in streams and rivers. It has been observed that freshwater/riverine
frazil forms in water at temperatures less than 0.1°C below the freezing point (e.g., Carstens, 1966) and at speeds of
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0.24 m s-1, or greater (Thomas and Hanley, 1978). Turbulence may aid dissipation of heat used for solidification, but
not sufficiently to account for the observed frazil formation at small supercoolings. Contrary to what may be
expected, Thomas and Hanley (1978) mention that turbulence rather increases to some extent the supercooling
required for successful frazil nucleation: turbulence in the water thins the boundary layer surrounding the crystal
nucleus (what they call ‘embryo’), which also increases the magnitude of the temperature gradient outside the
nucleus. They however evidence that frazil ice can begin to form in saltwater at supercooling as small as 0.02°C and
suggest that no nuclei except ice itself can account for the heterogeneous nucleation of frazil. In nature, this would
mean that snow or ice blown into the water from land act as ‘initiators’. In a laboratory, ice crystals forming on the
cooling device or elsewhere in the cold room and falling into the water may be likely drivers.

2.2. Structure
New and young sea ice can be classified according to their textural structure in two main types, both of which
have different mechanisms of formation: granular or columnar ice. All sea ice commences with a granular-type
shape, from the very first particle nucleation. This then evolves from an about 1cm to 5cm thick transition layer, into
one of the mentioned ice structures. The presence or lack of turbulence makes the essential difference in the
evolution of these crystals and will determine the textural ice structure that the first nucleated particles will follow.
 Granular sea ice forms under turbulent conditions, with ice crystals randomly packing within the
water, rising to the surface and freezing together, forming a 3D structure (matrix) of irregular pores. The crystal
grain size increases as growth rate decreases. Snow, although not formed in seawater, superimposes on the water or
ice surface and quickly evolves into a granular type structure (with round-shaped crystals) termed snow ice, thereby
also greatly changing the optical properties of the surface cover, as snow contains no or very little salt.

 Columnar ice forms under calm conditions and has a uniform 2D structure of interconnected pores, mostly
aligned in a vertical direction. In model studies (e.g., Notz, 2005; Feltham, 2006), columnar ice is often treated as a
‘mushy layer’ as it contains salt water (named brine water) entrapped between the ice crystals and the brine flow is
considered alongside the thermodynamic properties presented in, e.g., Maykut and Untersteiner (1971). When this
ice is centrifuged to remove all water content, the remaining structure is a solid ice matrix, with many open spaces, or
pores at the very surface (usually of granular type structure) and a dominant layer of vertically-aligned ice columns,
termed ‘lamella’ below. These form as most of the brine percolates out of the ice matrix at distinct locations in the
form of vertical plumes (Lake and Lewis, 1970; Wakatsuchi and Ono, 1983). Figure 8 shows a schematic of this ice
structure together with the changes in ice salinity (Si), water salinity (Sw), and water freezing temperature (Tf) with
depth (z).

Fig. 8 Schematic of the lamellar ice–water interface (skeletal layer) and the corresponding salinity (left) and temperature (right) gradients.
The freezing temperature profile is shown as a dashed line at right, with a constitutionally supercooled layer bounded by the actual
temperature gradient and the salinity-dependent freezing-point curve. From Petrich and Eicken (2009), Chapter 2 in Thomas and
Dieckmann (2010).

Ice thickening for this type of ice takes place by the bottom accretion of crystals in unidirectional orientation,
following the main vertical heat flux, while the undisturbed surface freezes together into an even thin sheet, a process
known as congelation growth. Under calm conditions in an Arctic Ocean lead, for example, Katsaros and Liu (1974)
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showed that congelation of the surface microlayer experienced changes in temperature of about 0.2–0.3˚K, measured
from a radiometer to ~50μm depth. They mention that for very calm water, the surface temperature difference may
be as large as 2.3˚K. In addition, a state of supercooling driven by salt concentration changes typically arises just
below columnar growing sea ice, since the released salts from the ice diffuse about 100 times slower than heat. This is
termed constitutional supercooling, an important process, because it (almost always) causes a morphological instability
of the ice-liquid interface, allowing it to form a matrix of platelets (Kravić and Brajović, 1971). The platelets in the
interface increase their surface area, which enables more salt to diffuse away from the growing ice. The continuous
brine convection taking place by this process encourages further lateral growth. It is for this reason that the dominant
growth mechanism in sea ice is dendritic growth (crystals with a six-sided pyramid-like structure), whilst planar growth
(flat crystals) occurs mostly in fresh water. Bennington (1963), Weeks and Ackley (1986) and Weeks (2010), for
example, give a comprehensive background on the microstructure of columnar sea ice and the complex crystal shapes.
Figure 9 (a and b) below compares thin micro-sections of granular and columnar ice, respectively, showing how the
porous structure is much more random for granular ice than for columnar ice.
a)

b)

Fig. 9 Comparison of granular and columnar sea-ice structures: Photograph of a horizontal section of a) granular ice ~2cm from the surface,
and b) columnar ice ~6 cm from the ice–water interface. Images made using synchrotron-based X-ray microtomography, taken from Maus
et al. (2011).

As ice ages, it commonly accumulates non-uniformly in alternate layers of columnar and granular ice. This layering
may be caused by atmospheric changes (e.g., precipitation) and/or the mechanical deformation of the ice cover (e.g.,
ocean swell inducing breaking and rafting of the ice). Each layer changes its porous structure with time and therefore
the salinity and brine drainage is different throughout the ice. The structure and properties of young or first-year ice
differ substantially from that of multi-year ice (which has survived more than one summer melt season). Young ice
(ice that has not yet survived a summer season) is quite loose, having high content of salt water and air bubbles
whereas multi-year ice is much more compact, fresher and with much less air content, mostly consisting of stacked
layers of different ice structures. A large variety of biological species reside within both structures, but are more
prominent in the bottom of older ice, forming well-established communities. This information together with other
physical and chemical characteristics of each transient layer are used to classify the textural structures and study the
age history of the ice (taking thin sections from vertical ice cores), as e.g., Weeks and Ackley (1986); Eicken (2003).

2.3. New sea ice types
Under very calm conditions (low winds < 4 ms-1 and no waves), ice nucleating on a surface may freeze together
as a continuous, transparent and thin (between 5 and 10cm thick) sheet of ice termed nilas, an intermediate stage of
the ice formation process. This is most commonly observed in shallow waters, shelf leads or freshwater lakes, but may
also cover large extensions in wave-protected areas. The nilas ice sheet quickly breaks as soon as the water is disturbed
by waves. Under-ice melt ponds, covering about 5% of the underside area of pack ice during a given summer (Notz,
2003), are also regions where new ice crystals may form throughout the year, forming the so called false-bottoms
defined by Untersteiner and Badgley (1958) and measured with under ice sonars by e.g., Wadhams and Martin
(1990). Notz (2003) comprehensively describes and models this mechanism of simultaneous growth and ablation1

1 Ablation is the opposite of accumulation, referring to all processes that remove snow, ice, or water from sea ice, glaciers or snowfields
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which is so difficult to measure in the field. These last-mentioned ice types are not further considered in this study.
In the following, a brief overview of the types of new ice further addressed in this work is given, those growing in
turbulent waters, forming a granular structure.

2.3.1. Frazil ice
Frazil ice consists of tiny ice crystals, forming in turbulent waters as soon as the freezing temperature in the water
is just fractionally surpassed. The crystals, when forming in ocean water, are commonly disc-shaped at start,
measuring about 1–3 mm in diameter and 1–10 μm in thickness (Martin, 1981), then growing optically thicker and
into a hexagonal or stellar shape. The thin protruding specula (outer ice spicules) break up into random shapes after
persistent freezing conditions (Wadhams, 2000). Frazil ice forming in salty water is peculiar in the way that it does
not exhibit the same adhesiveness or cohesiveness as freshwater frazil crystals: salt reduces the rate at which crystal
melting and bonding can occur, depending on its concentration and that of surrounding crystals (Martin and
Kaufmann, 1981; Hanley and Tsang, 1984). The size of crystals is thought to be highly dependent on the amount
of turbulence in the water in which they are forming: under low turbulence fewer collisions causing breakage
between crystals occur and thus individual crystals grow in size. This ultimately reduces the surface-area to volume
ratio available for brine entrapment between and around crystals. From mass conservation the liquid versus solid
composition of frazil was defined by Martin and Kaufmann (1981) to consist of 28% brine solution and 72% solid
fresh-water ice. Sub-zero water temperature and the occurrence of supercooling also greatly affect the shapes of
crystals. Under conditions of large supercooling, frazil crystals have a stellar dendritic form (1–2mm diameter), as
Ushio and Wakatsushi (1993) report. The same authors studied ice production as a function of air temperature and
wind speed: high wind speeds induced water supercooling and high production of ice within the water column.
Figure 10 shows a photograph taken during their laboratory study, showing under water production of frazil ice and
its rising and accumulation at the surface. The ice production rate can be derived from the time variation of the ice
mass per unit area. Sources of frazil ice formed in ocean water include wind- and wave-affected regions such as
coastal polynyas and the marginal/seasonal ice zone. Under optimal below freezing conditions, the ice crystal
population is known to increase very rapidly (in the minute scale), agglomerating to exceed the buoyancy ratio to the
water and then rising to the surface. Once this occurs, a slick layer of increased viscosity termed grease ice forms at
the surface. In the event of snow, instead of frazil ice or a grease layer evolving on the surface, a soft white layer
termed slush forms.
a)

b)

Fig. 10 a) Side view of frazil ice forming underwater (white crystals seen in bottom left) and accumulating at the surface of an experimental
tank (2 m long, 0.4 m wide, 0.6 m deep) filled with 35 psu salt water growing under induced winds 2 to 6 m s-1 and air temperatures
between –10 and –30°C. Photo (40 cm across) taken from Ushio and Wakatsushi (1993). b) Petri-glass cylinder used for frazil sampling
during HSVA tank experiments, 2007 and 2008, presented in this work.

2.3.2. Pancake ice
Pancake ice is the name given to free floating and mainly circular patches of ice, formed when grease/frazil ice
crystals agglomerate in turbulent water, rise to the surface and freeze together. Figure 11 shows a range of shapes of
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pancakes that may be measured in a laboratory study of ice grown in a wave field. In the intermediate stage of frazil
agglomeration, the term shuga is used to describe soft lumps of ice (on average ~5cm in diameter as pictured in Fig.
11c) forming at the surface, eventually turning into larger ice patches (Onstott, 1998; Doble, 2007). Eventually they
evolve into young pancakes as the crystals freeze together and the internal structure becomes more compact (Fig. 11d
shows an example of a young pancake, which still loses a significant amount of brine when lifted from the water).
Pancakes usually have an overlying layer of grease/slush ice and a loose frazil-crystal layer adhered to their under-side.
Bottom crystal adherence from surrounding frazil in suspension (known as bottom accretion) is the main
contributions to the thickening of individual pancakes as they mature. During sampling, when lifted from the water,
this layer is lost. Therefore in situ measured pancake thicknesses need to be corrected for area and volume
concentration. In addition, collisions between the pancakes may ‘scoop’ frazil ice suspension onto the edges of the
pancakes as they tilt with wave motion (Doble et al., 2003), then water drains away, sometimes leaving a raised rim
of ice generally of uniform height (1 to 2cm), as seen in Fig. 11b. This causes the surface of pancakes to develop a
concave centre as they mature in a turbulent field, where freshwater may accumulate, giving them a characteristic
convex shape (thinner on their outer edge and thicker towards the centre as shown in Fig. 11e below). Under calmer
conditions however, their shape may be largely flat, with little or no edge rims. Under persistent wave motion they
can be easily pushed on top of each other and freeze together, a process named pancake rafting (Fig. 11f). Four more
classifications of pancakes may be defined according to porosity distribution and various structure transformations
largely induced by wave motion (as described in Doble, 2008). The pancakes pictured were not exposed to any
surface freshwater flushing and their age was not more than 30 hours, as opposed to pancakes in the field, with a
minimum age of several days to weeks. However, except for the salinity content, the shape and size characteristics are
similar to those observed in the field by for example, Wadhams and Wilkinson (1999) and Doble (2007).
a)

b)

3m

c)

d)
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e)

f)

Fig. 11 Examples of ice shapes and sizes observed during RECARO tank experiments: a) Full tank view showing (in front) the wave paddle
spacing and (at the far end) both wave tanks with a developed surface grease layer, b) Consolidating pancake field with developed ice edge
rims, c) frazil and shuga ice of varying sizes, d) early-stage pancake, showing a large release of brine during sampling, e) convex-shaped
pancakes, and f) rafted pancake.

The salinity and thickness of pancakes may depend on two factors: the growth and temperature history during
formation (air and water temperatures, water salinity, wind, waves) and/or the age (thicker pancakes have a better
established brine drainage regime and higher porosity (defined as 1- ice volume fraction) and thus are less saline). In
the pancake phase, brine channels (in cross-polarized ice section images by Wadhams, (1996) and Doble, (2007) are
less notable than during columnar ice growth in calm regimes, although pancakes continue releasing brine as they
age. As noted by Wadhams (1996), the bottom side of the pancakes is usually more saline in turbulent waters such
as the Odden ice tongue, as close contact with surrounding water motion ‘reflushes’ through the bottom pancake
pores, filling gaps with brine. Wadhams and Wilkinson (1999) and Doble (2007) also note that meltwater and
rainwater flushing from the top side of the pancakes reinforces the increasing salinity profile across pancake thickness.

2.4. Desalination (and its temperature dependence)
One of the fundamental processes originating from newly formed sea ice is its decrease in salinity. The salinity of
sea ice affects the thermal conductivity, the latent heat of fusion and absorption/reflection of short wave radiation. It
is thus important for the transport of heat, a driver of melting and/or freezing at the ice surface or bottom. During
crystal growth both heat and also salt must be removed from close to the crystal surfaces to let them grow further.
The fact that water and salt have different mass-transfer rates within the ice and water media, creates the phenomena
of salt rejection from the ice to the underlying water. Freezing releases salt at the interface and leads to a temporally
unstable stratification within the water below the ice as described in section 1.2. As Notz (2003) mentions, the
quantification of salt transfer at the ice/ocean interface, is the limiting factor in determining melting rates of old sea
ice (predominantly of columnar structure). Although several desalination theories have been proposed gravity
drainage (a convective overturning process described in Weeks and Ackley, 1986; Notz et al., 2005) has been
generally accepted as a main mechanism for desalination of columnar sea ice and older multiyear ice. It has also been
experimentally investigated for granular ice by Tison and Vibeke (2001), who concluded that the loose granular
matrix is more efficient in allowing brine drainage across the structure. Externally forced processes also contribute
for multiyear ice to obtain a notably lower salinity than first-year ice, such as the process of freshwater flushing
(mentioned in section 2.32 above), which may take place over young and older ice (e.g., summer surface melt and
rainwater drains across the ice surface, flushing the brine towards the bottom of the ice structure).
The desalination rate is a function of the permeability of the ice (fractional volume of brine pockets within the
ice), the brine density relative to the seawater density and the height above the ice/ocean interface (i.e., ice freeboard
thickness). At the same time, the volume of entrapped brine and its salinity, depend on the ice temperature and ice
thickness. The interdependence of ice growth rate and salt content has been shown mostly for columnar ice, with
both laboratory data (e.g., Cox and Weeks, 1975) as well as field data (Nakawo and Sinha, 1981; Notz, 2008). For
granular ice, far fewer observations are available to confirm this relation. Malmgren (1927) was the first to consider
the effects of trapped seawater on the thermophysical properties of sea ice. More recently, Wettlaufer et al. (2000),
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for example, concluded that brine flux is not directly proportional to the growth rate for all stages of growth and that
the salinity flux initiates once the ice has reached a critical ice thickness, which is dependent upon the temperature
difference across the ice layer.

2.5. Waves in sea ice
Waves in ice-edge regions are known to increase the ocean–atmosphere heat flux, ice growth and salt rejection to
the ocean, simply due to the converging movement of the surface – open water is exposed as the surface waves
diverge and ice is brought together and sometimes crushed when waves converge. This is a well known process in
Antarctica (Doble, 2006). In addition, the wavelength of ocean swell plays an important role in determining the size
of newly consolidated pancakes. Leonard et al. (1998) suggest that pancake diameter does not exceed 0.01 times the
wave wavelength. In a unidirectional turbulent flow generated by wind coming from a constant direction, the wave
momentum flux (analogous to Reynolds stress) decreases with distance and with ice growth. The total momentum
within the system is conserved by a balance between the tilt in the ice surface being formed and the internal packing
of frazil ice crystals (Martin and Kaufmann, 1981). Ocean surface waves typically encounter many localized abrupt
changes of thickness in the course of their passage through an ice cover, including open or refrozen leads and
polynyas, trapped ice of different thickness, pressure ridges within the multiyear ice cover, etc. Squire and Williams
(2008) address how the propagation of waves changes through a heterogeneous ice cover. As Wadhams et al. (1987)
noted, consolidation (the freezing together) of pancakes into a solid ice sheet can only occur once the ocean swell is
damped sufficiently to avoid wave convergence to break the ice. Later, Wadhams et al. (2002) showed from
observations in the Greenland Odden, that the wave energy decay suffered by the incoming wave spectrum as it
travels through ice, affects high-frequency (i.e. short period) waves more than low frequency waves. Extensive wave
activity however, can still generate frazil and pancake ice at locations 200 km or more into the pack ice. Doble
(2007) show a figure (his Fig. 2.3) comparing the significant wave height between three buoy arrays located on the
outer edge of the pack ice, the middle and several km into the ice pack. Two factors are clearly illustrated: the
decrease of wave height as it propagates into the ice field, and a sharp reduction in wave height followed by ice
consolidation. This latter factor is reflected in all his buoy data. Frazil ice surrounding pancakes is also known to
contribute to losses in the wave energy/wave height field due to its viscosity. Viscosity is a term that depends,
amongst other factors, on the packing fraction of the ice (i.e., its volume fraction). Keller (1998) developed a model
which offers an advanced description of wave dispersion and attenuation by treating the frazil-pancake ice cover as a
layer of highly viscous fluid. This has been then tested and applied in, e.g., Wang and Shen (2010), who concluded
that more observations are needed in order to model wave dynamics through a mixed grease-pancake ice layer. De
Carolis et al. (2005) were the first to predict the effective viscosity of a grease ice layer formed of disk-shaped particles
in a deep-water regime, considering both concentration and the aspect ratio of particles and volume fraction. They
found the effective viscosity to be ‘dominated by the stress contribution from individual particles, rather than
momentum transport from relative particle-fluid motion’. This highlights the necessity for continuing model studies
along that line, taking into consideration how waves influence the rate of frazil crystal accumulation within a
turbulent flow, required for a minimum thickness to be reached that may initiate wave damping. A more
comprehensive summary of the existing literature on wave propagation into sea ice is given in the technical report by
Broström and Christensen (2008), who again state more generally that there is a mismatch between the theoretical
developments describing wave–ice interactions, and observational and laboratory studies. Dedicated laboratory and
field experiments – such as those performed in this thesis – are therefore a valuable contribution to further advance
the state-of-the-art knowledge of wave–ice interaction.
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Chapter 3
Motivation
The substantial amount of fundamental research on sea-ice properties and processes that has been performed
over the several past decades, as reviewed in Chapter 2, has provided a solid foundation. However, the necessity for
increasing our understanding of the physical processes, interactions and feedbacks involved in the seasonal evolution
of sea ice is widely recognized, as summer melt increases open water areas and the marginal ice zones extend/retreat
towards the central Arctic Basin and the seasonal ice zone producing new first-year ice expands. Considering that this
may become the dominant ice-formation process during freeze-up in the Arctic, makes this a topic that merits further
research.
The main processes in sea-ice thermodynamics are: i) the heat exchange between air and ice, ii) the heat conduction
through ice and snow, iii) the variation of ice thermal properties, iv) the phase changes in ice growth and melt, and v)
the ice–ocean interaction. There are relatively few detailed observations of new ice growth precisely from turbulent
environments. It remains a challenging task to obtain the small-scale in situ observations required to understand the
physical processes governing sea-ice formation. To date, sea-ice models are mainly used to simulate the development
of the ice cover (e.g., ice rheology and mechanical deformation processes) and energy balance over the pack ice. These
are becoming largely advanced in several ways (e.g., including parameterizations for snow-cover, melt ponds and
sediments); however, thermodynamic ice-growth models (i.e. for modeling polynyas or leads) have lagged in
advancing and still fail to improve on the very basic mechanisms underlying ice growth (See 3.1). The present study
presents only observational data from two types of investigations, namely laboratory work and fieldwork, as described
below. The data are analysed in order to address some of the mechanisms that are essential for: a) modeling new ice
formation and b) quantifying seasonal changes in the Arctic surface energy balance and heat and freshwater content
in the under-ice boundary layer.

3.1. Laboratory work
The frazil collection thickness describes the pile up (accumulation) of frazil ice against the edge of the polynya
(Pease, 1987), which in nature is dependent on a combination of waves, wind speed and air temperature. Models
however consider air temperature with either wind or waves as parameters. The Pease (1986) wind-driven model was
the first formulated polynya flux model. It produces polynyas that open and close on reasonably realistic timescales,
and thermodynamically couples the polynya size and buoyancy flux. The response time for polynya size is of the
order of half a day to several days and is controlled by winds and/or cold air temperatures in the model. A combined
wind-wave model would be most desirable – after all, waves greatly influence frazil ice accumulation, thus, ice
production rates and salt fluxes may easily be underestimated. It is a challenging task however to model these
processes together, mainly because interactions are not understood. Relevant modeling studies point towards the
need for more observations.
Frazil accumulation, in addition to the mentioned external dynamic and thermal forces, is greatly dependant on
several localized factors: crystal nucleation and settling, random packing, crystal growth and crystal morphology. Ice
production may occur in the interstitial frazil ice (Doble, 2007) or new crystals may form and grow below the ice in
loose suspensions (Ushio and Wakatsushi, 1993). In a mixed ice-type field (i.e. frazil and pancake), it is possible that
both processes act either simultaneously or following each other. The heat flux is known to be maximized during this
very early stage of ice formation and as the ice evolves into pancakes, the heat exchange across the surface–air
interface is greatly reduced. Sea-ice production, i.e., the total equivalent frazil ice growth (He), can be predicted from
the net change in surface heat flux (easily estimable when air and water temperatures are known), yet the spatial
distribution of the ice cover (thickness) cannot be described with this simple approach, as the heat flux just represents
an average over an entire surface area. One can only estimate how the frazil thickness (Hi) evolves spatially with
time, if the ice volume fraction (vs) is measured: Hi=Hevs. The vs of the ice will always change as the ice layer matures
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and surface crystals begin to freeze together. The accurate estimation of and heat and salt fluxes is strongly dependent
on accurate information of these parameters. Most models however, (including the frequently used Pease (1986)
polynya model) set the vs as constant during frazil and grease ice growth. Studies are currently taking place to
improve parameterizations of the development of the ice thickness (Smedsrud, 2011), with the aim to eventually be
able to include grease ice within more complex global models such as the Bergen Climate Model (BCM) developed
and applied in the NorClim project that also funded the present work. A lot of the parameters involved in grease ice
growth, including the ice volume fraction, are still set as constant however, as there are not many available
observations of grease ice to be able to accurately model ice production from these parameters. One of the very few
field studies on grease ice made includes Smedsrud et al. (2006). The available Hi and vs (estimated from direct ice
salinity measurements) do not include the very early stages of frazil development – such data from the field are very
rare, as the age of the sampled ice is often unknown (Wadhams and Wilkinson, 1999).
A series of laboratory experiments comprised the project RECARO – ‘Reduced ice Cover of the Arctic Ocean’,
introduced in Wilkinson, et al. (2009), in which the author participated. The data collected were to comprise the
foundation for Papers I to III in this thesis. These experiments were designed to reproduce the formation and
evolution of new sea ice in such a turbulent environment and to study the thermodynamic and mechanic processes
involved in the transition from frazil to pancake ice. The laboratory growth conditions and ice observations carried
out may be considered analogous to a spring or fall wind-free situation observed in the field (for example the Odden
ice tongue or the seasonal ice zone exposed to waves and air temperatures of about –12ºC).
The main aim of this work was to present observations of Hi and vs for the full evolution of frazil ice from an
open water phase and to show at which point during the ice growth stage does one parameter dominate over the
other. This is essential in order to improve modeling of the non-linear process of ice production. Before any grease
ice parameter may be built into climate models, it is necessary to avoid setting variables essential to the growth of new
ice as constants within the models. In addition, infra-red (IR) data was used for monitoring remotely the surface
temperature and area fractions of the grown ice. This was partly inspired by studies that combine such data with in
situ observations. The thermal IR spectral region (8–12μm) is prominently suitable for estimation of the sea surface
temperature. Satellite radiometers such as the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) operate within
this range, between 10.3 to 12.5 μm. They have a typical field of view of about 1.1 km, which makes them ideal for
monitoring smaller scale features such as polynyas and leads. Sea surface temperatures can be retrieved from AVHRR
data with an accuracy of 0.5–1.0 K. The same accuracy is possible from regular IR cameras, which have the
advantage of not being affected by the presence of clouds and other intervening atmosphere as IR satellite sensors do.
Leonard et al. (1998) for example, discussed that cooling of the pancake surface as it ages, accounts for a fraction of
the heat flux which would otherwise contribute to ice formation. Knowledge of the surface area fraction of frazil
versus pancake and the temperature change can therefore give an idea of when ice growth stops/the maximum
thickness is reached.
Doble in his 2007 PhD thesis posed the question: ‘what are the processes involved in building a pancake from the
surrounding frazil slush?’ This question is explicitly addressed also in the present study, in terms of solid fraction
changes of frazil ice and change in heat fluxes and wave-induced evolution of frazil ice.
The general questions motivating the research in Papers I, II and III were the following:





How is the early stage of ice formation (grease to pancake ice condition) influenced by thermodynamics
(heat and salt) and dynamics (waves)?
At what time scales does the grease to pancake ice-type transition occur and what is the distribution of each
ice type along the tank?
What are the ice thickness, salinity and solid fraction characteristics during each phase?
Can any critical thresholds in these parameters be defined?
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3.2. Field work
The oceanic heat flux is a key component in the sea ice energy- and mass- balance due to its strong seasonal
variation. As already mentioned, open water of polynyas and leads in the Arctic maximizes ocean heat loss in winter,
driving sea-ice formation, and in summer they (as well as melt ponds) admit large quantities of shortwave radiation
into the polar oceanic ML, which ultimately impacts the heat and mass balance of the ice pack and the ocean
(Maykut and McPhee, 1995).
Not many detailed high latitude field studies have been conducted to monitor the variability of these processes
and even fewer for the central Arctic Ocean (80–90°N). The Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment (AIDJEX) in the
early-mid 1970’s, was one of the first covering the central Arctic region (see Untersteiner, 2007). It was followed by
the Fram series of four expeditions at 84°N, during 1979–82, which included wave propagation measurements
through the sea-ice cover. Others carried out in the Nordic Seas include: the Canadian Eurasian Basin Experiment
(EUBEX) in 1981, the Marginal Ice Zone Experiment (MIZEX) in the Bering Sea, near Svalbard and in the
northern Greenland Sea starting in summer 1983, and the Coordinated Eastern Arctic Experiment (CEAREX),
conducted in the Norwegian Seas and north Greenland to Svalbard from September 1988 through May 1989
(Wettlaufer et al., 1990; Wettlaufer, 1991). This last-mentioned was probably the most extensive study in respect of
the heat flux from the ocean to the ice during winter. Later, in 1997–98, extensive heat flux measurements formed
part of Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean Project (SHEBA) (Uttal et al. 2002; Persson et al. 2002). One of
the most inspiring modern-day expeditions (in my opinion) was a multiyear ice drift project set up with the Tara
schooner as part of the Developing Arctic Modeling and Observing Capabilities for Long-term Environmental
Studies (DAMOCLES) project (Gascard et al., 2008). The ship was frozen into the ice north of the Laptev Sea
(79.5°N, 143°E) on September 2006, emulating the historical Fram expedition of 1893 to 1896. The expedition
crossed the Transpolar Drift (86.5 to 88°N) from April to September 2007, just before the record minimum Arctic
sea-ice extent was observed. Detailed ice-albedo feedbacks were obtained during this period (Nicolaus et al. 2010a).
The schooner then left the ice again in the Fram Strait on January 2008, after 505 drifting days. It took
approximately half the time as the original Fram expedition (Vihma et al., 2008). The primarily ice-camp studies
mentioned above were for obvious logistical reasons located in perennial (multi-year) sea ice without leads. This thick
ice is rapidly disappearing from the Arctic, so the most likely conditions for the future Arctic (new and first-year ice)
remain highly undersampled. The physical processes most important for the warming of the Arctic, and for the
melting of sea ice, are the vertical fluxes of heat at the surface. Changing the fraction of open water and thin ice, and
making the ice cover thinner overall (as is already occurring in the Arctic), will overall imply a rather different heat
budget. Monitoring the heat budget and sea-ice melt in summer is critical, not only for the summer ice cover but also
because it sets the stage for the next winter freeze-up.
The Arctic Summer Cloud Ocean Study (ASCOS; www.ascos.se) project (then named the Arctic Ocean
Experiment) commenced on 1991, with a first expedition during the summer of 1991 (IAOE-91, Leck et al. 1996)
and two summer follow-up experiments in 1996 (AOE-96, Leck et al., 2001) and in 2001 (AOE-2001, Leck et al.,
2004) at 89°N on the Swedish icebreaker Oden. These studies were mainly motivated by trying to explain
atmospheric dynamics processes controlling the formation, the lifetime and life cycle of clouds; responsible for the
much higher sensitivity of the Arctic climate to warming, than lower latitudes. The follow-up of these, the ASCOS
ice-drift expedition of summer 2008 – in which the author participated – adds to the limited amount of
multidisciplinary ice drift studies that have been carried out in the central Arctic, with a full meteorological,
biological, chemical, ground based remote sensing, and this time also including an oceanographic program. Ocean
currents were monitored at 87°N in the central Amudsen Basin, by both profiling and fixed current meters
suspended from drifting ice stations.
As mentioned in Chapter 1.1, the energy budget in the central Arctic experiences a drastic change during the summer
melt season. Participation in a summer ice-drift experiment was a unique opportunity to experience firsthand a
number of physical processes that affect the radiation transfer through the ice cover (snow, surface freezing), and to
quantify any local changes in the oceanographic conditions (accumulation of heat within the mixed layer, freshwater
fluxes).
The general objectives of the 2008 expedition – motivating the research in Paper IV – were to:
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Provide background hydrographic conditions near the ice/ocean interface of the central Arctic.
Estimate mixing and turbulent fluxes in the mixed layer and across the halocline
Provide insight into the energy balance using incoming and reflected short-wave radiation to/from the icetransmitted solar radiation through the ice cover, combined with turbulent fluxes over open water and area
estimates of the upper ocean and surface ice cover.

Chapter 4
Summary of the Papers
Papers I, II and III comprise a series of papers that provide an insight into some properties and mechanisms of new
sea-ice formation in turbulent waters. Their central focus was to study the combined effects of cooling, waves in
turbulent waters and frazil ice formation by measuring and monitoring parameters through time.
Paper IV describes the summer conditions on the second-year ice pack cover in the central Arctic, focusing on the
ocean and atmosphere energy balance.
The first two papers are solely focused on data obtained from tank experiments of ice growth, carried out at the
Arctic Environmental Test Basin (AETB) in the Hamburg Ship Model facility (HSVA), Germany, between October
21 to November 2, 2007 and March 3 to 7, 2008. The common aim of both papers was to understand and quantify
specific processes important for growth evolution of new sea-ice types (frazil, grease, shuga and pancake ice) that
occur under a turbulent environment.
•

In the first paper, the transition from grease to pancake ice is addressed in a ~25 hour case study
corresponding to the second half of one of the laboratory experiments carried out. The evolution of an
existing grease layer (~8cm thick) to a mixed grease and pancake ice field is presented with the salinity and
ice volume fraction presented for the two ice types (grease and pancake).

•

The second paper gives an overview of all the laboratory experiments carried out monitoring ice growth
from open water to a mixed grease and pancake ice field. The interrelationships of the following parameters
are investigated further: wave amplitude (the valley to crest semi-height), wave attenuation rate with
distance, ice thickness and the solid volume fraction.

•

The third paper of this series reviews existing solid volume fraction data and describes and discusses these in
terms of the different ice-sampling protocols that have been applied. The influence of the frazil crystal size
and shape aspect ratio on the ultimate ice volume fraction of grease ice needed for pancake ice to start
forming is also considered.

•

The final paper is based on field observations carried out in the Central Amudsen Basin, at a latitude 87˚N,
during a three week ice-drift study. Focus is given on the heat content evolution of the under-ice uppermost
~30m water layer, the mixed layer (ML). The spring to late summer evolution of the oceanic regime are
addressed in terms of mechanisms (atmospheric changes and freshwater accumulation) occurring during the
summer in the central Arctic.
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4. 1 Summary of Results

Paper I: Thermodynamic investigation of a grease to pancake ice cover
Ice growth and the transition from a grease to pancake ice cover proceeds essentially by thermodynamic–dynamic
coupling: the ice becomes less saline, colder and stronger as it compacts and also changes its mechanical properties
due to wave induced convergence, agglomeration and pancake size growth. In this paper the morphological surface
evolution of the area cover of frazil/grease ice and pancake ice are examined using surface temperature observations of
the evolving ice cover made with an IR camera. In conjunction with water and ice observations, the thermodynamic
ice properties of salinity and solid volume fraction of grease and pancake ice types are separately determined from
heat and salt budgets and described. The very early stage of ice growth are not investigated here – cf. Paper II – only
growth from a well-established grease ice layer towards a mixed grease and pancake ice field, ending with an 80–90%
pancake cover. The thickness of the investigated ice cover remained constant, therefore dynamic effects are
considered negligible and only the thermodynamic component is evaluated and presented. Of particular interest was
to investigate the stage of transition from grease to pancake, which is a necessary parameter for sea ice growth models.
This transition was estimated to occur when the ice surface temperature reached 0.7 to 0.9 K below the freezing
point of the water in which it forms (Tf) and solid volume fractions (vs) of frazil reach 0.37–0.40. It was determined
that the properties of the grease layer remained rather constant, even during young pancake ice growth, with surface
temperatures 0.4–0.6 K below Tf, a salinity of 24–26 g kg-1 and a solid volume fraction of 0.25 to 0.29. Despite
constant ice thicknesses, the young pancake ice decreased in salinity from 18 to 15 g kg-1 and increased in volume
fraction from 0.6 to 0.7 during the investigated 25.3 hours of pancake ice aging. The inferred pancake ice salinity
indicated i) a very strong decay signal and ii) a 1–2 hour periodicity in desalination. Methodologically, it was
concluded that i) the IR surface-based calculations of pancake ice salinities and volume fractions gave an overestimate
of the results and ii) derivations from heat-budget integrals in combination with in situ measurements of undrained
grease-ice samples provide the most realistic estimates of these parameters (the values mentioned above). This clearly
suggests that thermodynamic ice monitoring is essential in order to predict volume fraction and salinity changes. In
addition, wave studies that couple thermodynamic and dynamic factors may benefit from the above results; i.e., ice
volume fractions are relevant for determining the strength and elasticity of an ice cover.

Paper II: Laboratory study of frazil ice accumulation under wave conditions
This paper examines an extensive set of observations of frazil ice, grown in two parallel tanks with controlled wave
conditions and thermal forcing, focusing on the initial 1–2 days of crystal accumulation; this is complementary to
Paper I, which focused on the subsequent period leading to pancake ice formation. Temporal variations of water
parameters and ice salinity – as well as the surface heat flux – were described for each tank. The following unresolved
questions were addressed and described: (a) at which volume fraction the crystal rising process starts and how densely
they accumulate at the surface, (b) how this solid fraction evolves with time until solid ice starts to form, and (c) how
do these conditions affect, and are affected by, waves and heat loss from the ice. This includes resolving the questions
of how the frazil collection thickness varies with wave amplitude and to what thickness frazil ice accumulates before it
damps the waves and they no longer can mix and shear it. A number of general criteria have been confirmed and
concluded from this study, as follows:
Modal distributions of the data show two peaks defining the early stages of frazil ice formation and the later stages
before pancake ice begins to form. The first frazil ice that appears at the surface (interpolating results to zero
thickness) has a solid fraction of 0.04–0.05. Frazil ice accumulates to a maximum solid fraction vs≈0.22–0.25 at
which point pancake ice begins to form with the same ice thickness as the frazil at that point. The initiation of
pancake formation appears to take place after about 3 times the critical ice packing time, defined by an exponential
relation to take place once 95% of the frazil compaction to the mentioned maximum solid fractions is reached. In
our experiments this took 12–18 hours. The transition to pancake causes a rapid increase in wave damping, which
under known and constant conditions in the wave field, may be identified and set as a threshold value. Our data
shows that grease ice begins to affect the wave field significantly when its thickness exceeds the wave height by 0.7 to
0.9 times. These results are important for modeling frazil ice accumulation, the freeze-up of leads and polynyas and
to improve presently incomplete theories of grease-ice viscosity and wave damping.
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Paper III: Salinity and solid fraction of frazil and grease ice
This paper gives a methodological review of four different approaches that have been and may be used to determine
the bulk salinity and the solid ice fraction of young grease ice. Existing laboratory and field observations of the solid
volume fraction of frazil, snow-slush, grease ice and shuga are presented in terms of the methods applied by the
respective authors, together with the observations that were presented in Paper II. These are discussed with reference
to the different sampling and drainage protocols, which make a comparison of many earlier studies in terms of the
salinity of drained (or sieved) grease ice samples problematic. It is demonstrated that there is no stable relation
between drained sample salinities and the bulk salinity of grease ice. Since the bulk salinity of grease ice is the
relevant parameter when modeling, e.g., ice-ocean salt fluxes, the salinity of drained grease ice is of limited value in
modeling these processes. The paper proceeds with revising what considerations should be made in order to model
the process of ice packing in a turbulent field. It was found that the reviewed observations of grease ice bulk salinity
and porosity can be compared with a simple model of random particle packing that accounts for particle aspect ratio.
The data can be consistently described when an aspect ratio near 10 is assumed, a value that is much smaller than
what is assumed in most models of oceanic frazil ice processes. This highlights the importance of obtaining, in
addition to the bulk in situ properties, micro-scale observations of frazil ice crystals to progress our understanding of
the dynamics and thermodynamics of grease ice on both the microscopic and the geophysical scales. The new analysis
of the laboratory data presented in Papers I and II confirms the existence of two modes of the solid fraction of young
frazil forming under wave conditions: An early mode near 0.09vs ≈ 0.12, associated with the rapid mechanical
packing of frazil ice. A broad mode with solid fractions in the range 0.18vs ≈ 0.26 and increasing with time,
associated with internal freezing or maximum coarsening of frazil. The maximum vs achieved by frazil once it starts to
transform into shuga and pancake ice is ≈ 0.28.

Paper IV: Mixing, heat fluxes and heat content evolution of the Arctic Ocean mixed layer
This paper presents and discusses the upper ocean measurements obtained during the 2008 ASCOS ice drift in the
Amundsen Basin. Transmission of solar radiation through the 1.8 m thick ice and the evolution of the Arctic Ocean
mixed layer (ML) are described. Focus was given on a shift in conditions induced atmospherically by synoptic event
that occurred near the middle of the 16-day measurement period, resulting in strong snowfall and freeze-over.
During and after this 1-day event the transmittance of incoming solar radiation into the ocean was reduced by about
1/4. This reduction occurred due to refreezing of the slush covered melt pond areas and nilas ice formation over the
open water surrounding the ice floe, thereby increasing surface reflection. The reduction of solar radiation transfer
through the ice was found to explain 22% of the reduction in the ocean mixed layer heat content that was measured
in the upper 20m. Open water and melt pond surface area fractions accounted for the remaining 78%. The
magnitude of changes in the ML heat content were larger after the freeze-up period in the water below 25m,
suggesting a horizontal variability due to existing heat in the ML that was mixed downwards at an earlier time period.
A comparison between data from spring and summer was made: Ocean data from a drifting buoy and a drift station
that surveyed the nearby area during May was compared with our late summer ocean measurements to determine the
change in heat and freshwater content within the ML. A net increase in freshwater content was inferred towards the
end of the melt season, equivalent to a 3.3 m accumulation in the upper ocean and a saltier ML in winter, suggesting
a transition towards a more seasonal ice cover in the Arctic. In summary, this paper: i) reveals the importance of the
transfer of energy through the ice cover and open ocean for the heat content evolution of the Arctic ML, ii) describes
the upper ocean development towards the end of the melting season and iii) illustrates the variability caused by
changing surface conditions over relatively short time scales – these are all processes that need to be investigated
further in future studies to assess further seasonal and interannual changes.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1. Conclusions
Several conclusions and new possibilities have arisen from this work:
•

A maximum surface area cover of ~80 to 90% pancake ice is reached in a mixed pancake and grease ice field
–this would be important to account for within remote-sensing analyses estimating surface heat fluxes. For
satellite resolutions between 5km and 25km, at least a 10% area of higher ocean heat flux should be taken
into account instead of assuming 100% of the estimated satellite derived ice concentrations as solid ice
cover. The frazil ice temperature was also estimated to be fairly constant at around 0.4–0.6 K below the
ocean freezing point. This knowledge may be used along with the surface area cover of frazil to improve
heat flux estimates in mixed ice-type fields such as the seasonal ice zones.

•

Up to now, wave damping studies tend to only include ice thickness as a variable term in determining
viscosity (i.e., following Keller, 1998). However we know and have shown that both the ice thickness and
ice volume fraction (ie., the equivalent ice thickness) vary during ice growth. Both terms should be included
as variables in models for determining the surface viscosity of a mixed grease and pancake ice field in order
to advance on the approach that De Carolis et al. (2005) have already considered.

•

From the solid volume fraction analysis in Paper II it remains unclear whether maximum grease ice packing
may be defined by a time-dependant or equivalent ice thickness critical value. The obtained equivalent ice
thickness data was proportional to a constant heat flux. It would be important to repeat the same analysis
for ice growth under varying heat flux conditions and compare the maximum packing results, to discern
between time-dependence or He-dependence.

•

Consolidating frazil appears to freeze at a very thin surface skim first, decreasing its surface temperature and
likely volume compaction too, while the rest of the ice profile remains close to surrounding water
temperature. It would therefore be of value to investigate the vertical distribution of the solid fraction, and
its influence on the frazil to pancake transition (a new sampling instrument could be developed, as proposed
in the section 5.2.2).

•

I already mentioned in section 3.1 that the freeze-up of loose crystals forming below the water surface to a
solid ice cover depends on the shape (aspect ratio) of growing frazil ice crystals, which will also influence its
salinity content, the viscosity and the packing rate. Paper III confirms the importance of these interacting
processes, which may be described when considering the vertical resolution of the ice layer. As also
mentioned above, De Carolis et al. (2005) first considered the particle aspect ratio and volume fraction in
their model. Future modeling studies along these lines would be important.

•

The field observations described in Paper IV confirm the high sensitivity of the upper ocean to seasonal
changes in the ice cover and radiation conditions. The observations also point out that changes in
freshwater and heat content are being noted in the central Arctic Basin, compared to the past decade.
Continued multidisciplinary projects simultaneously measuring across boundary layers in the atmosphere
and ocean, are necessary for monitoring changes at synoptic, seasonal and potentially, at interannual scales.
To better assess regional changes, it would be preferential to also comprehensively measure ice properties
(local surface and bottom rheology) as well as radiative and turbulent fluxes over melt ponds (two caveats in
the ASCOS study). The importance of aerial photographs for monitoring such changes in the surface cover
is made apparent within Appendix C and D.
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Since most of the results presented in Papers I to III of this work are based on laboratory experiments, a relevant
question I’d like to address is: ‘How are the tank observations comparably scaled (or comparable) to real ocean
conditions?’
In the ocean, wave heights are usually much higher than waves generated in a tank. In leads and small polynyas
however, the wave amplitude scales are comparable to those applied in the laboratory experiments presented here. In
both cases, packing of the ice is driven by the waves (be they wind-generated or mechanically forced as in the lab). As
soon as the ice thickness reaches a critical thickness of around 0.7–0.9 the wave height (as suggested within Paper II),
the waves begin to lose energy and attenuate. At this point the ice volume fraction experiences the largest change,
while ice thickness remains constant.
From the laboratory studies presented in this work, a damping threshold could only be defined for the longest
experiment, where a constant wave field was applied. Those experiments with varying wave periods were not long
enough (the ice cover did not have time to evolve to a thickness that would begin the wave attenuation). We know
in nature the situation is more complex than the idealized single frequency tank wave field: multiple unknown wave
conditions (e.g., varying wave direction, frequencies and amplitudes), and also advective processes are unknown and
difficult to measure, let alone predict. Particularly in wave-exposed regions such as the marginal/seasonal ice zones,
there are additional interacting processes, such as currents, eddies, wave-breaking, multiple wavelengths and varying
shear and mechanical stress forces due to the presence of leads, ridges and multiple ice classes (frazil, pancakes, large
broken ice flows) of varying sizes and shapes. It is up to now unclear how these processes encountered in nature
interact to either increase in effect or cancel each other out and whether the integrated response may still be
comparable to what is measured within controlled laboratory conditions. Wadhams (1988) showed from field
observations in Greenland and the Bering Sea, that multiple wave scattering of incoming waves reduces the observed
wave energy attenuation rate, particularly in the ice edge, by a factor of 2/3, and it does not begin to increase
significantly until penetrating several km into the ice. There will always remain a need for field work to test or
corroborate findings from laboratory studies that may be scaled to ocean conditions. Given the sampling difficulties
in windy and wavy regions where new ice forms however, laboratory experiments will continue to be an
indispensable ‘test field’ for ice properties required for the improvement of parameterizations in numerical models
dealing with ice growth.

5.2. Future work
Having said the above, a number of considerations should be taken into account for future experiments on ice
growth, to obtain a realistic overview of sea ice growth and maximize our understanding of all relevant processes
taking place in these experiments. These are presented below as three specific suggestions for future work.

5.2.1. Non-intrusive study of surface convection
As described in Niedrauer and Martin (1979), vertical salt-gradients form during the process of newly forming
columnar ice, trapping salty water in the so called ‘brine pockets’ within the ice. As these pockets enlarge and begin
to interconnect with each other forming brine channels, the thermal conductivity of sea-ice significantly increases
and convection is triggered within the ice – the ice begins to ‘loose’ its salt, through repeated convection cycles: while
brine drains out, sea water from beneath replaces it and freezes up. Convection in this type of ice growth typically has
a wavelength proportional to the ice-thickness, and commonly shapes into hexagonal cells. In the middle, a
downward flow occurs whereas on the edges, an upward flow dominates. Brine channels are located in the middle of
each convection cell, an on the outer edges, freezing of seawater occurs within the spaces, lowering the porosity and
cooling the ice, both because less brine is present and because it has a higher capacity for conducting heat. In
turbulent waters, frazil always remains between the pancakes gaps so desalination and convection plumes may still
form in these areas. Yet, such convection has never been determined with observations. It has been qualitatively
observed for columnar ice in tank experiments, e.g., by Lake and Lewis (1970) and quantitatively by Wakatsushi and
Ono (1983), where the radius of brine channels and the salt-diffusivity were measured. In order to try and
determine or validate any theory of convection, it is essential to detect the actual period of convection. Periods of
15–45 minutes have been observed by Eide and Martin (1975), however, not for frazil brine channels, but columnar
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ice, by monitoring the ice with a camera and tracking drainage rate with coloured ink. Determining the period of
surface convection in a turbulent field, could be accomplished remotely from the high resolution IR data.
Temperature gradients at the surface may suggest where existing salinity gradients are and where periodical brine
flushing events may be taking place. A preliminary time series analysis of selected image pixels from the IR camera
data (for the two first hours when only frazil was present), showed a constant cycle. This could potentially be related
to convection cycles. Further analysis would be required to determine if a frequency representing convection signal at
the surface may be determined. If so, a theoretical analysis of the salinity entrainment occurring within the ice could
be addressed. We then could get a step closer to deducing ice-thickness from the size of the convection cells and
discuss the changes induced by the convection cells (freezing, permeability, salt flux). This was beyond the scope of
this thesis, but may be used for developing a theoretical piece of work supported by further surface and vertical
measurements of the ice cover at some later stage.

5.2.2. Vertical sampling of frazil and grease ice
The effect of the thermal history of the ice on growth rate has been addressed by e.g. Maykut and Untersteiner
(1971). Non-linear vertical temperature profiles are likely to exist in the ice, particularly in a mixed grease- and
pancake- ice field. In such cases the prediction of salinity (and thus solid volume fractions) would be greatly affected
in a way that, even with a constant known heat flux, known volume fraction at begin of pancake formation, and
known surface temperatures of the frazil ice, the evolution of ice salinity cannot be accurately determined. Up to now
however, commonly used models of ice growth assume a linear temperature profile for all stages of new and young
ice. In the initial frazil stage, this may be acceptable, as only a microscopic surface layer below water freezing
temperature has been observed to exist (Martin and Kaufmann, 1981). In the pancake phase this seems not to be the
case, as it has been shown by Wadhams and Wilkinson (1999), from pancake samples collected in the field in the
Odden, that the salinity of older pancakes tends to increase across the structure. This implies also a change in ice
temperature. A similar sampling method to that applied by Wadhams and Wilkinson (1999) in the field should be
applied to pancake samples, where they examined the 3-D salinity distributions of collected pancakes, sectioned
while still floating in seawater to reduce loss of brine. To enhance their sampling procedure, the ice temperature
across the depth of the pancake sample should also be measured simultaneously during the cutting procedure. This
was unfortunately missing from their studies.

Fig. 12 Sketch of an idealized vertical grease layer section sampler. Blue stars represent frazil or grease ice sampled and entrapped within
the upper layer.
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With regards to frazil and grease ice, this cannot be done, as the samples are not solid and difficult to handle. A
new design for a frazil sampling instrument is proposed, a ‘frazil slice sampler’, in order to vertically sample the ice
crystals at different depths. This would allow an optimal vertical profile of the solid ice volume fraction and ice
salinity across the layer to be obtained. Ice temperatures are needed to obtain an accurate estimate of the brine
salinity (used within the ice salinity and solid volume fraction equations) and also to detect supercooling events close
to the ice base (useful to obtain more accurate heat transfer estimates and crystal growth rates). Therefore an in-built
system of micro-thermistors is desirable. Figure 12 shows a preliminary schematic of the proposed design of such an
instrument. The main goal is to greatly simplify the sampling procedure, by allowing simultaneous sampling,
‘sectioning’ and ice temperature monitoring in 2 to 3 cm depth intervals, of an entire layer of frazil or grease ice up to
40cm thick. Of course, this would take a new project to develop further and test the ideal materials and internal
mechanics of lids ‘sealing’ to minimize the loss of brine between the individual vertical sections. A sliding lid closure
mechanism similar to that used for compact camera lenses should do the job of preventing leakage between the
layers. An automatic closure and opening mechanism should take care of entrapping (or releasing after sampling) the
sample of each layer in a ‘count-down’ sequence, starting from the very bottom of the sampler towards the upper
layer. This way mixing with underlying water could be avoided, while the layer sections are being sampled.

5.2.3. Tank circulation
Advection in general is an important factor controlling ice compaction. Martin and Kaufmann (1981), observed
ice in a lead growing both vertically from heat loss through the solid ice and laterally from advected crystals. The
advection/drift term has not been considered in this study. Observations in turbulent flows such as in the wave tanks,
should ideally be corrected for the effect of Stokes drift, which acts in the along-tank direction as the wave amplitude
decreases with increasing distance from the wave origin (wave paddle). Stokes drift is a net forward motion of fluid
particles, thus, only really measurable during the frazil stage. The simplest model assumes that surface drift decrease is
proportional to frazil area fraction. The ice production may be modeled by summing three terms: Ice growth with a
constant net surface heat flux QT, the change in mean vs through compaction and the Stokes drift term, Us. In an
enclosed area such as a tank, the Stokes drift term approximates to zero once a constant amplitude is achieved and
the ice cover (ice accumulation zone) advances from the far end of the tank. If we consider the field observations by
Smith 2006 and tank experiments by Monismith, 2007: they conclude that the net Lagrangian flow (in their case
similar to the surface Stokes drift we mention here) is not changed by the waves- in this case one may think that the
effect of Stokes drift needs not to be considered at all. However, we cannot estimate how much it changes across the
ice cover/with depth, as we have no vertical profiles of the grease ice layer. The reason this is of interest, is because the
flow direction at different depths across the ice layer and just below it, very likely has an influence on crystal
accumulation and crystal rising. Essentially, the rate at which the critical thickness for wave damping is reached is
affected by flow direction and speeds. To monitor this, we would first have to know at what depth the return flow of
the tank takes place, and where the Stokes drift actually cancels out and becomes effectively zero. The flow at
different depths would need to be monitored with an underwater camera to track particle motion and direction and
to see if the crystal morphology is changed. For this second point the vertical sampling method mentioned in the
previous section would be helpful in addition to cross-polarized image analysis of sampled crystals or thin sections
from different depths. Also, high precision turbulence instruments would have to be installed in the walls of the tank
to determine vertical and horizontal speeds of the ice particles. Then it would be possible to assess the above.

5.3. General Outlook
It is very likely that the Arctic and Nordic regions will experience important changes in the oceanic and
atmospheric regimes, not just as a result of the changing sea-ice cover, but also due to melting of frozen soil
(permafrost), which will increase the flux of carbon dioxide and methane into the atmosphere and increase freshwater
and sediment flux into the ocean and melting of glaciers, causing ocean volume changes (i.e., sea level rise). These
changes will undoubtedly have far-reaching repercussions, spanning from environmental aspects to societal,
technological and political challenges. Many branches (fisheries, coastal management, adaptation and mitigation
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measures, navigation/transportation and natural resource operations to name just a few) already have and will
continue to develop and change in the Arctic during the coming decades. To the interested reader wondering what
scenario the communities living in the Arctic – and specifically along the Barents Sea coast – are to expect to observe
develop very soon right outside their ‘door-step’, a quick look at the recent oil and gas development plans reported by
Bambulyak and Frantzen (2011) tells a lot of the story and deserves a read.
Relevant to the topics of this thesis, the following come to mind when considering possible changes that sea ice and
the ocean may undergo:
An increasing seasonal freshwater inflow and accumulation in the Arctic ocean ML is expected. Freshwater acts as a
‘lid’, blocking the exchange between the ocean deeper layers and the atmosphere. River runoff, glacier- and
permafrost-melt supply coastal regions with large amounts of freshwater each summer melt season. If accumulating
interannually, coastal polynyas could eventually produce less haline convection if the new sea ice forms from a less
saline stratified surface water layer. On the other hand, the marginal ice zone is likely to become more dynamic in
producing sea ice as open water waves will maintain oceanic mixing. As the heat content of the ocean increases due to
increased radiation reaching the ocean in summer, ice formation in autumn and winter may be delayed, however,
unless compensated by a response in increased cloud formation and other feedback processes maintaining
atmospheric temperatures low. Notz (2008) and Tietsche et al. (2011) examine mechanisms of seasonal sea-ice
recovery: the presence of thinner ice has made the year-to-year predictions of the ice cover ever less reliable as it has
become more susceptible to atmospheric forcing, nevertheless, where ice is able to form rapid production rates of new
ice allow it to ‘catch up’ with existing first-year ice, at least in terms of ice thickness. The effect of such seasonal new
ice on the heat exchange across the ocean-atmosphere and overall surface energy balance, should be examined in
comparison to older ice, taking into account the differences in the ice structure itself (ice compaction and textural
characteristics), as well as the presence of particulate matter. Regarding the last point: the presence of particles on,
under and within sea ice (be they living organisms, organic sediments, or pollutants), reduces the reflectivity of the
ice in summer. This enhances even more solar absorption through the ice into the ocean, contributing to increased
ice melting rates and changes in the ocean stratification. It is already being observed that the new seasonal ice
forming in the central Arctic contains a high content of biological substances known as gelatinous extracellular
polymers (Leck and Biggs, 1996; Leck and Biggs; 2005, Matrai; 2007). Earlier laboratory experiments, showed how
suspended particles including biological species (e.g. plankton, Reimnitz et al., 1993) and sediments (Smedsrud,
2001) adhere to new frazil aggregates formed in suspension within the water as it rises to the surface. Following this,
new studies are developing (e.g. Krembs et al. 2011) investigating how these substances and the organisms that
produce them contribute to altering the porous microstructure of the ice (columnar ice) to increase their habitability
and survivability within it. Changes in the porous structure likely influence salt-retention in the sea ice, which could
also alter salt flux rates and thereby ocean convection. Investigation of how the biology influences ice compaction
rates during formation of granular ice have not been made yet and would be an important factor to focus on.
Physical processes as studied in this thesis, and physical-biological interactions as mentioned here may influence the
future of the Arctic system and in turn, the development of the societal related branches mentioned above. This work
remains as one very small contribution to the bigger picture of the Arctic System and an even smaller step towards
our continuous evolution to wisdom.
“A journey of a thousand miles must begin with a single step”
Lao Tsu, 600 –531 BC
Chinese Taoist Philosopher
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Appendix
Methods and Considerations
A. Infra-Red Image Analysis

High-performance imaging systems covering the 8-12μm far infra-red (IR) thermal bands, are widely used in a
variety of disciplines, from military industry to medical sciences. Emissivity is defined as the ratio of radiant
emittance of a source to that of a blackbody at the same temperature. This value needs to be known, in order to
convert the IR thermal brightness temperature (TB) to real surface temperatures (Ts).
In Paper I presented in this thesis, IR was applied for monitoring the evolution of a young sea ice surface. This has
been previously done during the INTERICE laboratory study by Eicken et al. (1999) and Leonard and Shen (1999)
to retrieve surface temperatures. However, they reported neither a method for retrieving the surface emissivity nor for
removal of wave signatures in their image analysis, to accurately derive ‘real’ surface temperatures, as was addressed in
Paper I of this thesis. These are both not trivial issues. Also, the area distribution of frazil and pancakes was not
estimated in these studies.
Surface edges appear as subtle signatures, due to the non-uniform properties of the ice surface and also because the
long spectral wavelengths cause the signals to be intrinsically weaker than in visible bands. A contrast enhancing
method (edge detection) is available in the MATLAB Image Analysis Toolbox, and an attempt was made to use this
for enhancing pancake signatures in images where these were present. Yet, the colour images had to be converted to
greyscale first. In order to do this conversion, histograms of the images were made to define threshold values that
could be used to distinguish between temperature pixels corresponding to pancake ice from those corresponding to
frazil ice. At first, thresholding with hysterisis was applied, a technique which consists in defining a high and a low
thresholding value, by which image pixels falling within the threshold range were set to be weak edges and all values
above the high threshold, considered as real edges.
A repeat calibration of the imaged surface was not carried out during the RECARO laboratory experiments, as issues
with the camera accuracy for the 24-hour period of analysis were not considered to be a major problem. Knowledge
of the water temperature and that wave convergence brings underlying water to the surface at regular known
frequency intervals, served as a calibration method in our study, as described in Paper I. No drift in the brightness
temperatures within the frazil ice regions was measured, which gave confidence that there was no notable
measurement drift. It was also verified that frazil ice presents the same surface TB and thus emissivity signatures
whereby, pancake ice did not have an equal surface temperature distribution. Nevertheless, Onstott (1998) noted
that pancake emissivity signatures were very similar to those of 8-15 cm thick young ice and quite far off from
congelation ice. In our histogram analysis, an obvious third modal distribution was detected, which was attributed to
the lower temperature pancake edges.

Suggestions for analysis
•

Future targeted studies of older ice using IR imaging, should take into consideration regular in situ
calibration of the different surfaces measured (grease layer, pancake center and edges), to avoid/reduce
inaccuracies when converting the camera measured brightness temperatures to Ts, and to allow better
determination of pancake ice edge emissivities.

•

Care needs to be taken when determining the warmest and coldest surface temperature (Ts): In Paper I, the
Ts extremes were determined from taking the 1% warmest (or coldest) values within an image- If the
absolute extreme pixel values were taken instead, a bias would be introduced (i.e minimum pancake Ts
would likely represent the coldest rim temperatures, and not be representative for the overall minimum
pancake Ts).
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•

The actual field of vision is known to vary both in the horizontal and vertical plane with the surface
movement (i.e. waves). In the analysis made for Paper I, this effect was solved by removing the outer image
pixels and then smoothing the image time series, as the wave frequency (i.e. surface variation) was known
and remained constant. Estimation of pixel area however, becomes challenging when the distance between
the monitored surface and the measuring camera increases. Even though the number of image pixels
remains constant, regardless of the measurement distance, the effect of field of vision due to surface
movement will become much larger and thus change individual pixel areas. Ideally, a correction should be
applied in both the horizontal and vertical to estimate accurate pixel areas, when distances of the IR camera
to the measured surface exceed ~10 m.

A simple trigonometric approximation for correcting pixel areas may be achieved as follows:

LV , H =

ϕ
2d
arctan V , H
NV , H
 2





where LV or LH is the pixel length in the vertical or horizontal direction, d the height of the camera from the surface,
NV or NH the number of image pixels in the vertical or horizontal direction (in this study, 384 × 288 respectively),
and

ϕV

or

ϕ H , camera lens angle in the vertical or horizontal direction (in this study, 15˚×12˚). Considering that

the camera used for the laboratory experiments was located at a height of just 2.4m above the surface, the maximum
image area error was estimated as ±4.6cm, an error which was considered negligible for our study purpose. If the
camera had been hanging at a height of 10 m instead, the integrated image area error would have increased drastically
to ±1490 cm, requiring an individual pixel area estimation adjustment method to be applied.

B. Pancake surface velocities
Solid fraction and ice thickness change may be represented through the redistribution of frazil and pancake ice along
the tank during growth in terms of pancake surface drift velocities. Observations of pancake and (some) frazil
propagation velocities were manually derived from the surface temperature analysis of data obtained from the IR
camera that measured at the end of E2 in tank A (see Paper I for IR camera description and Fig. 3a for camera
location). A 20-hour-long sequence of 5-second averaged images was analysed. Pancake speeds were recorded by
visually tracking the front edge of the pancakes crossing the image field of view and saving the corresponding image
pixel location throughout the image sequence. The speed of the frazil layer was more difficult to obtain, as there was
no visible edge to be tracked and wave convergence caused the temperatures of each pixel to rise and drop, making
tracking of propagating frazil crystals challenging. Hence, only two frazil velocities were obtained. These values are
for frazil ice already 8 cm thick and appear not to be far off from the pancake velocities. The horizontal diameter
growth was measured similarly, by tracking the across-tank (right and left) widest side edges of those medium-sized
pancakes that were fully visible in the camera field of view (66cm × 52cm). Propagation could not be measured from
the centre of the pancake, since a visible edge was required for tracking the same selected object (point) across the
image sequence. However, growth was simultaneously measured from the pancake edges. The propagation values are
thus corrected for this growth. We know that the mean ice thickness did not increase for this part of the experiment
(see Paper I), but the ice area fraction did change, so we may consider how surface fraction cover of pancakes relates
to the velocity change. The surface area fraction of frazil was plotted against the measured pancake and frazil
velocities and lateral growth (see Fig. B1). A linear relation between pancake velocity and the frazil surface area
fraction is evident. From this analysis it is concluded that pancakes stop moving when they cover ~70% of the tank
surface area. Note this result has not been included in any of the papers presented in this thesis.
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Fig. B1 Surface velocity of pancake (triangles) and frazil (stars) ice against frazil area fraction.

C. Aerial Photograph Analysis
An estimate was made on the area fractions of open water (OW), ice and melt ponds (MP) during the field study
presented in Paper IV. Partitioning of the images into these surface categories was carried out manually, similar to the
analysis in Perovich et al. (2002b). We unfortunately did not have enough clear aerial photographs to be able to
perform a quantitative estimate for the full 21 day measurement period; therefore estimates for only 5 days were
obtained.
The ground coverage of an aerial photo depends on several factors, including the focal length of the lens and the
altitude from which the photo is taken and the angle at which the camera is held. The focal length effectively controls
the angular field of view of the lens and determines the area "seen" by the camera. The longer the focal length, the
smaller the area covered on the ground, but with greater detail (i.e. larger scale). The photo scale is equal to camera
focal length divided by the altitude of the plane or helicopter. Focal length and altitude are not always both known,
one of them usually is missing. A way around this problem can be to use an object of known size within the image as
reference to estimate the corresponding pixel size and corresponding photo distance. Thus, for images where the
Oden icebreaker ship was present, the known ship length was used to estimate the ground distance and scale of the
surface area pictured. These corresponded only to 3 images taken from helicopter flights. A problem they presented
was that the photographic tilt (photo angle) was not known, but this was assumed to be 25°. Most images however,
were obtained from videos taken from transit flights of the NASA DC-8 aircraft, which supported the expedition
with remote-sensing measurements (still unpublished). These overflights are of known height and the videos were
taken vertically in nadir view, which removed the complication of not knowing the angular tilt of the surface area
photographed. A total of 10 static video images were analysed for estimating open water and melt pond distributions.
The results from these and the 3 helicopter images are summarized in Table C1.
Table C1. Summary of area fractions obtained from available aerial picture analysis, with their corresponding ± 1 standard deviation2:

Days (year day)

% Area OW ± 0.90

% Area MP ± 2.17

228

17.49

5.14

233

17.00

4.10

235

17.90

5.00

236

16.67

5.72

238

22.00

3.44

Area Ice=100-(OW+MP) ± 2.92
2 The standard deviation applied here and within the papers is defined as the 68% probability level under the condition of normal
distributed errors
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Fig. C1 Example of analysed image from the DC-8 overflight (left) converted to black-and-white to estimate OW fraction (right). The
icebreaker was flagged green and its known size (108.8m) used for scaling the images. Melt ponds were separately removed, by
reanalyzing the same image and setting OW and ice to white, maintaining only melt-pond areas as black. Misclassified image regions are
encircled in dark red.

This method is manual and due to the lens distortions and presence of fog, contains some error on the image edges.
The image regions where ice was misclassified as water are encircled in dark red within the image. The overall error
estimate from the analysed images was however considered negligible, as misclassified ice regions were cancelled out
by almost the same area of light melt ponds misclassified as ice. Grease and brash ice (chunks of ice broken off from
surrounding floes and pancakes observed on the right of the image) was deliberately classified mostly as open water,
since the absorption of such ice may be regarded as being very similar to that of open water (Onstott et al., 1998).

D. Summer Surface Fluxes: Field Study
The total flux into the ocean was estimated for the field drift presented in Paper IV (recall the net energy balance
given in section 1.1 from the introducing chapter). In this study, the surface energy balance played a major role in
the heat content evolution of the upper 20m of the under-ice ocean ML. Net longwave heat flux (surface
temperature dependent) and shortwave (surface albedo dependent) fluxes dominated the energy balance for the full
measurement period, with the shortwave being approximately double the longwave contribution. Net shortwave
radiation (the difference between incoming and outgoing shortwave radiation) is strongly dependant on albedo,
which requires knowledge of the percent area coverage of ice, melt pond and open water, as was estimated in the
previous section C. Turbulent (sensible and latent) fluxes were measured over an open lead that persisted by the icedrift flow throughout the study. They were notably smaller in comparison to radiative fluxes (for the available
measurements) and could therefore be regarded to be the same for all surfaces (open water, ice and melt ponds). For
missing measurements within the time series, a mean value of the available data was used to define these fluxes.
The total solar heat input (Fsw) may be defined as the sum of the shortwave radiative flux through the ice, melt ponds
(MP) and through the ocean (OW):
Fsw=Fice +FMP+FOW
with Fice =Fo [Ai(1–αice)]; FMP =Fo [Amp(1–αmp)] and FOW =Fo [Aw(1–αow)]
In the above, Fo is the measured initial incoming shortwave radiation, Ai, Amp and Aw are the area fractions of ice,
melt ponds and open water respectively and αice,αmp and αow the corresponding albedo values (amount of reflected
radiation). As in Perovich et al. (2007) the Arctic Ocean albedo was taken as 0.07. Ice albedo was calculated from
the shortwave down and upward components measured at a fixed radiation site on the ice flow, on average 0.76
before the heavy snow fall ‘freeze-up’ event and 0.85 after. Melt pond albedo was not measured, however it was
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observed visually that all melt ponds surrounding the measurement site of the ice flow were covered with a snow
slush layer throughout the field experiment. In contrast to the melt pond characteristics during the SHEBA
experiments (Perovich et al. 2002b), no dark melt ponds (those melting through the ice cover sufficiently to make
the ocean visible and trespass it) were observed during ASCOS. Thus, an intermediate value between light melt pond
albedo 0.4, and dark melt pond albedo 0.2 may be used, i.e. 0.3 following Perovich et al. (2007) and Perovich et al.
(2002a). If we however consider the ‘freeze-up’ event as being part of the initiation of the fall freezing period, the
algorithm presented by Perovich et al. 2011 could be considered, which represents freezing melt ponds at the end of
summer with a value of 0.46.
The total net flux over each surface type may then be estimated by summing the corresponding radiative shortwave
flux calculated above with the net longwave radiation (QL) and the turbulent fluxes Qh and Qe. The same longwave
radiation was assumed for all surfaces. The average solar radiation FOW reaching open water alone was estimated as
16.1 ±2.5 W/m². Figure D1 shows the net flux over OW and ice. The heat released through OW was almost
doubled (increased by 81.2%) between the first and the second period after the synoptic freeze-event. Heat uptake
through the ice decreased substantially, by 6 times. Heat through melt ponds (not included in the figure) was found
to lie between the ice and ocean curves. However, considering that the albedo was just assumed constant, no
turbulent fluxes were measured over the melt ponds and that we did not have accurate area cover estimates of these,
the flux through melt ponds was considered as unknown and not included further in the analysis.

Fig. D1 Net fluxes for open water and ice. Positive values represent the flux leaving the surface, whereas negative values represent the
downward flux across the surface. Bold values in the image are the mean flux for the time periods before and after the ‘freeze-up’.
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ABSTRACT. We present results from a laboratory tank study of ice growing from saline water in a wave
field, focusing on the transition from a predominantly frazil/grease-ice cover to a pancake-ice cover.
Combining surface temperature observations with direct and indirect determinations of ice salinity and
solid fraction, we describe the evolution of frazil- and pancake-ice area fraction, salinity and solid-ice
volume fraction over the course of 1 day. In the investigated stage of transition, frazil ice surrounding
the pancakes was found to have rather constant properties: a surface temperature 0.4–0.6 K below the
freezing point of the underlying sea water, a salinity of 24–26 g kg–1 and a solid volume fraction of
0.25–0.29. The average salinity of young pancake ice, estimated from heat and salt budgets, decreased
from 18 to 15 g kg–1, while average solid volume fractions increased from 0.6 to 0.7. The transition from
frazil to pancake is estimated to take place when solid fractions reach 0.37–0.40 and surface
temperatures are 0.7–0.9 K below the freezing point. We find that, for proper modelling of the grease–
pancake system, it is important to distinguish between a surface and volumetric fraction of pancakes
and grease ice.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sea ice can in many cases grow under turbulent conditions
(see, e.g. Weeks and Ackley, 1982). This process may be
divided into several stages: (1) formation of tiny frazil
crystals kept in suspension in the upper ocean by wind- and
wave-generated turbulence; (2) accumulation of a surface
frazil-ice or grease layer when the turbulence ceases; and
(3) freeze-up of the mush into a solid-ice cover. Under the
presence of a wave field, stage (3) is often accompanied by
the formation of pancakes growing in size and thickness
and, after some time, freezing together. During the grease–
pancake transition the ice becomes less saline, colder and
thus stronger (Onstott and others, 1998; Leonard and others,
1999; Doble and others, 2003). It also changes its mechanical
properties due to wave-induced convergence, pancake size
growth and agglomeration. The process proceeds essentially
by thermodynamic–dynamic coupling. For example, ice
strength due to freezing may affect the size of pancakes and
hence wave propagation (e.g. Shen and others, 2004), and, in
turn, the dynamics may be expected to influence cooling rate
and desalination of the ice cover.
While several studies have been concerned with the
dynamics of grease ice in a wave field (e.g. Martin and
Kauffman, 1981; Leonard and others, 1999; Wang and Shen,
2010), rather little work has been concerned with its
thermodynamics. Of particular interest is the internal solidice volume fraction (vs) of the grease/pancake-ice–brine
mixture, which is expected to have a strong impact on its
mechanical properties and desalination rates (e.g. Weeks
and Ackley, 1982).
Here we focus on the solid volume fraction of grease ice
and examine how it evolves with ice temperature and
salinity when it is transformed into pancakes, based on
observations from a controlled tank experiment. After
*Present address: Nansen Environmental and Remote Sensing Center,
Thermoehlensgate 47, 5006 Bergen, Norway.

describing the experimental set-up we outline our thermodynamic calculations and methods. We discuss the results
in terms of limited earlier work and relevance for future
grease–pancake modelling.

2. EXPERIMENT AND INSTRUMENTS
The work described here is part of the REduced ice Cover in
the ARctic Ocean (RECARO) project that took place at the
Hamburg Ship Model Basin, Germany, where various
scenarios of ice growth were tested in the temperaturecontrolled room (Wilkinson and others, 2009). The freezing
experiment we describe was conducted between 31 October and 2 November 2007 in a 19 m long and 3 m wide tank
filled with a NaCl water solution to 0.85 m depth. A
schematic layout of the tank and instrument set-up is given
in Figure 1. Ice growth took place under the presence of
waves generated by a single-stroke flap-type paddle located
on one end of the tank. The opposite end of the tank
consisted of a shallow water area (marked as ‘Beach’ in
Fig. 1) designed to dampen the waves (Wilkinson and others,
2009; Wang and Shen, 2010). We focus on the thermodynamic evolution of the ice cover during the final
25.3 hours of a 2 day long experiment. During the first day,
under constant-frequency waves of 0.66 Hz and 5 cm
amplitude, a grease-ice cover of 8–10 cm thickness had
formed. The wave amplitude was then reduced to 2.6 cm
and the transition from a predominately grease-ice to
pancake-ice cover took place during day 2.

2.1. Air, water and ice observations
Air temperature was recorded near the roof of the tank at
approximately 2.5 m height. Underwater pressure transducers placed at the left wall of the tank (when facing from
wave maker towards beach) recorded the wave amplitude.
Several thermistors placed on this wall provided temperature
information at different levels across the ice/water surface.
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Fig. 1. Tank and instrumental layout (not to scale).

Water electrolytic conductivity and temperature were
measured (with a sampling interval of 15 s) with two
MicroCat SBE37-SM conductivity-, temperature- and
depth-measuring devices (CTDs) placed stationary at the
centre of the tank, at 0.6 and 0.8 m depth. To convert from
conductivity to NaCl salinity we use the UNESCO algorithms (Fofonoff and Millard, 1983) modified to account for
a higher conductivity of an aqueous NaCl solution
compared with sea water (e.g. Kaufmann, 1960). We apply
a standard conductivity of 45.3172 mS cm–1 at 158C and
35 g kg–1 NaCl.
The sampling procedure of in situ frazil-ice samples was
adopted from earlier studies (e.g. Wilkinson, 2005; Smedsrud
and Skogseth, 2006) using a transparent plastic cylinder of
89.07 mm diameter, open at both ends and with a 22.98 mm
diameter stick through the middle with a bottom rubber lid.
The cylinder was lowered through the frazil ice until the
lower edge was well below the ice surface and the stick
pulled up to entrap the sample and seal off the bottom with
the rubber lid. The cylinder was then lifted to measure the
undrained frazil-ice thickness (to 0.5 cm accuracy) using a
centimetre measuring scale fixed to the cylinder. Every 4 m
along-tank (refer to Fig. 1) the frazil ice was collected in a
hand-held sieve to drain off the water for several minutes,
before melting it in bottles at room temperature. The salinity
of the melted frazil/brine samples was inferred from measuring their conductivity with a hand-held WTW LP191
conductimeter (accurate to 0.1 mS cm–1). Sample weight
and volume were obtained using a standard measuring scale
(accurate to 0.01 g) and a volumetric flask (accurate to
0.1 mL), respectively.
Surface brightness temperature, TB, was recorded with a
thermal infrared (IR) camera (VarioCAM hr 384 M, manufactured by JENOPTIK) mounted at 2.4 m height above the
water/ice surface. The instrument provided IR temperature

images in the 7.5–14 mm band with 7.6 Hz sampling rate and
a field of view (FOV) of 158  128. At the given height, the
surface viewed was 66 cm  52 cm (384  288 pixels) with
1.72 mm pixel resolution. To reduce side-lobe effects we
omit rim pixels and use the inner 354  280 pixels for our
image analysis. A 5 s running mean was applied to the TB
fields to reduce the wave-induced fluctuations. The manufacturer reports a temperature resolution better than 80 mK
and an accuracy of 1.5 K. As described in section 3, we
convert brightness temperature to physical temperature
(TB = "Ts) on the basis of water temperature peaks.

3. ICE TEMPERATURE AND THERMODYNAMICS
The following framework of calculations and equations is
used to estimate ice temperature, salinity and solid volume
fraction of the evolving ice cover and to separate these into
area contributions from frazil ice and pancake ice.

3.1. Surface emissivity and grease–pancake
thresholding
To derive surface temperatures from the observed IR
brightness temperatures (Ts = TB/") one needs to know the
emissivity, ". However, literature values show a rather wide
range due to variable background radiation, surface roughness and incidence angles (e.g. Rees and James, 1992). We
approach this problem by taking into account the character
of the wavy ice field and assume that, due to convergence
and divergence as well as brine convection, some pixels in
our 60 cm  50 cm FOV will always reflect the water
temperature, Tw, monitored below the ice. We hence
calculate an effective " by assuming that the 1% highest
TB in each image determines " = TB/Tw. This approach yields
" between 0.9953 and 0.9978 for the IR images (Fig. 2a),
with no apparent time dependence and a mean of
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Fig. 2. (a) Surface emissivity estimate for all IR TB image field maxima using Tw as the " = TB/Tw calibration threshold. (b) Water temperature,
Tw, and freezing temperature, Tf, in relation to Ts maxima, with corresponding 0.5 hour running mean, and median frazil temperatures.
(c) Median frazil Ts and median and minimum pancake Ts evolution. All Ts in (b) and (c) were derived using mean " = 0.9968 as a constant.
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Fig. 3. (a) Evolution of frazil (white) and pancake (black) area cover during selected times, estimated from constant threshold set at 269.5.
(b) Corresponding histogram for same times as given in (a), showing the constant threshold (dashed line) used to estimate frazil and pancake
area covers. The histogram temperature range, Trange, and mean difference, Tdiff, between frazil and pancake median temperatures are
also given.

0.9968  0.0033. This standard deviation in " corresponds
to a temperature uncertainty of 0.09 K. That local pixel
temperatures may occasionally exceed the water temperature by 0.1 K (Fig. 2b) may be interpreted as instrumental
noise (within the temperature range of the IR camera
resolution) and is not considered further here.
We attempted to classify the ice types by several automatic
thresholding algorithms (HistThresh MATLAB Toolbox provided by A. Niemistö, 2004, http://www.cs.tut.fi/ant/
histthresh/). During the first 7 hours of the experiment, while
frazil was dominant and few pancakes were visible, the
algorithm from Kittler and Illingworth (1986) rendered the
most stable threshold of 270.0  0.1 K. Other histogrambased algorithms produced much larger scatter of

0.2–0.4 K. This is likely related to the fact that the frazil
and pancake modes are not well separated in the histogram,
and to the appearance of a third mode between the warm
frazil and cold pancake peaks, associated with the rim of the
pancakes. However, we found by manual threshold determination that the automatic threshold of 270.0 K overestimates the pancake fraction. A value of 269.5  0.1 K
gives the most realistic pattern over the course of the experiment (see Fig. 3a and b). This revised threshold matches the
intermediate mode associated with the pancake rim, which
gives us confidence in our segmentation procedure.
With the temperature threshold determined we calculated frazil and pancake area fractions, AFr and APk, for each
image by selecting the pixels above and below, respectively.
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Extreme temperature values were caused at times, particularly by pancake rims and by ice crystals falling from the
rooftop onto the surface measured by the IR camera. We
thus assign characteristic temperatures for pancake ice and
for frazil ice by calculating the median temperature value of
the distribution of temperatures for each ice class.

3.2. Solid-ice volume fraction
In the following we make the assumption that brine salinity
(Sb) in the ice is at its freezing point, for which we use:

Tf ¼ 0:05818Sb 1 þ 6:5067104 Sb þ 5:6015106 Sb 2

9:2265109 Sb 3
ð1Þ
obtained by Maus (2007) on the basis of data compiled for
NaCl solutions. For an NaCl salinity of 32 g kg–1 this gives
Tf = –1.9128C.
Neglecting the air bubble content, we consider frazil and
pancake ice as a mush of liquid (brine) and pure solid
(ice) with densities b and s, brine volume fraction vb and
solid-ice volume fraction vs = (1 – vb). Frazil-ice density
and salinity are then given as i = bvb + s(1 – vb) and
Sii =vbbSb, respectively. These then may be combined to
obtain the solid-ice volume fraction
"

 #1
Sb

vs ¼ 1  1 þ
1 b
:
ð2Þ
Si
s
Ice density s = 917 kg m–3 is assumed constant while
b = 1000 + 0.77Sb kg m–3 sufficiently approximates the brine
density of our NaCl solution for our purpose and property
range. Equation (2) thus yields the dependence of vs on ice
and brine salinities. Below we also apply it to obtain the ice
salinity Si when vb and Sb are known.
Our ice-sampling procedure involves the loss of some
brine after which the salinity was reduced to Sim. As we will
discuss further in a future paper, the frazil solid fraction, vs,
may be derived as


Mm
Sim
vs ¼
1
,
ð3Þ
Vg s
Sb
where Vg is the measured grease/frazil-ice volume before
drainage, Mm and Sim the measured mass and salinity of the
samples after drainage, and Sb the brine salinity. Although
salinity Sim depends on the drainage protocol which may
vary widely, we can reconstruct the true frazil-ice salinity
Si(Fr) before drainage by combining Equations (2) and (3). Sb
was not measured directly, but estimated by assuming
thermodynamic equilibrium with the temperature in the ice
(Equation (1)). For loose grease ice, observations indicate
that only a thin surface layer is below the freezing point of
sea water (Martin and Kaufmann, 1981).
We use Sb corresponding to the freezing temperature Tf of
the tank salt water from Equation (1), but for solid pancake
ice we assume a linear temperature profile between surface
temperature Ts and Tf. By integrating Equations (1) and (2)
we obtain an average vs.
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32 g kg–1 NaCl. We converted the heat flux Qs  82.3 
5.0 W m–2 to an effective heat transfer coefficient for the
air–water surface (W m–2 K–1) as ka ¼ Qs =ðTw  Ta Þ =
6.9  0.3, with Ta being the air temperature measured at
2.5 m height near the roof of the tank. This cooling period
was too short to discriminate clearly whether cooling and
freezing in the tank proceeds with constant Qs or constant
ka. However, evaluating the ice production during day 1
clearly supported the constant Qs model used in the present
work. Such a result is expected because the thermostat on
the laboratory roof maintained a constant temperature and
thus heat was extracted continuously. Based on the heat
flux we can compute the change in the average solid-ice
fraction, vs, as
dðvs Hi Þ
Qs
,
¼
Lf s
dt

ð4Þ

where Lf is the latent heat of fusion (Lf = 330.7 kJ kg–1 for an
NaCl solution at –28C, as in Maus, 2007), pure ice density
s = 917 kg m–3 and Hi is the mean thickness of the ice. The
approach neglects changes in specific heat once freezing
takes place (justified for the small temperature changes
under consideration). Similar frazil- and pancake-ice
thicknesses were observed over the duration of the
experiment. This allows us to assume the same ice
thickness for frazil and pancake ice and split up the
average solid fraction into the pancake and frazil contributions as follows:
vsðFrþPkÞ ¼ AFr vsðFrÞ þ ð1  AFr ÞvsðPkÞ :

ð5Þ

3.4. Ice salinity estimates
Our sampling procedure allows us to determine the
undrained salinity Si(Fr) of frazil ice. However, due to rapid
brine drainage upon lifting pancakes, the true in situ salinity
is more difficult to obtain. An alternative estimate of overall
(frazil and pancake) ice salinity may be obtained from the
salinity increase in the tank water, assuming that all salt
released from growing ice is well mixed into the water
below and recorded with the CTD instruments. The salt
balance may then be written as


Ho w
ðSwo  Sw Þ þ Sw ,
ð6Þ
SiðFrþPkÞ ¼
Hi i
where Ho is the water level in the tank, w the water density
and i the frazil- or pancake-ice density. Monitoring the
change in water salinity, Sw, from its initial value, Swo, at the
onset of ice formation, and the ice thickness, Hi, gives
the ice salinity.
This average ice salinity, Si, may be further divided into
the frazil and pancake contributions:
SiðFrþPkÞ ¼ ðAFr SiðFrÞ Þ þ ð1  AFr ÞSiðPkÞ :

ð7Þ

As in Equation (5), we made the assumption that frazil and
pancake thickness are the same. We also neglect the small
difference in frazil- and pancake-ice densities.

3.3. Ice growth estimation

4. RESULTS

From the initial cooling period, prior to the onset of ice
growth, we determined the heat flux in the tank from the
cooling rate of the water as Qs ¼ ðHw cp w ÞdTw =dt (W m–2),
with Tw as the water temperature, water depth Hw = 0.85 m,
water density w = 1027 (kg m–3) and the specific heat
capacity cp = 4020.6 (J kg–1 K–1) assuming a salinity of

During the investigation period, the air temperatures
remained between –11.38C and –9.38C, with no apparent
trend. Frazil-ice thickness determined by averaging over
three sampling locations was between 7.5  1.5 cm and
10.0  1.5 cm, with an average of 8.8 cm and no apparent
temporal or spatial trend. The corresponding frazil-ice
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Fig. 4. Evolution of pancake percentage area cover (APk) derived from two methods: histogram thresholding within FOV of the camera
(triangles), and salt and heat budget from Equations (2), (5), (6) and (7) (solid thick curve). Lighter curves show the respective  standard
deviation from the latter. Frazil cover may be estimated as A(Fr) = 1 – A(Pk).

salinity derived from Equations (2) and (3) was also rather
constant at 25.2  0.6 g kg–1. However, the overall tank
water salinity increased by 0.7 g kg–1, while water temperature decreased by 0.04 K, consistent with the slight freezingpoint lowering due to the salinity change.

4.1. Surface area cover and temperature evolution
The clearest transition that we observed by eye during the
experiment is the evolution from a frazil-ice cover into a
pancake-ice cover. According to our segmentation, this
transition begins after 2–3 hours (Fig. 4). The fluctuations
seen in Figure 4 are associated with a limited number of
pancakes travelling through the FOV of the camera and are
not expected to be representative of the entire tank. Also, the
slight decrease of pancake area fraction towards the end of
the experiment is most likely a consequence of the limited
FOV. However, the surface temperature segmentation of
frazil and pancakes indicates that the transition takes
approximately 10–15 hours. Images and histograms that
illustrate this transition and the evolution of the temperature
modes are shown in Figure 3a and b.
Figure 2b shows that, in addition to its constant salinity
and thickness, the median frazil surface temperature does
not show a trend and appears to fluctuate by 0.1 K about its
mean of –2.478C, while pancake temperatures decrease
during the experiment (Fig. 2c). Also, the 30 min averaged
maximum Ts of the frazil ice remains typically 0.1 K below
the freezing point (Fig. 2b). It shows, however, some lowfrequency fluctuations and two distinct minima that appear
to be associated with maxima in the pancake area fraction
(after 8 and 16 hours), seen in Figure 4. Such a result
appears reasonable as it suggests that divergence and
upwelling of warm sea water decreases when pancakes
are closely packed.

4.2. Ice salinity and solid fraction
We proceed to estimate the average ice salinity, Si(Fr+Pk),
from the increasing water salinity according to Equation (6).
However, uncertainties in ice thickness and the water
salinity after the previous experiment (initial Swo at onset
of freezing) likely correspond to a 20% uncertainty in the

CTD-derived averaged ice salinity. We thus calibrate Swo by
requiring Equation (6) to match the frazil salinity Si(Fr) = 25.2
after 2 hours, consistent with the onset of pancake formation. The resulting Si(Fr+Pk) is shown as the dashed curve in
Figure 5. We then combined Equations (5) and (7) to
estimate the pancake salinity evolution. The result,
smoothed with a 0.5 hour running mean, is shown as the
thick dashed line in Figure 5. As with the pancake area
fraction, we do not expect the fluctuations to present true
changes in basin-averaged pancake salinity. However, the
range of 18–22 g kg–1 for the period when a substantial
pancake-ice cover is established (after 7 hours) may be
interpreted as typical salinities of young pancakes, obtained
from salt budget and surface histogram thresholding. Thus,
during the transition stage, pancakes are on average
3–7 g kg–1 less saline than the frazil ice from which they form.
Combining the CTD-derived pancake- and frazil-ice
salinities with ice surface temperatures for frazil and
pancake, we computed, using Equations (1) and (2), the
solid volume fraction, vs. As mentioned previously, for
grease ice we assume the mush to be at the freezing point of
the water below. For pancake ice we assumed a linear
temperature profile between the ice surface and the freezing
point at the ice–water interface. These results are shown in
Figure 6. The mean solid fraction obtained from the
observed frazil-ice salinity is 0.266  0.026. Owing to the
small salinity variations, this value remains almost constant
throughout the experiment. For the pancake ice, solid
fractions rapidly increase at the beginning of pancake
formation (3–7 hours), but this may in turn just be due to
the frazil–pancake transition. Considering again the pancake
results after measurement hour 7 as the most reliable, we
find that the initial solid-ice fractions in pancakes lie within
the range 0.5–0.6, increasing towards the end of the
experiment. Largest values of 0.63 are associated with the
lowest pancake temperatures.
So far we have only combined the salt budget (Equation (6)) with the area fractions from surface temperature
segmentation. Our next step is to include the heat flux and
corresponding solid fraction budget (Equations (4) and (5)).
To be consistent with the salt budget we match the solid
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Fig. 5. Frazil-ice salinity (stars) from reconstructed undrained in situ samples Si(Fr) using Equations (2) and (3). The bars correspond to 1
standard deviation. Total Si(Fr+Pk) estimate (thick dashed line) from water Sw (Equation (6)), pancake-ice salinity Si(Pk) (thin dashed curve)
estimated from histogram thresholding (Equation (7)) and Si(Pk) (thick solid curve) from salt and heat budget model (Equations (2), (5), (6) and
(7)). The thin dashed curves above and below this last curve represent the error bounds when using Qs  5 W m–2. All curves are shown as
0.5 hour running means.

fraction 0.266 estimated for the frazil samples at the onset of
pancake formation, after 2 hours. We then solve Equations (1), (2) and (4–7) iteratively to obtain the average
salinity, solid fraction and area fraction of pancakes. This
approach matches salt and heat budget and thus is not
dependent on the limited FOV. The results are shown as
solid curves in Figures 4–6, with the sensitivity to a 5 W m–2
heat flux uncertainty indicated. Pancake salinities are lower
than from the surface segmentation approach and decrease
from 18 to 15 g kg–1, while solid fractions are higher,
increasing from 0.6 to 0.7. The corresponding prediction
of the pancake area coverage is much less than from surface
segmentation.

5. DISCUSSION
The focus of our study was to combine temperature and
salinity data of air, ice and water to evaluate the thermodynamic and morphological evolution of grease ice to a
pancake-ice cover. In the experiment the wave amplitude
was changed, after establishment of an 8–10 cm thick
grease-ice cover, from 5.0 to 2.6 cm. Since the ice thickness
remains relatively constant from this time onward, dynamic
ice growth is negligible and thus justifies the simplified
thermodynamic evaluation presented. We have, based on
the equations and data described in section 3, determined
(1) the average salinity and solid-ice volume fraction of
frazil-ice samples and obtained (2) the temporal evolution

Fig. 6. Frazil solid-ice volume fraction, vs (stars), derived from undrained samples Si(Fr) (Equation (2)), total vs (thick dashed line) from
atmospheric heat budget (Equation (4)), pancake vs (dotted curve) derived from salinity Si(Pk), area covers and Ti profile estimated using median
pancake Ts, and pancake vs (thick solid curve) derived from salt and heat budget (Equations (2), (5), (6) and (7)). The thin dashed curves above
and below this last curve represent the error bounds when using Qs  5 W m–2. All curves are shown as 0.5 hour running means.
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of frazil and pancake area fractions and surface temperatures. The latter was obtained from histogram-based
segmentation of IR images. For constant grease properties
we then derived (3) the average salinity and solid-ice
volume fraction of the pancake ice from these segmentation
results and the salt budget from the change in observed
water salinity. We also determined (4) an alternative
estimate of pancake area fraction, salinity and solid-ice
fraction by a combination of salt budget, IR-based surface
temperature and heat flux integrals.
The heat-flux-based method yields maximum pancake
area fractions of 57% compared with the FOV-limited
surface retrievals of 80–90%. This difference may be
explained as follows: Pancakes are often observed to have
a non-uniform thickness (e.g. Onstott and others, 1998;
Doble and others, 2003), rather than being column- or
penny-shaped. If we approximate their shape as a halfellipsoid, then the ratio of column to ellipsoid volume with
the same surface area would be 3/2. This factor corresponds
to the difference between our surface-based area fractions
and the heat-flux-based results, making the values of 57%
and 80–90% consistent. Hence, while the triangles in
Figure 4 correspond to pancake area fractions, their
volumetric fraction of the total ice mass is given by the
solid curve. This consideration also implies that the
salinities and solid-ice volume fractions from the heat
budget are the correct pancake values in Figures 5 and 6,
because surface-based values overestimate the pancake
volume. This is an important result concerning proper
simulation of thermodynamic–dynamic interactions.
We found a rather constant frazil-ice salinity of 25.2 
0.6 g kg–1 over the 25 hour course of the frazil–pancake
transition. These stable frazil salinities represent a greaseice stage close to the pancake transition, while early greaseice salinities measured by us during RECARO were larger
(29–31 g kg–1 or up to 90% of the sea-water salinity). We
suppose that such high values have been overlooked in
many previous studies where only salinities of ‘drained’
frazil samples were discussed (Martin and Kauffman, 1981;
Doble and others, 2003; Wilkinson, 2005; Smedsrud and
Skogseth, 2006). However, we consider that it is the
undrained salinity that should be used in thermodynamic
and dynamic modelling of frazil ice. Our drained sample
salinities were 17.3  0.6 g kg–1 and the corresponding
derived undrained in situ values are thus 46% larger. For
the early frazil samples we found even larger differences of
>10 g kg–1 (not shown). Salinity variations of drained
samples may, to some degree, reflect the structure and
permeability of frazil ice. We expect them to depend on the
drainage protocol, which makes intercomparison with
previous studies difficult. However, we note that drained
frazil salinities obtained in the same tank and similar
growth stage by Wilkinson (2005) were 16–21 g kg–1 and
similar to our observations.
Our heat-flux-derived pancake salinities decay, after an
initial jump, from 18 to 15 g kg–1. Owing to the transition
period, this result corresponds to an average over pancakes
of different ages, and only at the onset of pancake
formation do we find indications of larger pancake salinities
approaching the frazil values. Values at this high end have
been reported for both field and laboratory pancake ice
(Onstott and others, 1998; Wilkinson, 2005). However,
salinities of pancakes, between a few hours and a day old,
fall mostly between 10 and 15 g kg–1 (Onstott and others,
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1998; Doble and others, 2003; Wilkinson, 2005). Our
derived rapid decay in average pancake salinity is consistent with the pancake desalination to half the frazil values
during 10–14 hours reported by Onstott and others (1998).
Some loss of brine during sampling is also expected for
pancakes, yet the problem appears to be much less serious
than for frazil samples.
We emphasize, in addition to the stable frazil salinity,
our finding of a rather constant frazil surface temperature
(–0.5  0.1 K below freezing) and solid fraction
0.266  0.026. This indicates that grease ice, which may
be arranged very loosely during early stages of accumulation, saturates at a certain solid fraction before it converts
to pancakes. We note that Martin and Kauffman (1981) and
Smedsrud and Skogseth (2006) both use different derivations of solid-ice volume (the former did not account for
residual salinity and the latter did not account for ice and
water density difference). If we thus recompute the lowest
ice volume fractions reported by them, according to our
Equations (2) and (3), then we estimate minimum volume
fractions of 0.12–0.15 and 0.19–0.22, respectively, from
their data. Similar initial frazil samples were obtained
during RECARO (not shown). We thus speculate that typical
natural grease ice, first accumulated at solid volume
fractions of 0.1–0.2, is compacted to 1.5–2.0 times this
value before it transforms into pancakes. The details of this
compaction will likely depend on the microstructure of
frazil crystals, which may in turn depend on growth
conditions and yield a variable growth-dependent grease–
pancake transition threshold.
Our best estimate of the frazil–pancake transition surface
temperature threshold is –2.788C. To compute the solid-ice
volume fraction, we assume a linear temperature gradient
between this temperature and a freezing point of –1.988C
and integrate Equation (2) with Sb determined by Equation (1). Together with the frazil salinity (25.2  0.6 g kg–1),
marking an upper pancake salinity limit, Equations (1) and
(2) yield a typical solid-ice volume fraction of 0.37–0.40 for
the transition between grease ice and pancake ice.
Furthermore, during the very early desalination, pancakes
appear to approach very rapidly a value of 18–19 g kg–1,
which, using the same linear temperature integration,
corresponds to a solid fraction 0.54–0.57 after the transition.
These values are in agreement with the solid-ice volume
fractions seen in Figure 6 during the first hour of pancake-ice
formation. The overall picture is consistent and pancake
salinities compare well with other studies.
To understand how desalination of frazil ice towards
pancake salinities proceeds physically, one needs to separate the effects of compaction, wave action and free gravitydriven brine convection. In our experiment, wave action and
mixing in combination with a large number of pancakes of
different age and transition stage likely smears out most of
the small-scale brine convection variability associated with
brine channels spaced by a few centimetres (e.g. Weeks and
Ackley, 1982). The overall signal in the tank water salinity
thus becomes rather homogeneous. However, our derived
pancake salinity series indicates (1) a first very strong decay
signal and (2) a periodicity of 1–2 hours in the desalination.
Tank experiments with alternating wave and quiescent
conditions, such as those carried out during RECARO by
Wang and Shen (2010), should be accompanied by detailed
thermodynamic ice monitoring. Surface temperature fluctuations in the absence of waves as well as direct salt-flux
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observations below single pancakes could give valuable
information about the desalination process.
The critical ranges that we derived may be relevant for
proper dynamic modelling of grease/pancake-ice covers, for
example as constraints on how ice strength and elasticity
(typically related to solid-ice volume fractions) scale
critically and may control wave dynamics and dissipation
(Shen and others, 2004). The recent work by Wang and
Shen (2010) also points to the importance of including
thermodynamics in dynamic grease–pancake-ice modelling. The predictability of solid-ice volume fractions and
pancake growth from heat fluxes (Fig. 6) is one aspect to be
studied in more detail. Our experiment finished when
pancake solid-ice fractions reached 0.7 and the pancakes
were still surrounded by 10–20% frazil area. Of particular
interest would be a longer experiment monitoring over the
course of a few more days the joint effect of pancake-sizelimiting waves and ice thermodynamics during freeze-up to
a solid-ice cover.
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Abstract
Ice growth in turbulent seawater is often accompanied by the accumulation of frazil ice crystals at its surface.
The thickness and volume fraction of this ice-layer play an important role in shaping the gradual transition
from a loose to a solid ice cover, however, observations are very sparse. Here we analyse an extensive set of
observations of frazil ice, grown in two parallel tanks with controlled wave conditions and thermal forcing,
focusing on the first one to two days of grease ice accumulation. The following unresolved issues are
addressed: (i) at which volume fraction the frazil rising process starts and how densely they accumulate at the
surface, (ii) how the grease ice solid fraction evolves with time until solid ice starts to form and (iii) how do
these conditions affect, and are affected by, waves and heat loss from the ice. We obtained estimates of the
initial frazil ice solid fraction (0.04–0.05), the maximum solid fraction to which it accumulates (0.24–0.28),
as well as the time-scale of packing, at which 95% of the frazil reaches the maximum solid fraction (12–18
hours). Comparison of ice thickness and wave observations also indicates that frazil ice first begins to affect
the wave field significantly when its thickness exceeds the initial wave amplitude. These results are relevant
for modelling frazil ice accumulation and freeze-up of leads, polynyas and the seasonal ice zone.

1

INTRODUCTION

The growth of ice in open turbulent seawater is a
regular process within a dynamic ice cover that
undergoes frequent opening and closing, such as leads
and polynyas. It is also produced in wintertime outside
the ice cover – in the seasonal ice zone, which spans
thousands of km2 in both the Arctic and Antarctic.
Under most conditions it starts by the nucleation of
small crystals, called frazil ice. When wave- and currentgenerated turbulence is no longer capable of keeping the
frazil ice in suspension within the water column, the
crystals rise to the surface and accumulate in a layer of
higher ice volume fraction. Agglomeration increases
crystal interaction, which in turn implies an increased
near-surface viscosity and damping of the oceanic
turbulence. This positive feedback preconditions the
freeze-up of the granular surface ice skim, often
beginning in pancake-like patches of frazil ice referred to
as shuga, then evolving to solid pancakes. Wadhams and
Wilkinson (1999) present one of the few extensive ice
sampling studies of the frazil/grease and pancake cover
formed in the Odden ice tongue of the Greenland Sea, a
region in the northern Polar Region known for extensive
new ice formation in the presence of waves. The
formation of such wave-induced frazil–pancake ice may
become more recurrent in other Arctic regions, including

the open water seasonal ice zone (Kinnard et al., 2008).
This type of ice formation occurs on short time scales in
highly dynamic turbulent ocean conditions and is very
difficult to monitor. Even its basic properties such as
thickness, salinity and solid fraction are still not well
understood. Laboratory experiments provide an easily
accessible and controlled environment to reproduce this
type of ice growth and study in detail the physical
processes that lead to the grease-pancake ice cover. There
have been numerous laboratory studies on young ice
growth, however, only a few consider frazil ice formation
in a wave field and even less studies have taken place in
water tank dimensions larger than a few meters. We
highlight the studies of sea ice growing under turbulent
conditions carried out by Martin and Kaufmann (1981),
Wadhams (1988) and Newyear and Martin (1997).
These studies showed that a grease ice layer dampens
waves, with the wave amplitude declining exponentially
with distance from the wave generator. They also
indicate that the accumulation thickness of frazil ice
crystals is limited by the energy flux from waves.
However, a number of uncertainties remain regarding,
for example, how the volume fraction, salinity and
thickness of the grease ice evolve until the onset of
pancake formation, and how these properties are related
to observed wave conditions. More comprehensive
laboratory experiments are clearly needed to resolve these
uncertainties.
Page
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Wilkinson et al. 2009 briefly introduce a
multidisciplinary study of laboratory grown frazil and
pancake ice under turbulent conditions with a unique
spatial and temporal resolution, compared to previous
laboratory studies. The goals of the present paper are to
give an overview of these experiments, present the
extensive observations, describe the stage and evolution
of a frazil ice field and to advance the understanding of
frazil ice accumulation under wave conditions. The key
uncertainties that we address include: (i) at which
volume fraction the crystal rising process starts and how
densely they accumulate at the surface, (ii) how this
solid fraction evolves with time until solid ice starts to
form, and (iii) how do these conditions affect – and are
affected by – waves and heat loss from the ice.
The outline of this paper is as follows: Section 2
describes the experiment set-up and measurements
made. Section 3 presents the observed spatial and
temporal evolution of the measured properties: ice
thickness, and salinity. Section 4 describes the derived
properties, solid volume fraction and equivalent ice
thickness. In section 5, the temporal evolution is
analysed and discussed with respect to overall ice growth
driven by thermal forcing, and to the imposed wave
field and its attenuation. We further analyse how the
solid fraction and thickness change due to the transition
from grease to solid pancakes and the mechanical
redistribution by waves of known amplitude. Section 6
summarizes our main conclusions.

㻌
2

EXPERIMENT SETUP

㻌
Four ice-growth experiments carried out in two
identically sized tanks under different wave scenarios are
presented here. These are part of the Reduced ice Cover
in the Arctic Ocean (RECARO) project that took place
in two phases, during late 2007 and early 2008 at the
Hamburg Ship Model Basin (Wilkinson et al. 2009). A
schematic layout of each tank and instrument set-up is
given in Figure 1. The two tanks were separated by
sealed wooden barriers and each was filled with NaCl
water. The laboratory room temperature was
maintained below freezing with cooling plates installed
along the laboratory roof. A wave paddle at one end of
each tank kept the water well mixed so that ice would
form under turbulent wave conditions. Each of the four
experiments consisted of two parallel runs with very
similar conditions. Table 1 lists the basic physical
conditions and ice growth characteristics for each
experiment. E1 to E4 are the names given to each
experiment; A and B are the names given to each tank
(as labelled in Fig. 1). The same experiment/tank
definition is used throughout this paper. We aimed to
start all experiments with completely ice-free conditions,

㻌

but only E1 and E3 fulfilled this criterion. E2 and E4
were follow-up experiments for E1 and E3 respectively.
Between subsequent experiment runs, the wave paddles
were turned down and the tanks were cleared of ice.
Removed ice from E1 was shuffled into a separate tank
outside the cooling room, melted over night and
reintroduced in liquid form into the tanks before E2. In
the case of E4, the removed ice from E3 was not melted
and refilled into the tank because of time constraints.
Thus, some water was lost during these processes,
reducing the water volume in the tanks for the two
follow-up experiments: for E1 and E3 the water depth
( H w ) was 0.85 m, for E2 it was 0.70 m and for E4 0.76
m. The experiment of longest duration and most
regular sampling was E1 (see Table 1). All experiments
nonetheless, included the full period of freezing from
open water conditions until the formation of pancake
ice and up to 30 hours of frazil measurements are
available for each.
A few pertinent results from these experiments
have already been published. Wang and Shen (2010a)
presented results for the end of E3 (not shown here),
focusing on the wave attenuation and viscosity relation.
(Note, their reference to tanks 2 and 3 in their paper,
corresponds to tanks A and B here, respectively). In
addition, de la Rosa et al. (2011) presented results from
the latter half of E2, tank A, focusing on the
thermodynamic and surface area cover changes during
transition from a well-established frazil layer to pancake
ice. (Note, hour 19 from E2 presented here corresponds
to the start time 0 in their paper). Observations
presented and analysed in this paper are primarily from
loose, non-solidified frazil ice and to a less extent, shuga
and pancake measurements.

2.1

Air and water temperature and
water salinity

Water electrolytic conductivity and temperature
were continuously measured during experiments E1 and
E2, with two Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (CTD)
recorders (MicroCat SBE37-SM with 15 second
sampling interval) placed stationary within the centre of
each tank, at 0.20 and 0.45 m from the tank floor
(hereafter referred to as bottom and top CTD’s,
respectively). No CTD measurements are available for
E3. For E4, only one CTD was mounted in tank B (a
SeaCat SBE19- SN 2161 profiler with a pump and
sampling interval of 0.5 seconds). To convert the
measured water conductivity to salinity we applied a
conductivity ratio adjusted for NaCl water and
calculated in gNaCl kg-1 units (as described in de la
Rosa et al., 2011). The freezing temperature ( Tf ) was
calculated using an approximation for NaCl solutions
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which gives -2.105 ˚C for water at 35 g kg-1 (see Maus,
2007). Table 1 lists the mean values for air temperature,
water freezing temperature and the change in water
temperature and salinity throughout the experiment.
The water values are given for the top CTD closest to
the growing ice cover. Two thermistor chains of
platinum resistance thermometer (Pico Pt-100) sensors
were set up in the quiescent tank and covered air
temperatures up to +16 cm above the surface. This tank
was filled with NaCl solution to the same height as the
other two tanks, and remained undisturbed from wave
motion. The sensors were separated by 2cm and
measurement interval was 10s. During E3 and E4 the
two thermistor chains were located on the opposite end
of the quiescent tank (crossed squares in Fig. 1), and air
temperature was recorded at +8 cm above the surface.

2.2

Ice sampling

Ice thickness ( H i ) was measured at fixed positions
between 2 and 14 m along the tank (locations indicated
in Fig. 1) and at approximately 1.5-hour intervals.
Measurements were made from two movable bridges
placed across each tank. The ice sampling and thickness
measurement procedure was adopted from earlier
studies using a plastic cylinder (e.g., Wilkinson, 2005;
Smedsrud and Skogseth, 2006). Uncertainties in these
observations are of the order of ± 0.3 cm (highest
uncertainties are for the very first frazil crystals
collected). At a subset of the sampling locations (refer
to Fig. 1 legend), after measuring ice thickness, in-situ
frazil ice samples were collected from the cylinder into a
hand-held sieve to drain off the water before melting the
ice in bottles at room temperature. The electrolytic
conductivity of the melted samples was inferred from a
hand-held conductimeter (WTW LP191, accurate to
±0.1 mS/cm). Sample weight and volume were obtained
using a standard measuring scale (accurate to ±0.01 g)
and a volumetric flask (accurate to ±0.1 ml),
respectively. Shuga and pancake samples were also
sporadically collected, photographed and their thickness
measured. Size (surface diameter) was also measured in
the along-tank direction and the across-tank direction.
Pancake-like ice began to appear during the average
times listed in Table 1.

2.3

Wave observations

To record the wave amplitude, two groups of
underwater pressure transducers (Omega PX439-005)
were placed at the central wall between the tanks. For
E1 and E2, they were placed 60 cm from the tank floor
and for E3 and E4 at 45 cm from the tank floor. Depth
differences were corrected accordingly for each

㻌

experiment, as described. Their positions are marked in
Fig. 1, centred at 7.5m and 11.5m distance from the
wave paddles (also see Wang and Shen, 2010a). The
wave frequency ( f ) for each experiment, obtained
from the mechanical wave paddle reading, is listed in
Table 1. During E1 the same frequency was applied in
both tanks and maintained constant. During E2 a
different frequency was applied in both tanks, yet also
kept constant. The wave amplitude was decreased by
~2.5cm during experiment hour 20. For the last two
experiments, frequency was changed: during E3 three
frequencies were applied, each of more than 5 hours
duration, with corresponding wave periods between 1.1
and 1.5 s. During E4 multiple wave changes were made
between periods 0.9 to 2 s, each maintained for a
minimum of 3 minutes up to 50 minutes. In laboratory
studies, the tank size is a strong limitation, so lower
wave frequencies could not be applied to get longer
wave periods. However, the tanks used for the
RECARO project were considerably larger than those
used in other published wave studies (e.g. Martin and
Kaufmann, 1981; Newyear and Martin, 1997).

3
3.1

OBSERVATIONS
Air and water temperature and
water salinity

Figure 2 (a–d) shows, for experiment E1, the time
series of air temperature ( Ta ), the temperature
difference ( Tw − Tf ) and the water temperature against
salinity for both tanks. CTD data from the top and the
bottom CTD’s are shown in Fig. 2b-d. All temperature
series show a similar behaviour and it appears that
supercooling was absent from all experiments, at levels
from 0.20 and 0.45 m from the tank bottom. There was
some indication of slight supercooling at one of the four
instruments when ice started forming (Fig. 2c, Tank B),
but this signal is weak (0.01 K). During the first 5
hours of E1, temperature decreased further by ≈ 0.1°C
in the water and by 3.5°C in the air, yet ice formation
had already begun (the first ice thickness measurement
was made a half hour after the beginning of this time
series). During experiment hour 9 of E1, a wave paddle
stop occurred for 2 hours, due to a mechanical problem
in both tanks. This caused a warming of the tank water
(Fig. 2 b and c). Water temperatures decreased again
once the wave paddles were restarted an hour later,
accompanied by a rise in the air temperature (Fig. 2a).
During the first 5-10 hours of E2 (not shown), a salinity
decrease was measured in Tank B while salinity
increased in Tank A, the stratification dissipated due to
wave stirring after 2 hours. This could be an indicator
that an exchange took place between the tanks and that
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the isolation between the tanks was not perfect. The
tank differences could have also been caused by the melt
water refill before the start of E2. The measurement

record for E4 (also not shown) started around 2.4 hours
after the actual experiment began.

Fig. 1 Top view schema of the laboratory layout (not to scale), modified from Wilkinson et al., (2009) to correct scales and display
instruments relevant to this paper.

Table 1

Experiment properties
Units

Total Duration (hrs)
Start of Pancake ice

E1 A

E1 B

51.7
17
-9.09 (+8cm)
-10.80 (roof)

E2 A

E2 B

E3 A

44.3
21
19
-8.72 (+8cm)
-10.55 (roof)

E3 B

E4 A

E4 B

55.4
3 to 4

46.4
5

-9.16 (+8cm)

-12.10 (+8cm)

Ta

( C)

Tf
Tw
Sw

( C)

-2.02

-1.99

-1.97

-1.99

no data

no data

no data

-2.14

( C)

-0.14

-0.19

-0.37

-0.09

no data

no data

no data

-0.16

(g kg¯¹)

1.42

1.78

4.10

1.23

no data

no data

no data

0.71

Swo

(g kg¯¹)

33.00

33.17

31.33

33.08

33.00

33.00

35.38

35.38

0.3 - 12.5

1.5 - 6.0

2.5 - 6.5

± 2.9

± 1.7
42

± 1.8
49

Frazil ice properties
Hi min to max
STD Hi

(cm)

number of samples

Si max to min
STD Si
vs min to max
STD vs

(g kg¯¹)

number of samples

0.4 - 12.0

0.2 - 9.4

2.5 - 11.0

0.5 - 13.5

0.3 - 11.1

± 2.3
117

± 2.2
119

± 2.8
56

± 3.1
55

± 2.9

31.8 - 22.9

32.3 - 20.3

29.7 - 22.1

31.4 - 20.6

31.9 - 24.2

31.1 -24.7

30.3 - 24.2

31.7 - 25.5

± 1.05

± 1.37

± 2.02

± 2.96

±1.88

±1.47

± 1.02

±1.22

0.04 - 0.35

0.03 - 0.43

0.15 - 0.36

0.06 - 0.41

0.04 - 0.29

0.06 -0.27

0.16 - 0.34

0.12 - 0.30

± 0.04
41

± 0.05
44

±0.06
19

±0.09
11

±0.06
27

±0.05
31

±0.03
16

±0.04
20

0.9180
0.8984
0.6641
3.299
3.778
2.368
1.84;
1.92;
3.28

0.9180
0.8984
0.6641
3.507
3.630
1.949
1.84;
1.92;
3.28

variable
0.5 to 1.11;
0.70

variable
0.5 to 1.11;
0.72

1.16

0.98

4.95 to
1.27; 3.01

4.95 to
1.27; 3.01

75

Wave properties
f

(Hz)

0.8984

0.8984

0.6641

0.7813

A0

(cm)

2.84

3.28

4.61

5.95

Ȝ

(m)

1.92

1.92

3.28

2.49

Table 1.

㻌

Ta : mean air temperature from +8cm above calm water tank and roof (where available). Tf

: mean NaCl solution freezing
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ΔTw and ΔSw : change in water temperature and water salinity during experiment
Swo : initial salinity before ice freezing, measured for E1 and E2 from top CTD data, calculated for E4 (see section 3.5) and
estimated for E3 assuming same conditions as in E1. H i , Si and v s : maxima and minima values for frazil ice thickness, salinity and
volume fraction data. STDHࡄi , STDSࡄi and STDvࡄs denote the average variation of variables H i , Si and v s along the tank and are computed
as the mean of the standard variations of each sample set in time. f : wave frequencies applied to each tank. A0 : incoming amplitude
temperature from top CTD (where available).

duration.

measured at sensor group 1 near wave paddle. : average wavelength at sensor group 1.

3.2

Heat flux from surface

The bulk heat flux through the tank water surface
(with or without ice cover) is, for a perfectly insulated
tank and neglecting mass loss by evaporation,
approximated as:

§ dT · dH e
Q = H wC pw ρ w ¨ − w ¸ +
L ρ = Qs + Qi
© dt ¹ dt f i

(1)

The heat flux due to cooling ( Qs ) in W m-² during the
first 10.5 hours of initial cooling when ice formation was
absent, is given by the first term to the right: obtained
from the rate of change in water temperatures, T w ,
measured from the top and bottom CTDs, the water
depth, Hw , the specific heat capacity of water,
-1
-1
Cpw =4020.6 J kg K , and the water density, ρw =1027
(kg m-3). The period of cooling was defined as the time
when T w >= -1.5 °C.
The heat flux during frazil ice growth Qi is given by the
second term: the latent heat of fusion, L f =330.7 k J kg-1
(valid for a 33.3 g/kg NaCl solution at -2.0 °C), the pure
ice density; ρ i =917 kg m-3 and the change in equivalent

H e = H i vs , where v s is the
solid volume of ice. The mean Qs obtained from water
ice thickness, defined as

temperature differences from the top and bottom CTDs
during the initial cooling period, was 81.6 ±8.6 Wm-2 for
tank A and 81.5 ±2.8 Wm-2 for tank B. We should note
that the variability of Qs obtained from the two CTD
sensors in each tank, was very similar, yet, a notably larger
(about 20% higher) variability is observed in tank A than
B. We take this as an indicator that the apparent heat flux
variability is not related to the heating intervals from the
roof cooling plates, but rather to the variability of the
water movement itself (e.g. wave-generated residual
currents advecting temperature anomalies past the CTD
sensors). In section 4.1 we will determine the total heat
flux after the freezing point is reached ( Qi ), based on ice
growth observations for each experiment.

3.3

Ice Thickness
Figure 3 shows how the measured ice thickness

varied along the tanks and in time (indicated by the
exponentially modelled thickness distribution lines at 5,
15 and 25 hours, where available). We see that the
along-tank ice thickness distribution becomes
approximately uniform with time, for all experiments in
tank A, and experiments E2, E3 and E4 in tank B. This
occurred earlier for E2 and E4, which began with an ice
thickness of 3.5 cm and 3cm respectively in tank A, and
2.8 cm and 4.2 cm, respectively, in tank B. Ice
accumulation at the end of the tanks only noticeably
occurred during experiments E1 and E3 after 5 hours of
freezing. However, for the last three experiments, the
along-tank distribution of ice thickness became almost
homogeneous. For E2 and E4 this happened after just 5
to 8 hours of ice growth. These two experiments may be
regarded as two special cases where ice formation had
started several hours prior to the first sampling. We
attempted to reproduce the measured ice thickness
distribution (in space and time) of the four experiments
using two model functions:
a) a power law approach Hi = h1 (x) a1 , and
b) an
exponential
growth
function
(− a2 x)
H i = h2 (1 − e
)
The mean modelled increase, H im , was obtained by
integrating in each case the measured ice thicknesses over
the tank length before the beach (16m) from x1=0 to
x2=16. The residuals from the difference between
predicted and measured ice thickness obtained by each
method, rendered a significantly lower (on average 3
times lower) mean standard deviation (±1ıࡄ) for the
exponential fit (0.49 cm as opposed to 1.25 cm). In
addition, the coefficient a 1 from the power law relation
varied with time and also rendered some negative values.
We thus use the exponential expression h2 to fit ice
thickness along the tank length (see lines for 5, 15 and 25
hours given in Fig. 3). Figure 4 compares the mean of the
measured thicknesses with the mean fits ( H im )㻌obtained
from the exponential relation. The means of the
measured values are overall minimally higher than those
obtained from the exponential relation, likely because the
integration extrapolates towards high values at tank
locations (14.5 to 16 m) where no measurements were
done.
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3.4

Frazil ice solid fraction

From the measured ice salinity with unknown brine
content (variable due to the sampling/drainage protocol,
as discussed in De la Rosa et al., 2011, we may estimate
the volume fraction as:

vs =

M m § Sim ·
¨1 −
¸
Vg ρi ©
Sb ¹

(2)

Vg is the measured grease/frazil ice volume before
drainage, M m and Sim the mass and drained salinity of
the collected samples after sieving and melting and Sb
where

section 4. The volume fraction of pancakes cannot be
properly determined with this method, as pancakes were
broken during sampling, so the exact volume of the
sampled pancake pieces before melting, was unknown.
For reference, Wang et al. (2008) found large
uncertainties when applying this approach for calculating
pancake ice volume fractions. In our method, the main
uncertainty in the determined solid fraction comes from
the uncertainty in frazil thickness (±0.3 cm) read from
the sampler, from which Vg is computed. This implies
maximum errors of 0.05 in the beginning of the
experiment when ice thickness is small. Typical errors
however decrease from 0.02-0.03 after a few hours to
values close to 0.01 for most of the time.

the brine salinity. Details on the derivation and
application of Eq. (2) are further shown in Maus and de
la Rosa (submitted). Resulting v s values are presented in

Fig. 2 Air temperatures and CTD data for E1. a)

Ta from +8 cm thermistor in quiet tank and roof sensor, b) and c) deviation from freezing

temperature for both CTD sensors in tanks A and B, respectively, d) water temperature against salinity for both sensors and tanks. Tank B
temperatures (red and pink) are displaced by +0.1 to avoid overlap with tank A data. Constant lines in d) are the water freezing
temperature (black line is displaced +0.1, to be comparable with tank B curves). Labeled numbers represent time, for top CTD data in each
tank. All temperatures are given in C. X-axis for a), b) and c) represents time. Legends in b) and c) also apply to d).
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Fig. 3 Frazil ice thickness evolution in along tank for all experiments: a) and b) E1, c) and d) E2, e) and f) E3, g) and h) E4.
Panels to the left display data from tank A, panels to the right display data from tank B. The dashed lines correspond to
mean ice thicknesses (for sampling times within one hour from 5, 15 and 25 hours where available) from an exponential
growth fit, H im . See section 3.3 for description of H im calculation.

Fig. 4 Comparison for each experiment of mean observed

H i (thin solid lines) and mean exponentially fitted thickness

H im (thick dashed lines). Panel (a) corresponds to tank A, panel (b) to tank B.
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3.5

Frazil ice Salinity

Ice salinities were calculated based on the frazil ice
solid volume fraction (thus, correcting for the unknown
loss of brine that occurs during frazil ice sampling),
using:

Si =

Sb

1 ·
ρ §
1 − i ¨1 −
¸
ρ b © (1 − v s ) ¹

(3)

4

(obtained from mass and salt conservation, Maus 2007;
Maus and de la Rosa, submitted). The brine salinity
was not directly measured, so we assume Sb = Sw . The
brine density in the ice was approximated as
ρb =1000+(0.77* Sb ). As ice salinity values depend on
the drainage protocol we do not present the sieved
sample salinities, Sim , but just mention that they are on
average 7 g kg-1 (and up to 40%) smaller than the actual
in situ undrained salinities (addressed further in Maus
and de la Rosa, submitted).
For experiments E3 and E4 no CTD measurements
were available at the beginning of the tests. In E4, tank
B, observations started 2.4 hours after the beginning of
the experiment. We thus obtained Sw for the initial
period from the heat loss Qs via Swo , the initial water
salinity before ice formation, required for estimating ice
production and the change in Sw , by iteration in time
as:

Sw(t ) = −

Qs Sw(t )Δt
+ Sw(t +1) ,
L f ρi Hw

(4)

where Δt is the timestep between the salinity
measurements, obtained from the mass and salt balance
(e.g., Eq. (6) in de la Rosa et al., 2011). The higher
initial salinity Swo for E4 (~35.4 as given in Table 1)
may be explained by the removal of ice from E3. For E3
the exact initial salinity is not known, but the target
value when filling the tank was as for E1. Hence, the
value of Swo of 33 was used in Eq. (3).
Once Si was calculated, the mean frazil ice salinity was
determined summing all measurements along the tank
at any time instant as:

Si =

¦S H
¦H
i

i

Table 1 lists the maximum and minimum ice salinity
that was measured in each experiment and tank. Also
here, the main uncertainty in the determined salinity
comes from the reading error in frazil thickness
(±0.3cm). This creates a relative uncertainty of
~ dH i H i with a maximum of 2 g kg-1 at the beginning
of the experiment when ice thickness is small. Typical
systematic errors however decrease from initially 0.5–1 g
kg-1 during the first hours to 0.3–0.5 g kg-1.

(5)

i

RESULTS

The mean ice salinity values obtained from Eq. (5)
for all experiments are shown in Fig. 5 (ab). Note that
all salinities in E4 that started with a 2 g kg-1 higher
salinity, are shown normalised by 33/35.38. The scatter
(sampling variability) is large, but in general the
experiments show a decrease from initial values above
30 g kg-1 to final values around 25 g kg-1. For E2 and
E4, a salinity increase is apparent, yet this may be
attributed to the low number of samples (increasing
variability) and the higher sampling uncertainty during
low ice presence (i.e. the first 7 hours of freezing). Fig.
5 (c and d) shows the mean values obtained also from
Eq. (5), but applied to v s values instead of Si . A
general increase from 0.07 to 0.30 is observed in
experiments E1 and E3, whereas the other two
experiments present less clarity due to the reasons
already mentioned. Looking at the Si and v s histogram
distributions of all frazil data (Fig. 6a and 6b,
respectively), we distinguish two main modal peaks,
which appear to correspond to 1) the start (first 8 hours)
of frazil conditions ( v s ≈0.08 to 0.12 and Si ≈29 to 31 g
kg-1) and 2) to the pre-pancake formation transition
( v s ≈0.18 to 0.26 and Si ≈26 to 28 g kg-1). Scrutiny of
the time series (Fig. 5) confirms this interpretation. If
we further consider separating the two experiments that
start with ice-free conditions (E1 and E3), from those
that do not meet this criteria (E2 and E4), we observe
considerably different distributions. The first group (not
shown) presents two peaks in v s at 0.11 and 0.19 and
corresponding peaks in Si at ~30 and 27 g kg-1. The
second group (light shades within Fig. 6), presents a
single modal peak spanning from v s =0.22 to 0.24 and
at Si =26 to 28 g kg-1, indicating that this ice is at a
slightly older aging stage. We will analyse this in more
detail in section 4.3. First, we want to show if we
measure any change in heat flux during ice growth (4.1)
and how the wave field is affected, once frazil ice
accumulates to its maximum thickness (4.2).

The other ice properties presented later on ( v s and
H e ) were also computed using this averaging method.
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Fig. 5 Time evolution of the thickness-weighted mean frazil ice salinity (Eq. 5) for all experiments a) tank A, b) tank B and
mean frazil ice volume fraction tank A, d) tank B.

4.1

Equivalent ice thickness

For the freezing period, the heat flux for each
experiment may be obtained from a fit of the equivalent
ice thickness against time, ( H e = H e 0 + qh t ), which
we apply up for the periods when mostly frazil ice was
present (t<25 hours for E1 to E3 and t<6 hours for E4).
From, the fitted coefficient qh one then obtains the
heat flux for each experiment as Qi = qh L f ρ i . Figure
7 (a and b) show the observed mean H e and
corresponding linear fits to obtain Qi . For E2 and E4
the presence of ice at beginning of the experiments is
clearly seen (with initial values of0.4 to 0.7 cm
respectively), yet the linear slopes defining the ice
growth rate run almost parallel to those of E1 and E3.
the cooling period, which gives Q with highest
significance, we estimated the water-atmosphere heat
transfer coefficient ka =8.8 W m-2 K-1, with Ta from the
+8 cm thermistor. In Fig. 8 we plot the linear growth
law mentioned above through the data for all
experiments. The line runs reasonably well through the
experiments that have lowest uncertainty for Q (i.e. the
cooling period, tanks A and B, E1 A and B as well as E2

A), supporting the applicability of the growth law. It is
notable that E3 falls above the linear relation while E4
falls below, indicating a reduced heat flux in a stage of
higher pancake coverage (E4 compared to E3).

4.2

Wave height and ice thickness

We know that waves force the grease ice towards
the opposite end of the wave tank as the result of the
induced wave drift and the radiation stress exerted by
the wave field (Martin and Kauffman, 1981). Yet, we
want to understand why/how the growing (frazil) ice is
initially distributed unevenly along the tank
(accumulating furthest away from the wave paddle), but
in the final stage it ends up being quite evenly
distributed (as seen in Fig. 3). From the wave
amplitude, A , at two locations in the tank separated by

Δ x =4 m (taking the central location at each sensor
group), we compute the attenuation rate, q , of the
waves between the two measured locations, similarly to
Wadhams (1988) or Newyear and Martin (1997):

Ax = A0 e − qΔ x ,

(6)
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Fig. 6 Histograms for all experiment observations for (a) ice salinity centred in 0.6 g kg bins and (b) frazil ice solid fraction,
centred in 0.02 bins. Light gray distributions show data from E2 and E4 only.

H e during frazil ice growth (thin solid lines) and corresponding predicted growth line
Qt (thick solid lines). Panel (a) corresponds to tank A, panel (b) to tank B.

Fig. 7 Mean equivalent ice thickness
from estimated

㻌
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Fig. 8. Variation of derived Qs and Qi with mean temperature difference between water and air for each experiment and
tank. Upper and lower (95% confidence interval) limits are given with vertical black lines: tank A (dotted) and tank B (dash
dot). Tank B points for the cooling period, E3 and E4, have been displaced in the x-axis by +0.06 units, for visibility.

We use the mean wave amplitude of each
sensor group to reduce noise caused by the individual
sensors. Here we attempt to illustrate the interaction of
three parameters: the spatial attenuation rate q , the
wave height w h and the ice thickness. To do so we
normalise the wave height and the ice thickness by the
initial (open water) wave height (i.e. twice the initial
wave amplitude A0 listed in Table 1; w h 0 ). The mean
ice thickness and mean amplitude data at the two wave
sensor group locations were used, as the same variability
was observed in the time series at both locations. Fig.
9a shows for E1 w h against the normalized ice
thickness, H i w h 0 . It is clearly observed that at the
start while frazil is still thin, w h remains constant in
both tanks. A small increase occurs after the wave
paddles restarted (there was a wave stop between hour 9
and 11) and w h begins to decay sharply once

H i >0.9 wh 0 in tank A, or H i >0.7 wh 0 in tank B.
During E2 a sudden reduction in wave height to half its
size was induced during experiment hour 20 (10cm to
5cm in Tank A and from 13 to 8 cm in tank B). To
avoid misinterpretation, this experiment was not shown
together with E1 in Fig. 9a. Fig 9b shows the evolution
of the spatial attenuation rate with H i w h 0 , for
experiments E1 and E2. It is observed that q begins to
increase above the noise level as H i >0.5–0.6 w h 0 .
Above H i >0.7–0.9 w h 0 there is a considerably increase
in the wave attenuation. It is known that wave
reflections vary with ice thickness and other parameters
– for more details see Wang and Shen (2010a, 2010b).
Yet, the length (L) of the tank is its natural scale of
damping and resonance. Interpreting it in terms of the
attenuation rate q , 1/L may be thought as a forced efolding scale.

Fig. 9 Scatter plot of a) wave height b) attenuation rate and c) normalized attenuation rate against the mean normalized ice
thickness for each tank data. a) shows data for E1 only b) and c) show data for E1 and E2. Wave height and ice thickness
data from both sensor groups were meaned before plotting. The dashed black horizontal line in b) is the e-folding scale of
the tank (1/L).

㻌
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Fig. 10 Histogram of ice thickness normalized against initial wave height for all data. Data for E1 in dark grey, E2 in white, E3
in light gray and E4 in brown. Bins set at 0.1.

Here this is plotted in Fig. 9b as a continuous dashed
line to indicate the level below which the estimated q
may be interpreted as noise. In both experiments, the
values for Tank A (diamonds) appear to lie mostly
below the 1/L reflection scale of the tank. During the
first 5 hours of E1 A, negative q values were obtained
(removed from Fig. 9b), an indication that too little ice
was present and internal reflections took place. In Fig.
9c we illustrate the observations by normalising q by
the apparent average noise level from the two tanks. We
see that in both tanks, q begins to rise considerably
above the apparent noise level when H i w h 0 becomes
larger than 0.5 – 0.6, with a strong increase in the range
0.7 – 0.9. The wave data for E3 (not shown) did not
resolve any response of attenuation rate and wave height
with the normalized ice thickness growth, since only
three data patches were visible, corresponding to the
times the wave frequency was changed. For E4 (also
not shown), the data values are scattered, yet high q
values already occur after experiment hour 2. The
experiment was also characterized by a solid pancake
layer already forming after just 6 hours of freezing, and
in contrast with E2, the ice cover evolved into a solid
layer and showed no gaps between pancakes.
The histogram distribution of H i w h 0 , Fig. 10,
confirms that the normalized ice thickness is limited by
the wave height and thus, constrained to values not
much larger than 1.5. When a normalized ice thickness
of ~1.5 to 1.7 is reached, the along-tank distribution for
E1 to E3 appears to flatten out to become more- or- less
even. However, from histograms distributions grouped
in time (not shown), it is clear that the grease ice
thickness for E1 to E3 was still increasing and had not
reached a limiting value. Only in E4 were H i w h 0
values close to 3 reached, before the ice started to
consolidate. We find for E1 to E3, that the ice first
surpasses the ice thickness to wave height ratio of
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equality ( H i w h 0 >1) at the end of the tank, after
about 12 hours of freezing (not shown). As freezing
continues, the maximum ice thickness extends towards
locations nearer to the wave paddle.

㻌
4.3

Frazil ice compaction rate

Now that we know how heat flux and the wave
properties change with the growing ice cover, we want
to define what the ice properties are at the time
initiation of pancake formation begins. We evaluate the
data in terms of a simple packing law, where we assume
that the rate by which the solid fraction approaches a
maximum
value
v s max
is
given
by
d (vs max − vs ) dt ≈ c1 (vs max − vs ) for v s < v s max .
Making this assumption leads to the following an
exponential growth relation:

vs (t ) = vs max − (vs max − vs 0 )e

§ t
¨−
¨ t
© c

·
¸
¸
¹

(7)

The latter equation describes the evolution of the
average solid fraction of a fixed grease cover with time.
However, it does not consider the aspect that new frazil
continuously accumulates on the underside of the
existing grease layer. To approximate this process we
make
a
second
approach,
d (vs max − vs ( z ) ) dz ≈ c2 (vs max − vs ( z ) ) , where z e is
e

e

the cumulative equivalent thickness measured upwards
from the lower grease ice boundary. We then integrate
this last equation from the boundary to the top H e ,
and obtain a solution for the average solid fraction,
taking into account z e :

v s ( ze ) = v s max − (v s max − v s 0 )e

§ ze
¨¨ −
© Hc

·
¸¸
¹

(8)
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and

He :

− e
§ H (v
− v ) ·§
vs ( H e ) = vs max − ¨¨ c s max s 0 ¸¸¨1 − e H c
He
©
¹¨©
H

·
¸
¸
¹

(9)

Values v s >0.30 were not included in the analysis, as
they were identified as frazil samples that had begun to
freeze internally. From the range of coefficients
obtained, we built the sum of square residuals and
selected the one that gave the lowest value (highest
correlation) to define v s max . The initial v s0 of the data
was then estimated, given as v s0 = v s max − c1 for the
time relation and v s0 = v s max − c 2 for H e . We may
interpret the coefficients in the exponential packing
equation as typical decay time and/or thickness scales, at
which t =1/ c1(or H e =1/ c 2 ) ≈63% of the maximum
packing is achieved. Figure 11a and 11b shows the
maximum (dashed curve) and mean (solid curve) v s
exponential relations with H e for all the experiment
data and E1 alone, respectively. A v s0 of 0.04 and 0.03
is obtained, respectively and a v smax of 0.28 and 0.24.
These values represent the maximum v s values,
analogous to the most compact frazil found at the ice
skim surface. The estimated equivalent ice thickness
reached once 95% of the packing has taken place is 0.99
cm for all data and 0.42 cm for E1. For the v s -time fit
(Fig. 11c), we obtain v s0 =0.04, v smax = 0.23 and a
packing time scale of about 6 hours. The vertical
dashed-black line in Fig. 6c indicates this estimated time
scale. Considering the natural variability of the data,
the maximum value below which the majority of
observations fall was found to be v smax ≈0.28 ±0.02.
This is a slightly higher estimate than that mentioned in
de la Rosa et al., 2011 (where frazil v smax was estimated
as 0.266 ±0.026), yet within the variability range.

4.4

Shuga and Pancake ice

The approximate start time of pancake-like ice
formation is given in Table 1. Thickness and diameter
observations were made for sporadically sampled
pancakes in each tank after these times. Diameter
measurements were subdivided according to size into
shuga (<=5cm) and medium sized pancakes (>5cm).
Very few observations (<15) were made during E1 and
E2, so these are not considered representative for the
full tanks. The mean shuga diameter observed during all
experiments (estimated from 106 observations) was 1.5
to 2.0±1.0 cm. The average medium sized pancakes
measured during E3 were 15±9 cm, those measured
during E4 were 21±12 cm (estimated from 25 and 80
observations respectively).
If we consider the
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distribution of sizes along the tank (not shown), during
E3, medium sized pancakes were observed only after 9
hours of experiment start and were more abundant
between 8 m to 14 m away from wave paddle. On the
other hand, during E4, the along-tank pancake size
distribution was much less defined. Medium sized
pancakes were observed everywhere along the tank,
from already 6 hours into the experiment. A comparison
of the pancake thickness ( H ipk ) with frazil thickness H i
from E4 and E5, indicated that on average, the
maximum pancake thickness was lower than the average
frazil thickness. An approximate relation of maximum
pancake thickness H ipk = H i /1.5 is determined from
these observations.

5

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have presented results from a laboratory study
on the growth of frazil ice under the presence of waves.
Our main focus was to monitor the properties of frazil
ice, i.e. its salinity, solid ice volume fraction and
thickness, as they evolve with time. To do so we
measured these properties with temporal resolution of a
few hours and at 7 evenly spaced positions horizontally
along the tank. Supplementary observations to interpret
the ice cover evolution include (i) water
conductivity/salinity and temperature monitored near
the tank's centre, (ii) the wave amplitude and its decay,
as well as (iii) air temperatures at different vertical levels
above the ice/water surface. While the same laboratory
facility has been used earlier to study frazil ice growth in
a similar setup (Wilkinson, 2005), the present
observations constitute, in terms of temporal and spatial
resolution, a unique dataset of frazil ice observations
under controlled growth conditions. In addition, we
have introduced a number of practical and theoretical
improvements on earlier work. All experiments
proceeded under very similar heat flux forcing, in
principle in the following way: Once the freezing point
was reached, frazil began to form over the whole surface
of the tank but was accumulated at the 'down-wave' end
of the tank, presumably due to wave-induced Stokes
drift. The corresponding frazil thickness profiles along
the tank after a few hours became almost linear. Once
the 'down-wave' thickness approached one to two times
the wave amplitude, it did not appear to increase much
further, yet from then on a wedge propagated 'up-wave',
soon filling up the tank with a similar ice thickness. In
most experiments the further increase in thickness
remained rather uniform over the tank, i.e. there were
little horizontal thickness gradients, once the latter had
reached the same value as the wave height. Pancake
formation was observed at different times for two
experiment groups (after 17–21 hours for E1 and E2
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compared to 3–5 hours for E3 and E4), nevertheless,
most of the frazil observations stem from the periods
without pancakes. The following discussion thus refers

mainly to the state of frazil ice in the absence of
pancakes.

Fig. 11 Frazil volume fraction v s against equivalent frazil ice thickness

H e , tank A (squares) and tank B (diamonds) (a) for

all experiment observations and (b) for E1. (c) v s for E1 against time, limited to 30 hours growth. A mean exponential
relation (solid curve) is applied in each case through all the data points integrated with depth and in a) and b) also a
maximum exponential relation (dashed curve) is included, representing compacted frazil at the surface.

It is recalled that Experiments E1 and E3 started
from similar conditions, with ice formation
commencing after an initial cooling period when the
water had reached its freezing point. Experiments E2
and E4 did not initiate from a cooling phase and
presented a rather rapid appearance of a significant
amount (~4cm) of ice in both tanks, suggesting that ice
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crystals must have been present at the start of both these
experiments. None of the CTD instruments indicated
considerable supercooling, with upper CTD
temperatures in tank B just reaching 0.01 K below
freezing during the beginning of the experiment,
between hours 6 to7. However, this does not mean that
the frazil grew without supercooling. The upper
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instrument, at which slightly lower temperatures were
measured, was still 40 cm from the surface, while wave
heights were typically less than 10 cm. As the strongest
downward mixing of surface cooling can be expected on
a length scale of the waves, there might have been
supercooling near the surface. For example, Smedsrud
(2000) showed temperature profiles, with 0.04–0.06
lower temperatures near the surface of this tank. We also
see, in one of the tanks, a 0.02–0.03 K higher bottom
temperature, but do not have profile information. The
presence of such a gradient would thus be consistent
with a slight supercooling of a few hundredths of a
degree, as reported for studies with similar moderate
heat fluxes (e.g. Carstens, 1966; Osterkamp et al., 1983;
Clark and Doering, 2009).

5.1

Salinity

Frazil salinities are found to decrease, over the
course of one day, from average values slightly above 30
to values close to 25. This result is very robust, not only
for both E1 runs, but also for the other experiments.
The only exceptions of initial lower salinities were found
in E2, which started already with an equivalent ice
thickness of 0.7cm, and E4 (if corrected for the 2 units
higher water salinity that characterizes this experiment).
Referring back to the discussion above, the lower
salinities could be explained by the existence of some
old frazil ice, from the end of E1 and E3, at the
beginning of the follow-up runs E2 and E4.
Our approach to present ice salinities as in situ
values is different from what most authors have
presented in previous work. In most studies the authors
have drained and sieved the frazil, as we did, yet
interpreted this residual salinity in terms of the potential
entrapment of frazil ice, without recomputing the
intrinsic salinity from the solid fraction. We think that
the approach of using sieved or drained salinities alone
is of limited value due to the following reasons: Firstly,
the drainage protocol is subjective, as factors such as
time and intensity of shaking, temperature and cohesion
of frazil at sampling, temperature in air and of sieve are
hardly reproducible from study to study. Secondly, the
salt adhering to the crystals during sampling is likely not
representative for the salt at a later stage, with higher
solid fraction. E.g., if the salt depends on the specific
surface of crystals, the latter will decrease simply by their
coarsening. However, we report here on some previous
observations. (Note: ice and water salinity units are
given in this discussion as mentioned within the
referenced publications). First, Martin and Kauffmann
(1981) reported that 31% of the salt from a 38.4 g kg-1
NaCl solution remained in the frazil. For their solution
this corresponded to 11.8 ± 2.1 g kg-1, while, after
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scaling for standard seawater1 (35 psu), this corresponds
to a frazil salinity of 10.9. Doble (2007) reported
drained frazil salinities in the Weddell Sea between 8
and 19 psu. His values decreased from the outer ice edge
(14 to 19 psu), via the middle and inner ice zone (10 to
15 psu) to long scale distance (8 to 12 psu). Wadhams
and Wilkinson (1999) reported, for frazil and slush
collected between pancakes in the Greenland Sea, even a
larger range of 5 to 22 psu. Smedsrud (2001) noted
salinities of sieved slush in the range 20 to 28 (water
salinity 36 psu), while Smedsrud and Skogseth (2006)
reported on values in the range 16 to 28 (water salinity
33 to 35 psu). Also Reimnitz et al. (1993), used a
similar method to derive apparent salinities of drained
frazil from 12 to 20 (at water salinity of 32 psu). We
note that our drained salinities (not shown in the
present study) lie within the range 14 to 26 g kg-1,
similar to those obtained by Wilkinson (2005) in the
Greenland Odden during 2002, (17 to 24 psu) and the
above mentioned values by Smedsrud and Skogseth
(2006) from observations in the Storfjorden polynya,
Svalbard. Therefore, even when only considering very
young frazil, sieved frazil salinities vary in a range 10 to
30 g kg-1, far from the intrinsic range 25 to 32 g kg-1
presented here. While our highest values appear large,
also Onstott et al. (1998) reported an initial salinity of
29 for thin grease ice growing from a water salinity of
30 psu. As pointed out in de la Rosa et al. (2011),
proper modelling of salt fluxes requires the intrinsic, not
the drained salinity. Finally, while the salinity of sieved
and drained frazil samples alone is not an objective frazil
property, we point out that the combination of sieved
and true salinities may indeed provide insights into
frazil morphology, as discussed for our data in a followup paper (Maus and de la Rosa, submitted).

5.2

Solid volume fraction

The solid volume fraction and ice salinity are
related to each other by Eq. (2) and (3). For young
frazil, when the brine salinity is close to the seawater
value, the volume fraction v s is thus proportional to
(1 − Si Sw ) and increases with decreasing ice salinity.
The time-sequence of average volume fractions (Fig. 5 c
and d) shows an increase from low initial values of 0.05
to 0.3 over the course of one day. Corresponding to the
low salinities, initial values are exceptionally high for E2
and E4, and interpreted as older frazil ice already
present at the beginning of these runs.
To analyze the increase in solid fraction due to
packing
we
have
considered
the
relation

㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌
1

per definition a seawater salinity of 35 psu corresponds to a salinity
of 35 x 1.005 g kg-1
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d (v s max − vs ) dt ≈ c1 (vs max − vs ) . This gives an
exponential equation (Eq. 8) for the solid fraction that
may be fitted by least squares to obtain the initial solid
fraction v s0 at the onset of ice formation, a maximum
solid fraction v s max , and the time constant c1 ,
indicating that after time 1 c1 63% of the packing has
taken place. The time dependence was determined for
E1 with high temporal resolution (Fig. 11c) and the
same fit was applied to the equivalent ice thickness data
using all experiment runs (Fig. 11a), each of which had
a different initial ice thickness. We obtained v s0 ≈ 0.04
for both approaches, 0.23 < v s max <0.28, as well as a
decay time 1 c1 ≈ 6 hours from the time-exponential
fit. The corresponding equivalent thickness decay scale
was 1 c 2 =0.14 cm for E1 and 1 c 2 = 0.33 cm when all
experiments are fitted. With a constant heat flux,
thickness and time, this should be proportional to

Q ( L f ρ s ) , and we may convert 1 c 2 to a decay
timescale of 1.7 hours for E1 and 4.0 hours for all data.
While the fit against time yields an average response
from all tank locations, it does not account for
advection and redistribution; i.e., as long ice
accumulates strongly at the end of the tank, most of the
remaining tank area has ice that is younger than the
average age of ice, yielding a larger time constant. It is
the fit against the equivalent thickness that sorts the ice
samples most reliably according to their age, being less
biased by advection. Furthermore, it may be argued to
be physically consistent with the mechanism of packing
by loading (equivalent ice mass and buoyancy). That the
E1 estimate (0.14 cm) for the decay thickness scale is
lower, may have to do with the shutdown of the
wavemaker from 9–11 hours in this experiment. The
decay scale based on all data, 0.4 cm, implies that 95%
packing is reached after 1.2 cm of equivalent ice growth.
In a parallel paper (Maus and de la Rosa, submitted) we
discuss further that this scale is consistent with other
laboratory studies.
To interpret these values we need to note that the
change in solid fraction, as we have monitored it, does
not only resemble the packing of existing ice. It results
from three processes: (i) packing of existing frazil, (ii)
growth and coarsening of existing crystals and (iii)
secondary nucleation of new crystals. It is clear that
processes (ii) and (iii) are related to ice growth due to
the ongoing heat loss. However, these two
thermodynamic processes will counteract each other.
On the one hand (ii) may be thought to take place
within the existing surface grease, thus increasing the
solid fraction by growth of crystals. On the other hand
(iii) will decrease the solid fraction, at least on the order
of the wave height, if nucleation of crystals takes place
within the water column, followed by settling of new
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crystals as high porosity frazil at the bottom. We
obtained a simple solution to this problem by
integrating Eq. (7) to obtain the average solid fraction,
assuming that the local solid fraction is a function of the
accumulated frazil mass below it. For a validation and
first-order empirical distinction between packing, aging,
and new bottom agglomeration, these two processes
would require vertical profiles in the solid fractions and
observations of crystal size spectra, which we do not
have. Approaches to crystal growth and nucleation on
the basis of existing models (e.g. Tsang and Hanley,
1985; Svensson and Omstedt, 1994; Wang and
Doering, 2005) would in addition require the vertical
distribution of supercooling, in particular near the
surface. Without these observations, we cannot
distinguish the contributions, neither through empirical
means, nor by model validation. Hence, it is important
to note that we currently do not know to what degree
the determined decay scales depend on the experimental
conditions like wave-induced mixing, wave amplitude,
ice thickness and heat flux.
However, there are some general results that can be
pointed out: First, Fig.4 shows that in E1 and E3 there
is a persistent increase in the bulk frazil thickness
H i over at least 20 hours, after which it eventually evens
out. This can also be seen in E2 and E4 if the
observations are moved forward in time by an offset of
5–10 hours, due to the presence of frazil when the
experiment started. Therefore, secondary nucleation in
the water column, implying thickness increase rather
than internal freezing of existing frazil, is always present.
An interesting observation is seen during E1 near hour
9, where the thickness rather abruptly increased by ~1
cm, while the temperature recorded by the CTD
instruments increased. This signal, seen in both tanks, is
apparently related to the wave paddle stop and may
reflect the sudden upward settling of frazil submerged in
the water column. From the ~1 cm thickness increase
and a typical solid fraction of 0.1 for the early packing
mode in Fig. 6, as well as the depth of the tank below
the wave height 85 cm, we can obtain an estimate
(1/85)×0.1≈0.0012 for the suspended frazil volume
fraction. Although data are in general sparse, values of a
few tenths of a percent have been proposed on the basis
of observations in flumes and rivers (Tsang, 1986;
Marko and Jasek, 2010). In a similar tank experiment,
albeit under the presence of currents rather than waves,
Smedsrud (2000 and 2001) observed average solid
fractions around 0.001. However, in the latter
experiments, sediments may have influenced the
suspension capability.
Secondly, both the time and thickness fits yield a
similar v s0 in the range 0.03 to 0.05 at the onset of
frazil formation. This corresponds to the first frazil
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observed at the surface. That this result is not simply
due to an inexact timing of the onset of frazil formation
is supported by the thickness fits, where it refers to the
solid fraction at zero thickness, and by the histogram
distribution in Fig. 6, where it also emerges as a peak in
the distribution. Intuitively this result may be
interpreted in terms of a critical frazil concentration at
which crystal interaction becomes too strong to keep the
particles in suspension. However, we need to note that
these values may also be related to our sampling
technique: our first low-porosity ice samples were
typically 0.5-1 cm in thickness and it is plausible that a
frazil volume fraction of 0.001 exists mixed within the
water column; sampling 30 cm of the water column
with the cylinder we used would create a volume
fraction of 0.03–0.06 if the sampled frazil rises towards
the surface and accumulates. A sampling time of 1
minute would be sufficiently long to allow for this
process. The balance between crystal rise velocity and
turbulence production has been pointed out by
modellers; e.g., Omstedt and Svensson (1984); Svensson
and Omstedt (1994); Wang and Doering (2005). When
flocculation becomes large due to crystal interaction,
larger crystal ensembles may form and float to the
surface. Although this is a very important general aspect,
also for proper model simulation and validation (e.g.
Omstedt and Svensson, 1984), so far there exist few
observations. Osterkamp et al. (1975) estimated, based
on conductivity measurements, short-term maximum
suspended ice volume fractions of 0.008–0.047 in a
subarctic stream, while Tsang (1986) estimated 0.01–
0.02. To study how and if the transition depends on the
turbulence level, rate of ice formation and crystal
shapes, more observations under different growth
conditions are needed. Our estimate is a first step and
consistent with the crude observations so far.
The maximum solid fraction was obtained here by
maximizing the correlation of the exponential fit to the
data. Also, the packing law we present is tentative, and
assumed as an equation of the type that often describes
natural growth and decay processes. Yet, the
observations are fitted reasonably well with this
approach. The maximum solid fraction as well as the
decay time, reflect a combination of packing and crystal
growth, and their interaction. The processes are not
expected to be additive: e.g., when internal freezing
decreases the solid fraction, this may be expected to
decrease the mechanical packing rate, whereas settling of
new loose crystals will enhance it. As mentioned, we do
not intend to speculate on these interactions, on the
basis of the present data. However, we can interpret the
histogram distribution in Fig. 6 in the following
manner. Two prominent peaks in the solid fraction are
seen, one in the range 0.09–0.12, the other in the range
0.18–0.26. As the lower peak is only seen in E1 and E3,
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it appears to be related to the early growth phase. Note
that these are the average solid fractions from Eq. (8),
while the surface values from Eq. (7) are higher. An
early v s =0.1 corresponds to a surface v s of 0.15, while
the second mode gives surface values from 0.25 to 0.28.
As the average values are influenced by accumulation of
loose frazil from below, we interpret the surface
numbers as the packing modes. The second mode is
very broad. Such a behaviour appears to be consistent
with a first phase dominated by mechanical packing (up
to v s ≈ 0.15), followed by a second phase where internal
crystal growth increases the solid fraction further, as for
a constant heat flux the distribution becomes rather
constant. Hence, the broadening of the peak towards
large v s is consistent with compaction by internal
freezing, while the first is a mechanical compaction
mode. This interpretation is also consistent with the
observation that above a solid fraction of 0.30 the
surface begins to become solid, while up to this limit
internal freezing takes place, but the grease still remains
a mushy layer and does not freeze up.
To compare the results with other observations, we
first emphasise that the distribution in Fig. 6 contains
only a few values above 0.30. While internal growth
may increase the solid fraction beyond 0.3, in principle
limited by 1, such ice would, however, no longer be
classified as frazil ice, and consequently only a few (14)
high solid fraction samples exist in our data. We note
that this interpretation is also consistent with our earlier
analysis of the frazil–pancake transition, during the
second day of E2 from hour 19 to 43 (de la Rosa et al.,
2011), where the frazil ice solid volume fraction,
sampled between the pancakes, remained rather
constant around 0.27±0.02. Note that the
corresponding values shown here in Fig. 5c are slightly
different, as we computed them as thickness-weighted
solid fractions. Detailed observations of the solid
volume fraction of frazil ice grown in a wave tank have
been presented by Martin and Kaufmann (1981). These
authors reported solid fractions of 0.18–0.22 from a few
centimetres thick grease ice cover, as well as 0.32–0.44
at a distance where the waves had been damped and the
ice growth was typically 10 cm. However, as discussed
above, the ice concentrations reported by them still
contained, on average, 11.8 g NaCl kg-1, compared to
38.4 gNaCl kg-1 in the water. This implies that the
drained crystals still contained considerable liquid. From
Eq. (1) and (2), we obtain a corrected estimate of the
true solid fraction by reducing the numbers by an
average factor of 0.72. This yields 0.13–0.16 for the
young frazil at the leading edge and 0.23–0.32 further
'down-wave'. The ice volume fraction range of 0.35–0.4
reported by Martin et al. (1977) for another laboratory
study was determined by the same method and is likely
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biased by a similar factor. Likewise, computations by
Doble et al. (2003) and Doble (2007), who quote a
typical solid fraction of 0.4 for frazil slicks in the
Weddell Sea, are likely biased by at least a similar factor.
Solid volume fractions of 3 to 30 cm thick field grease
samples obtained by Smedsrud and Skogseth (2006) do
not need to be corrected for the residual ice salinity.
However, by comparing their Eq. (5) with our Eq. (2),
one can see that theses authors underestimate the solid
fraction by typically 10%. Applying this correction to
the field data from Smedsrud and Skogseth (2006),
yields solid fractions that fall in the range 0.18 to 0.35,
with most observations in the range 0.2 to 0.25. In
Maus and de la Rosa (submitted) we summarise
additional published and unpublished data sources of
very young frazil in the range 0.05 < v s < 0.12.
In summary, by correcting earlier observations of
solid ice volume fractions of grease ice, we obtain values
mostly between 0.2 and 0.3 for aged frazil, while
youngest frazil observations from previous studies fall in
the range 0.05-0.18. Hence, other observations also
support the two solid fraction modes we conjectured
from this study, indicating a mean of 0.09–0.12 during
very early growth and 0.18–0.26 at a later stage.

5.3

Frazil-pancake transition

We can draw on these results by considering the
onset of pancake formation, which took place after 17–
21 hours in E1 and E2 compared to 3–5 hours in E3
and E4. In E3 predominantly small pancake-like shuga
formed, and E4 thus appears to be the only experiment
with early formation of large (~20cm) pancakes.
However, E4 is different in terms of its much lower
wave amplitude (~1 cm compared to 3–6 cm in other
experiments). We thus focus here first on experiments
E1 and E2.
The onset of shuga and pancake formation in E1
was observed after approximately 17 hours. Comparison
with Fig. 11c shows that this is comparable to 3 times
the decay timescale 1 c1 ≈ 6 hours for the solid
fraction, or the slightly shorter value of 4 hours obtained
from the critical equivalent thickness scaled by ice
growth. In other words, the onset of pancake formation
−3

corresponds to a state when 1 − exp ≈ 95% of the
maximum compaction of the frazil has taken place. This
result is consistent with the compaction scenario and
can be intuitively interpreted as follows. Once frazil ice
has reached its maximum mechanically packed state,
any further increase in solid fraction due to freezing will
imply the freezing of crystals to each other. This state
may be indentified with the onset of pancake formation.
It appears to take place at a characteristic solid fraction
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of 0.24< v s max <0.28. However, this critical range
should be viewed in connection with a statistical
distribution of solid fractions: i.e., when it is reached,
there are already some locations with higher solid
fractions where pancake formation starts. In Fig. 11c
there is, after 17 hours, an increasing number of solid
fractions in the range above 0.3, with a maximum of
0.43. Hence, as already pointed out from Fig. 6 and
from the timing of pancake observations and
compaction, a solid fraction range 0.3–0.4 appears as
the regime where pancakes ultimately start to form
locally. Turning back to E4, this view is finally
consistent with the early onset of pancake formation in
this experiment, where average solid fractions above 0.2
were already present after a few hours (see Fig. 5c and
d). That pancakes generally are thinner than the frazil
ice surrounding them (we found a factor of 1/1.5) is
consistent with the fact that heat is removed at the
surface, and freezing of crystals to each other will be
initiated there. Concerning the freezing from the top,
we used in our earlier study of the second phase of E2
(de la Rosa et al., 2011) additional infrared surface
temperature observations to distinguish between
pancake and frazil/grease ice. From this classification we
found a transition to pancakes when surface
temperatures are 0.7–0.9 K below the freezing point of
seawater underneath. Assuming the salinity of the frazil
(~25) and a linear temperature gradient in a
representative upper layer, we arrived to an estimate of
0.37–0.40 for the solid fraction transition to pancakes.
This range is supported from the present analysis of all
experiments. While other authors have not explicitly
analysed the transition, it is also consistent with highest
frazil and grease solid fractions of 0.35 observed in other
studies (see above).

5.4

Influence of waves

It may be postulated that the frazil ice thickness
stops increasing thermodynamically, once a maximum
wave height is achieved ( w h times a certain coefficient
of change) and the amplitude (or wave height) begins to
decrease. The general role of waves in the problem is
apparent: they are the source of the turbulence that
keeps the frazil ice in suspension. By creating periodical
fluid motion, they persistently transport frazil crystals
downward and distribute them to a larger depth than if
they would accumulate at the surface. Once there is too
much ice in the water, and the crystals form large
assemblages, the waves are no longer capable of keeping
most of the ice in suspension. This appeared to happen
quite rapidly, with a grease skim covering the surface
after a few hours. However, under the action of waves, it
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takes much longer time for this grease skim layer to
freeze into solid pancakes.
In this scenario the wave amplitude must play an
important role. As already mentioned, during E1, with
wave amplitudes of 2.8–3.3 cm, this took place after 17
hours, while during E4, with amplitude of 1.0–1.2 cm,
it appeared after 5 hours. Hence, the transition time to
pancake formation appears to scale with the amplitude
of the waves. However, the agreement is in reality
somewhat lower, as E4 started with ~0.4 cm equivalent
ice thickness, which implies that the starting time of E4
in terms of ice production onset should be increased by
5 to 10 hours (see Fig.7), giving a corresponding
pancake formation time of 10–15 hours. Also for E2
such a correction would yield an increase in the pancake
formation time to 29–31 hours, and in the latter
experiment the wave amplitude was indeed largest,
initially 4.6–6.0 cm. However, in E2 the wave
amplitude was then decreased to 2.6 cm, after which
pancake formation set in immediately. Hence, although
the evaluation remains qualitative, there is support that
the time when pancake formation starts approximately
scales with increasing wave amplitude.
Taking the simplest view, that frazil is well mixed
on the order of the wave height, however does not
consider the feedback that frazil also influences the wave
field and amplitude. This was considered in Fig. 9,
where both the average wave height and its decay
coefficient in the centre of the tank are plotted against
the ice thickness normalised by the wave height,
h = H i w h . Results are most consistent for the
attenuation rate, and when the latter is normalised by
the different background noise levels in tanks A and B
(Fig. 9c). During the first period, wave height is rather
constant and wave decay, related to reflections in the
tank, is not affected by the increasing ice thickness.
When the thickness reaches 0.5–0.6 of the wave height,
i.e. a value close to its amplitude, damping increases
linearly with thickness. Finally, when the ice thickness
reaches 0.7 to 1 times the wave height, the damping
becomes very strong and wave height decays
considerably. Note that this regime was reached during
E1 when the ice thickness reached 4.5–6 cm; from Fig.
3 and 4 it is evident that this occurred after
approximately 15 hours. Hence, in E1 the onset of
strong wave damping coincides closely with the
formation of the first pancakes. As another indicator of
this transition one notes the change in the slope in the
time-thickness plots in Fig. 4 after approximately 15
hours.
Wave motion not only stirs the frazil and prevents
it from freezing, it also stirs the water. The question
from which levels the heat lost through the surface is
derived, is important, as it determines the relative
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contributions of secondary nucleation and crystal
growth within the surface grease. An interesting event in
this context was the wave paddle stop that took place
from hour 9–11 in E1. This corresponded to an increase
of 0.03 K in the temperatures recorded at all four CTD
instruments (Fig. 2b and c), at 40 and 65 cm depth of
the 85 cm deep tank. This warming rate, if it occurred
over the whole tank, corresponds to a heat flux of 15
Wm-2. We interpret this as the heat that the tank
receives through its bottom and side walls, suggesting
that the heat fluxes given in Fig. 8 are net heat fluxes,
whereas the surface forcing is likely larger by this
amount. Note also that the temperature, after restarting
the wave paddle, returns to its original value after just
half an hour, corresponding to a net heat loss of 60 Wm2
, which is the value derived for this experiment. Hence,
wave motion appears, at least in E1, effective enough to
distribute the heat loss over the whole water column.
Wave damping, once it sets in, may thus have a
two-fold effect. First, it no longer stirs the frazil crystals
in the grease ice layer, leading to compaction. Second, it
implies that the heat released to the atmosphere
(withdrawn by the roof cooling aggregate) derives from
a thinner water layer and grease. Both processes are
favourable for an increased solid fraction and the onset
of pancake formation. Another aspect to discuss in this
context is the normalised ice thickness to which the
frazil may grow after the onset of strong wave damping.
The histogram in Fig. 10 shows that for E1–E3, for
which conditions in terms of amplitude and heat flux
were very similar, this limit was approximately 1.5 times
the wave height. However, in E2 the wave amplitude
was decreased after 19 hours, and the evolution was thus
not continuous. On the other hand, for E4 wave heights
were small and the grease ice thickness reached 3 times
the wave height by the end of the experiment. For
comparison, we obtained from table 1 in Martin and
Kauffmann (1981), an average of H i w h = 2.3 ±0.7 for
the location within the grease ice where the amplitude
had decayed to typically 1/4 of its initial value (noted as
‘dead zone’ by the authors). It thus appears that frazil
may accumulate to 2–3 times the wave height, even
when the waves are strongly damped, and that most
experiments were too short to reach this limit. For
example, in tank experiments reported by Leonard et al.
(1998) H i w h appears to have reached values slightly
above 1 (their Fig. 3 to 7), but their observations span
less than 20 hours. Clearly, more observations under
varying heat flux and wave conditions are needed to
better constrain such a bound.
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5.5

Heat fluxes

Heat flux in each tank is evaluated from Eq. (1)
based on observed cooling rates, prior to freezing, and
from the change in ice bulk mass during the runs. The
latter method yields less accuracy, due to an
inhomogeneous wave field, advection along the tank,
and observational uncertainties of solid fraction.
Unfortunately, no observations of solid ice growth were
obtained in the quiet tank for calibration. However, for
E1 the spatial and temporal resolution was sufficient to
derive the net heat flux with 10% accuracy. In general
the results suggest that the heat loss from the surface is
not kept constant by the cooling aggregate. The
observations with high significance are consistent with a
heat flux that is proportional to the temperature
difference between the ice/water surface and a fixed level
above, Q = ka (Ta − Ts ) − Q0 . As mentioned, the heat
flux Q0 that presumably takes place through the tank
wall and bottom, was estimated as roughly 20% of the
amount entering at the surface. It is of interest to know
whether the changes in the room temperature are
induced by surface changes or vice versa, and to what
degree the response in the closed room laboratory is
similar to that in a free atmosphere. To study the likely
heat flux reduction induced by a colder pancake ice
cover, surface temperature data would be needed for all
the experiments. In the present study these were
available only for the second phase of E2. Hence, from
the present data, and also insufficient records on the
cooling aggregate power applied, the response cannot be
determined quantitatively. The the heat fluxes through
the tank surface and walls very likely influence the frazil
ice formation within the water column and may do so
in a different manner for different wave amplitudes. For
instance, one may consider ice growth with
d( H iv s ) dt = Q ( L f ρ s ) and assume that H i
becomes constant or changes little due to a waveimposed limit. In this situation the rate in solid fraction
increase dv s dt will become proportional to the heat
flux, if the heat is removed from the grease ice layer
alone. However, due to wave-induced mixing, only a
fraction of heat is released by freezing near the surface the remaining heat comes from nucleation of crystals
within the water column, and from the heat input
through the tank walls. To evaluate mechanical
compaction and internal freezing of grease ice,
observations of temperature and crystal size distribution
in the water column, as well as in the grease ice itself
would be necessary.
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5.6

Grease ice temperature

The findings discussed above show that profiles of
solid fraction would improve our understanding of the
packing and consolidation process of grease ice. The
same is true for the salinity and temperature of the
liquid fraction of grease. In the present work we have
assumed that due to wave-stirring, the brine has the
properties of the seawater on which the grease floats,
with the temperature given by the freezing point of
seawater. However, this assumption is due to a lack of
observations as we unfortunately, did not measure the
salinity of the brine. Information from other
investigators is sparse, but some does exist. Martin
(1977) shows a temperature profile in 6 cm thick grease
ice grown in a wave field and an air temperature of 18.8 ˚C: a submerged probe showed a 0.1 K lower
temperature only at the surface, while the rest of the ice
had temperatures within 0.01 K of the seawater below.
Surface measurements with a submerged probe
performed by S. Maus (unpublished data) also gave 0.1
K lower temperature than the seawater below. Ushio and
Wakatsuchi (1993) report, in a laboratory experiment of
frazil ice formation, a 0.04–0.07 K warmer grease layer
compared to the water below. However, because the
water was supercooled by 0.1–0.2 K, this suggests that
the grease had temperatures 0.06–0.13 below the
freezing point of the underlying water. From the IR
surface temperature observations of the second phase of
E2, when pancake formation had started, de la Rosa et
al. 2011 found a characteristic surface temperature of
frazil that was 0.47 K lower than the seawater below.
However, this signal could be restricted to the very
surface skim (Katsaros, 1973). The thermistor data from
that study indicated that the frazil temperature was not
more than 0.1 K below the temperature of the water,
but the accuracy was too low to derive any significant
difference.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In the present study we have analyzed the growth
of frazil ice under the presence of waves. Our main
focus was to describe the evolution of its salinity and
solid fraction during its accumulation in a floating
grease ice layer, until its transition into solid pancakes.
Derived solid fractions and salinity refer to frazil ice in
situ, rather than sieved frazil crystals, and we emphasize
to use this approach, presented in more detail in a
follow-up paper (Maus and de la Rosa, submitted), to
describe frazil properties.
Frazil ice growth and
accumulation in our experiments proceeded, in
accordance to earlier studies, as follows: A water
column, mixed by wave-generated turbulence, was
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cooled to– and likely supercooled some hundredths of a
degree below – the freezing point. Growth of frazil
crystals then started and released latent heat, decreasing
the supercooling. Ice growth then proceeded, without
major changes in the temperature, driven by the heat
loss from the tank. After a few hours, a surface grease ice
skim of low porosity and a few millimetres in thickness
was observed. It increased subsequently growing in
thickness and solid fraction until, after slightly less than
a day, the first pancakes appeared. Based on our
observations we identified these regimes with the
following transitions in terms of the solid fraction and
thickness:
(1) The first grease ice that appears at the surface
(interpolating the results to zero thickness), has a solid
fraction of 0.03–0.04. Although we think that this value
likely relates to sampling of the water column, for which
frazil with a volume fraction of typically 0.001 was
estimated, it indicates the lowest packing that frazil may
obtain. It further points to the important question, at
which particles in a frazil suspension begin to interact
rigorously to from clusters that float to the surface.
(2) A histogram of all solid fractions obtained
shows a major solid fraction peak in the range 0.18–
0.26, with almost no frazil having solid fractions above
the latter value, yielding a tentative upper limit for the
solid fraction of frazil.
(3) The solid fraction evolution can be
approximated by an exponential compaction law, with a
maximum solid fraction of 0.23–0.28. In terms of a
decay time scale, it takes 12–18 hours until 95% of the
frazil compaction to its maximum solid ice fraction is
reached.
(4) The decay time scale coincides with the onset of
pancake formation.
(5) Strong wave damping is first observed when the
ice thickness reaches 0.7–0.9 times the wave height.
This transition corresponds to the 95% decay time of
the solid fraction and the onset of pancake transition as
well.
From these findings we conjecture that there is a critical
solid fraction of dense frazil ice suspensions, above
which any further increase will lead to the formation of
a solid ice matrix, i.e., pancake ice. This transition
appears to depend on wave action. Once waves are
strongly damped, the grease is no longer stirred, latent
heat is released preferentially from crystals close to the
surface and freezing into solid pancakes begins. While
the details of how grease porosity, heat transport and
waves interact to delay and initiate freeze-up still remain
challenging, the present dataset and analysis provides
some parameter estimates and hypothesis to guide
future modelling of grease and frazil ice. First, basic
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models of nucleation and surface skim formation (e.g.,
Omstedt and Svensson, 1984) may be further developed
and validated including a time-dependent solid fraction,
as well as the critical concentration at which frazil
crystals tend to accumulate at the surface. Second, the
opening and closing timescale of leads and polynyas is
strongly related to the ratio ( L f ρ i H iv s ) Q , wherein
both ice thickness H i and solid fraction v s appear
(e.g., Bauer and Martin, 1983; Pease, 1987; Biggs et al.,
2004). So far the solid fraction has been treated as
constant in most models. The present study suggests
decay timescales for the solid fraction of more than half
a day, indicating that its treatment in many model
applications may be important. The results of this study
can be relevant to device the transition from a grease to
pancake ice cover on the basis of thermodynamic
constraints. Such approaches may improve presently
incomplete theories of grease ice viscosity and wave
damping (e.g., de Carolis, 2005; Wang and Shen,
2010a, 2010b). Finally, we would like to note that the
importance of freezing processes in turbulent seawater
may increase in the future, given the transformation of
the Arctic sea ice cover. Decreases in the sea ice extent in
summer have been – and are predicted to be – relatively
large compared to the winter (e.g., Serreze et al., 2007).
Frazil ice growth may thus become more common in
the near future, expanding the seasonal ice zone area
with implications for upper layer oceanography and
thermodynamics.
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ABSTRACT. Under turbulent conditions ice growth in seawater often occurs as tiny suspended frazil ice crystals. When the turbulence is insuﬃcient to keep the crystals in suspension, they may form a surface grease or mushy layer of pure ice and seawater. Here we give an
account of this grease of low solid fraction and high salinity prior to its freeze-up into a solid
ice cover. We provide equations for determining the salinity Sg and solid ice volume fraction
φs by indirect and direct methods, review previous observations, and present new data.The
analysis indicates two modes of the solid fraction of grease ice. We then show that a simple
model of random particle packing, which also accounts for crystal morphology, consistently
explains the observed salinity and porosity of young grease ice. A number of grease and sea
ice properties and processes, e.g. the timing of its freeze-up to a solid ice cover, are discussed
in terms of their dependence on the growth and shape of frazil ice crystals.

INTRODUCTION
In his earlier review of frazil ice, Barnes (1928) introduces it as
”Frazil is a French-Canadian term for ﬁne spicular ice, derived
from the French for cinder which this variety of ice most resembles. When formed in saltwater it is known as ’lolly ice’.”
This review was an update of an earlier account of his on ice
formation (Barnes, 1906) and demonstrated rapid progress in
the research on frazil ice formation in rivers. Since then the
practical problems with river ice increasingly motivated the
study of this topic in northern regions (Altberg, 1936; Devik, 1944). The knowledge about riverine frazil ice has grown
continuously (e.g. Michel, 1978; Ashton, 1986; Shen, 1998;
Ettema and others, 2009), however, many details about the
microdynamics and growth of these tiny crystals, from their
nucleation to agglomeration and interaction with water currents, are still not fully understood.
The interest in oceanic frazil ice began later than for riverine ice research, largely in the 1960s in connection with increasing ocean research activities in the Arctic Seas (Untersteiner and Sommerfeld, 1964; Coachman, 1966; Lewis and
Lake, 1971). Martin (1981) reviewed oceanic settings where
frazil ice formation comes into play. Noteworthy are the processes of: (i) ice formation and dynamics in turbulent seawater
within polynyas and leads, (ii) supercooling driven by diﬀerential diﬀusion of heat and salt, when fresh melt water lies
over saline seawater and both are at their respective freezing
points, (iii) upward movement of water that rises from the
bottom of icebergs and ice shelves, during which its freezing point increases due to the lowering of its pressure, (iv)
drainage of cold, dense seawater brine from the bottom of
ice sheets, which in turn may trigger double-diﬀusive processes as in (ii). In recent years also (v) the inﬂuence of a
grease ice cover on the wave ﬁeld (Martin and Kauﬀman,
1981; Newyear and Martin, 1997; De Carolis and others, 2005;
Wang and Shen, 2010) and (vi) sediment suspension dynamics of frazil, including the way how ice crystals scavenge particles to become ’turbid ice’, have become topics of growing interest. (Barnes and others, 1982; Kempema and others, 1989;
Reimnitz and others, 1993; Ackermann and others, 1994)

Three of the above processes, (i), (v) and (vi), not only
depend strongly on oceanic turbulence, but also on the interaction of frazil crystals with each other, the way how they
cluster and grow, their distribution in the water column, as
well as their compaction when they rise to the surface and
form a grease ice cover. On the one hand, surface turbulence
due to waves and current shear is still an ongoing open research ﬁeld, on the other hand, sampling of frazil ice is difﬁcult under harsh climatic conditions. Interaction of these
processes is thus still insuﬃciently observed and modelled.
Even our present knowledge of the solid ice volume fraction and salinity of grease ice, which may be sampled from
the ocean surface, is limited to a few ﬁeld and laboratory
studies that have employed diﬀerent observational techniques
(Cherepanov and Kozlovskii, 1972; Martin and Kauﬀman,
1981; Reimnitz and others, 1993; Gradinger and Ikävalko,
1998; Wadhams and Wilkinson, 1999; Doble and others, 2003;
Smedsrud and Skogseth, 2006). The solid ice volume fraction
aﬀects the viscosity of the seawater to which newly produced
ice is distributed. It is related to the grease salinity and therefore fundamental to describe the surface dynamics and thermodynamics of water and ice under the presence of frazil ice
formation.
The present paper revises methods to estimate the solid
volume fraction of grease ice, i.e. its fraction occupied by ice
crystals, by observation. After formulating the mathematical
background, we review previous investigations and their uncertainties. We then present new ﬁeld observations and methods, as well as results from a recent experimental laboratory
study (De la Rosa and Maus, 2011; De la Rosa and others,
2011; Wang and Shen, 2010). In the results section, we discuss the temporal and vertical evolution of the grease ice solid
fraction that was obtained from the reviewed studies. We the
present possible explanations to the observed diﬀerences in
terms of an analysis of the compaction of grease in terms of
simple models of accumulation and packing.
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EQUATIONS FOR THE SOLID
FRACTION OF GREASE ICE
We begin with the basic equations that may be used to determine the salinity and solid fraction of grease ice, directly
and indirectly from observations. In the following analysis it
is ﬁrst assumed that grease ice is a two-phase mixture of ice
(solid) and seawater or brine (liquid) and free of air (gas).
Corrections for air inclusions are later introduced. Denoting
the mass M , volume V and density ρ of grease, solid ice and
brine with indices g , i and b , the volume Vg of grease ice is
given as
Vg = Vi + V b ,

(1)

while the mass conservation reads
Mg = Mi + Mb ,

(2)

or, with M = ρV , takes the form
ρ g Vg = ρ i Vi + ρ b Vb .

(4)

The salinity is deﬁned as a mass ratio, i.e. as the weight of
salt per weight of brine (Sb ), ice (Si ) or their respective grease
(ice and brine) mixture (Sg ). The salt conservation for grease
S g ρ g V g = Si ρ i V i + Sb ρ b V b ,

(5)

may be written in the form
„
«
ρ V
Sg ρg Vg = Sb ρb Vb 1 + ke i i ,
ρ b Vb

(6)

with ke = Si /Sb . The ratio ke , of the salinity of ice crystals
and the solution from which they grow, is often termed the
eﬀective solute distribution coeﬃcient and, for dilute saline
solutions, is less than 10−3 (Tiller, 1991; Thibert and Domine,
1997). However, for freezing of higher concentrated seawater
the low solubility of chlorine in ice (e.g., Thibert and Domine,
1997) limits Si /Sb to values less than 10−4 . As both ρi /ρb and
Vi /Vb are of the order of one, for natural grease ice considered
here, we neglect the ke term and write Equation (6) as
Sg ρ g V g ≈ Sb ρ b V b .

(7)

The salinity Sg of grease ice may be determined in a relatively simple manner, i.e. by melting a grease ice sample and
measuring its electrolytic conductivity. Determination of the
solid fraction, φs , by observation is less straightforward, since
it requires knowledge of the relative volumes of ice and brine.
We shall now consider four approaches to obtain the solid
fraction and/or salinity of grease ice from observations.

I: φs from salt conservation
Combining Equations (7) and (4) one may ﬁrst write
φs = 1 −

Sg ρ g
.
Sb ρ b

At typical seawater freezing temperatures the density ρb is
only a weak function of temperature. For our purposes it
suﬃces to approximate it as
ρb = ρ0 + βSb ,

(10)

where ρ0 is a reference density of freshwater and β a haline contraction coeﬃcient. For the small temperature ranges
considered, the latter and also the pure ice density ρi can be
assumed constant. Hence, Equation (9) can be used to obtain
the solid ice fraction φs of grease on the basis of observations
of its bulk salinity Sg and its brine salinity Sb alone. Thereby
the liquid fraction, or brine porosity, is given as φ = (1 − φs ).

(3)

We deﬁne the liquid volume fraction of grease ice as φ =
Vb /Vg and the solid fraction as φs = Vi /Vg . Under the absence of gas one has φs + φ = 1 and thus
V
Vi
φs = 1 − φ = i =
.
Vg
Vi + Vb

when ρg /ρb becomes comparable to Sg /Sb , this approximation implies large errors. An exact result for φs is obtained
by replacing ρg from Equation (3) in (8), giving
„
„
« «−1
Sb
ρb
−1
.
(9)
φs = 1 − 1 +
Sg
ρi

II: φs from densities
Writing Equation (4) in the form
φs =

Vi
Mi
=
Vg
Vg ρ i

(11)

shows that φs can be obtained by measuring the volume Vg of
a grease sample, separating ice crystals by sieving or ﬁltering,
and measuring their mass Mi . Practically this equation is
limited by the fact that brine adheres to crystals, making
the prediction inaccurate due to overestimating Mi , and the
assumption that they have the density of pure ice, ρi .
Alternatively, Equation (3) may be combined with Equation (4) to obtain
ρ − ρg
φs = b
,
(12)
ρb − ρi
which thus yields the solid fraction on the basis of density
measurements of grease and brine. As ρb depends on Sb ,
through Equation (10), one may measure the brine salinity to
calculate the latter. To be discussed below, the dependence
of φs on Sb through Equation (12) is weak, and one may thus
obtain φs from ρg , if only an approximate estimate of Sb is
known.

III: φs from bulk grease properties
Combining Equations (4), (7) and (12), we obtain
ρg − ρi
Sg ρ g
=
.
Sb ρ b
ρb − ρi

(13)

Replacing ρb by Equation (10) yields
aSb2 + bSb + c = 0

(14)

wherein a = β(ρg − ρi ), b = (ρ0 (ρg − ρi ) − Sg βρg ) and c =
Sg ρg (ρi − ρ0 ), giving the solution
“
”1/2
b2 − 4ac
−b
(15)
Sb =
ρb − ρi
for the brine salinity. The solid fraction is then obtained, by
inserting Sb in Equations (7) and (10), as

(8)

In this equation, ρg on the right hand side still depends on
φs . However, neglecting the density diﬀerence between grease
ice and brine, one may approximate φs ≈ (1 − Sg /Sb ), a well
known rule-of-thumb. Nevertheless, for low solid fractions,

φs = 1 −

Sg ρ g
.
Sb (1 + Sb ρ0 )

(16)

As β, ρi and ρ0 are constants, this approach gives the brine
salinity on the basis of the bulk grease ice variables alone:
grease salinity Sg and density ρg .
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IV: φs after loss of brine

Practical implications

Consider the case that during sampling some brine, of initial
volume Vb and density ρb , is lost from the grease sample of
volume V −g, and replaced by air of volume Va and density ρa .
The grease ice mass Mg after this drainage loss then becomes

We have given four approaches from which the solid fraction
of grease ice may be derived. Before we compare them with
observations, we point out some aspects of their practical
applicability and general uncertainties. First, the following
calculations are based on freezing-point and density-salinity
relationships (neglecting the weak temperature dependence)
for seawater and NaCl model solutions, summarised in Maus
(2007); see also Fofonoﬀ and Millard (1983) and Zaytsev and
Aseyev (1992). In accordance with the practical salinity definition for seawater, the salinity is henceforth given dimensionless (e.g., Millero and others, 2008) and one unit refers to
1.005 g salt/kg solution for seawater. We use this deﬁnition
also in reference to 1 g/kg for the NaCl-based studies mentioned herein. Density approximations for seawater and NaCl
solutions are ρb = ρ0 + βSw/N a Sb , with ρ0 = 1000 kg m−3
βSw = 8.1 × 10−4 and βN a = 7.7 × 10−4 g m−3 . A constant
pure ice density ρi = 917.0 kg m−3 is used.
I. Equation (9) is based on the conservation of salt and
allows φs to be obtained from measurements of grease bulk
salinity Sg and the salinity Sb of its brine. If the salinity of
seawater is used as an approximation for Sb , the approach
only requires the measurement of the salinity Sg of a melted
grease sample. We can, neglecting density diﬀerences in Equation (7), estimate the sensitivity to a deviation from the seawater value as dφ/dSb = −dφs /dSb ≈ −Sg /Sb2 . For standard
seawater with Sb ≈ 35 and high Sg close to Sb one obtains a
solid fraction increase of 0.03 per unit brine salinity increase.
Hence, for grease ice of high salinity, and low φs , the relative
error in the latter can be large.
II. In Equation (11) the solid fraction scales linearly with
grease volume Vg and (pure) ice mass Mi . Its accuracy is
thus determined by the accuracy to which these two properties can be measured. More importantly, its applicability is
limited by the fact that it does not account for liquid brine
adhering to the tiny frazil crystals, e.g., after these have been
sieved to remove the brine. Actually one measures Mg and
ρg when applying Equation (11), not Mi and ρi . However,
this adhering brine fraction can be computed from the salt
conservation; i.e., if the salinity Sg of the (not pure) ice of
mass Mg is measured, it can be inserted into Equation (9) to
obtain the solid volume fraction of this sieved ice. The true
solid fraction φs is then the product of Equations (11) and
(9). Note that applying Equation (21) is equivalent in the
ﬁnal result for φs , yet based on measured quantities Mg , Vg
and Sg , while the correction to Equation (11) proceeds from
a reported quantity Mg /(Vg ρg ).
Furthermore, Equation (12) is based on measurements of
the grease ice density. Such observations can, for example, be
performed by pouring loose grease ice into a ﬂask of known
volume and weighing the latter. Also here observations of the
brine density are required, or alternatively, one should use
the seawater approximation for the brine. From Equations
(12 and (4) we get dφ/dSb = −dφs /dSb = −βφ/(ρb − ρi )
and thus, for standard seawater dφs /dSb ≈ −0.007φ per
g kg−1 salinity change. This density approach is therefore
much less sensitive to uncertainties in Sb . However, as it is
based on density diﬀerences, the bias from the air fraction
φa may become relevant. Diﬀerentiating Equation (18) yields
dφs /dφa = −ρb /(ρb − ρi ). For standard seawater this dependency is ≈ −9, implying that the presence of 1% air volume
leads to an overestimate in the solid fraction by 0.09.

Mg = ρi Vi + ρb (Vb − Va ) + ρa Va .

(17)

As ρa /ρi ≈ 10−3 we shall neglect the term ρa Va on the right
hand side. As long as Va is not much larger than Vb and
Vi , this has a very small (≈ 10−3 ) impact on the following
results. Dividing by Vg , and noting that Mg /Vg = ρg , yields
φs =

ρb − ρg − ρb φa
,
ρb − ρi

(18)

where φa is the fractional air (lost brine) volume Va /Vg of the
sample. This equation may be used, with respect to Equation
(12), to estimate the sensitivity of φs estimates to the air
volume created by brine loss. Note that Equation (18) is based
on the assumption that the grease ice volume is unaﬀected
by brine loss and Vg = Vg .
When a sample changes its volume upon loosing brine and
Vg = Vg , Equation (18) is not valid. In this case one needs
the salt conservation equation to obtain φs of the grease.
First, dividing Equation (17) by the grease volume Vg before
drainage, leads to
Mg
= ρ i φs + ρ b φ ,
Vg

(19)

where we have deﬁned a reduced brine volume fraction φ =
φ − φa = (Vb − Va )/Vg . In accord with Equation (7), the
salinity Sg of the drained grease obeys Sg Mg = Sb ρb (Vb −Va )
and thus
Sg Mg
= Sb ρ b φ  .
Vg

(20)

Combining Equations (19) and (20) to eliminate φ then yields
φs =

Mg
Vg ρ i

„
1−

Sg
Sb

«
.

(21)

From the solid fraction one now obtains the in situ grease ice
salinity before drainage, by inverting Equation (9) as
„
„
««−1
ρi
φs
S g = Sb 1 +
.
ρ b 1 − φs

(22)

Hence, the solid volume fraction and salinity of grease ice
before drainage, Sg and φs , can be obtained from observations
of the salinity and mass of grease ice after drainage, Sg and
Mg , and the volume Vg of the grease sample before drainage,
provided that the brine salinity Sb is known. Finally one may,
combining Equations (20) and (21) compute
φ = φs

Sg ρi
Sb ρ b

„
«−1
Sg
1−
,
Sb

(23)

as the liquid volume fraction of the grease that has, after
drainage, remained in the ice (or adhered to the crystals).
This can be compared to the brine volume fraction φa = φ−φ
that has been lost.
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III. Equation (16) utilises both salt and mass conservation
and allows, based on observations of grease ice density ρg
and salinity Sg alone, to determine the brine salinity Sb and
solid fraction φs of the ice. The simplest procedure is again to
sample grease ice into a ﬂask of known volume, weigh it, and
ﬁnally measure the salinity of the melted sample. However,
as in (II) this method will, due to Equation (18), be strongly
biased by very small amounts of air. For partially solidiﬁed
samples, e.g. pancakes, this may result in large errors.
IV. Equation (21) allows the determination of the solid
fraction φs and grease salinity Sg also after the loss of brine,
from the mass Mg and salinity Sg of the melted sample, provided that the original grease ice volume Vg is obtained. As
it is not based on density diﬀerences, its uncertainty scales
linearly with the uncertainty of the volume and mass determinations. However, similar to method (I), the seawater
approximation for the brine salinity implies an uncertainty
of dφs /dSb ≈ −Sg /Sb2 as a second error source. In general,
method (I) is simpler. While, due to Sg < Sg method (IV)
implies a smaller dependence on the unknown brine salinity
than (I), it contains Vg as a second error source. As will be
discussed below the approach (IV) is useful for practical reasons and sampling protocols during which brine loss cannot
be avoided. Also, it may provide useful information about
the ice from the diﬀerence in liquid fractions before and after
drainage φ and φ , and the respective salinities Sg and Sg .
To summarise, one may derive the solid fraction from two
to three observed variables, using a combination of mass, volume, and salt conservation equations with their respective
advantages and disadvantages:
I. Observing Sg and Sb (Sw ) ⇒ requires either brine separation or application of the seawater approximation (Sb =
Sw ), both of which introduce a considerable error.
II. Observing ρg and Sb (Sw ) ⇒ leads to a small error
from the Sb = Sw seawater approximation, but a large
potential error due to air content.
III. Observing ρg and Sg ⇒ based on bulk measurements,
but implying a large potential error due to air content.
IV. Observing Vg , Sg , Mg , Sb (Sw ) ⇒ requires crystal separation, yet gives a reduced error from the Sb = Sw approximation.
The brine salinity Sb is a common term in all equations.
Its deviation from the often known seawater salinity is thus
important to evaluate their uncertainty. Also, under freezing conditions it may be more practical to determine Sb directly from temperature measurements, sticking a probe into
the grease ice layer. Near the salinity of standard seawater Sw = 35, the freezing point (Tf ) varies with salinity
by dTf /dS ≈ −0.057 /psu for seawater and by −0.062
/
for NaCl solutions. Since grease ice temperatures of
more than 0.1 K below the freezing point of the underlying
seawater have, except for the thin surface ﬁlm, not been reported yet (Martin and others, 1977; Martin and Kauﬀman,
1981; Ushio and Wakatsuchi, 1993), one may assume an 0.1 K
lower grease ice temperature for the investigated grease layer
to estimate an upper bound of 1.7(1.6) higher salinity for seawater (NaCl solution). Ushio and Wakatsuchi (1993) reported
brine salinities within laboratory grown grease ice that were
0.5to 1 above the water salinities, while (Reimnitz and others, 1993) found 0.4 to 1.9 higher brine salinities. Hence, 1 g
kg−1 appears to be a reasonable error estimate that may, see



above, create a maximum underestimate in the solid fraction
of Sg /Sb2 ≈ 0.03 when applying method I or IV.

OBSERVATIONS
In the following, we review existing observations of grease
ice in terms of the above mentioned methods used by the
respective authors.

Method I
Somewhat surprisingly, only in a few studies has the bulk
salinity Sg of grease ice been reported as a directly observed
parameter. Equation (9) has thus been seldom applied. We
may note that Onstott and others (1998) reported a salinity of Sg = 29 for the ﬁrst grease ice forming under waveconditions in a tank of water salinity Sw = 30, and a value of
20 for several-hours-old grease and slush. Assuming a precision of ±0.5 for the grease ice measurements, Equation
(9) implies 0.02 < φs < 0.06 and 0.34 < φs < 0.38 for
young and old grease ice, respectively. Low solid fractions
of 0.05 < φs < 0.10 were also reported by Tyshko and
Cherepanov (1998) for laboratory experiments, where frazil
ice was grown with rather high supercooling (up to 3 K).
Gradinger and Ikävalko (1998) determined, for new grease
ice samples obtained from a ship along the marginal ice zone
in the Greenland Sea, a median Sg = 23.3 (range 23 to 26),
while the water salinity was 32.4. They also measured water temperatures and used equations from Frankenstein and
Garner (1967), based on thermodynamic equilibrium and approximate scaling of brine salinity from the (freezing) temperature, to calculate a median solid fraction of 0.38 (in the range
0.25 to 0.44). We note that the approximations from Frankenstein and Garner (1967) overestimate the solid fraction in the
encountered T − Sb − regime. Comparing them, using Equation (9), with the freezing point of seawater (e.g., Fofonoﬀ
and Millard, 1983; Maus, 2007), suggests a lower median
φs ≈ 0.35 and upper bound (0.42) for the study by Gradinger
and Ikävalko (1998). Smedsrud and Skogseth (2006) report
bulk grease salinities between 22 and 27 for a couple of grease
observations in Svalbard fjords. Finally, one of us (S. Maus,
unpublished data, 1999) measured 24 < Sg < 32 for mostly
young frazil and grease samples of diﬀerent age during ﬁeld
work in an Arctic Fjord, with water salinities in the range
34.2 ± 0.4. Using Equation (9) gives 0.07 < φs < 0.30. The
latter observations, for which also density measurements were
obtained, are further discussed below.

Method II
A number of authors have applied Equation (11) to compute
φs from volume measurements and the weight of drained ice.
We may ﬁrst note a laboratory study of freshwater frazil
that gave 0.33 ± 0.13 (n=20 Andersson and Daly, 1992),
while frazil deposits collected in the ﬁeld gave a wider range
0.23 < φs < 0.65 and a higher average of 0.48 (White and
Lawson, 1992). For seawater, Voropayev and others (1995)
report a value of 0.25 ± 0.03 obtained during a tank experiment. A most typical value of 0.3 has been reported for frazil
ice in Antarctic coastal waters (Cherepanov and Kozlovskii,
1972), while Doble and others (2003) and Doble (2007) quote
a typical solid fraction of 0.4 for frazil slicks in the Weddell
Sea. Martin and Kauﬀman (1981) reported, for a laboratory
study of frazil growth in a small wave tank ﬁlled with NaCl
saltwater, the range 0.18 to 0.44, with the maxima and minima referring to the thickest and thinnest frazil crystal ac-
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Fig. 1. Solid volume fraction of grease ice formed under waves
in a laboratory tank, based on data from Martin and Kauﬀman
(1981). The volume of drained frazil crystals from their Figures
17 and 18 was corrected for liquid water, and results averaged for
two wave lengths from the ice edge to the ’dead zone’ where waves
are mostly damped. The range based on data from Reimnitz and
others (1993) for very young frazil is shown for comparison.

cumulation. A range of 0.35 to 0.40 was noted in an earlier
laboratory study by Martin and others (1977), for similar
≈ 10 cm-thick ice. (Reimnitz and others, 1993) mention a
high value of 0.5 for the upper 5 cm of a 30 cm-thick slush
column that had accumulated from rising frazil crystals which
formed at the bottom of a their cylindrical tank. The latter
authors noted that the frazil was compacting while increasing
in thickness, and also measured the solid fraction of the ﬁrst
4 cm of accumulating frazil in the range 0.15 to 0.32.
As discussed above, all these density-based measurements
must be viewed as upper bounds for φs , because of an unknown amount of liquid water/seawater on the surface or in
the pores of the weighted ice crystals. However, two of the
above studies (Martin and Kauﬀman, 1981; Reimnitz and
others, 1993) also measured and reported the salinity Sg of
drained ice. This term allows to correct the solid fraction via
Equation (9). Reimnitz and others (1993) also reported the
brine salinities (their Figure 4), being 0.4 to 1.9 higher than
the tank saltwater values. Estimates from their data are thus
not aﬀected by the uncertainties introduced by the seawaterequals-brine assumption. When the correction for the solid
fraction is applied we obtain a range 0.07 < φs < 0.12 for
their experiments, with an average of 0.09. These observations
are indicated as crosses in the lower left corner of Figure (1).
The second dataset for which a correction of the solid fraction is possible comes from the study of Martin and Kauﬀman
(1981). The latter authors mentioned an average salinity of
Sg = 11.8 ± 2.1 which, in connection with the tank salinity of
38.4 yields a solid ice fraction of 0.72, for drained frazil. They
further provided information about the horizontal distribution of the solid fraction along their 2m-long wave tank (their
Figures 17 and 18), that we partly reproduce, scaled by the
correction factor1 , in Figure (1). This ﬁgure shows (as solid
and open circles) solid fractions averaged over four ice-growth
1 The given solid fractions, including brine, are multiplied by the
average solid fraction 0.72 of the frazil. In addition, the solid and
melted ice densities in Equations (14) and (15) from Martin and
Kauﬀman (1981) needed to be changed to allow comparison. Evaluating our Equation (11) we found this diﬀerence corresponds to
an additional underestimate of φs by 0.007, which we also added.

experiments, each for two diﬀerent wavelengths λ = 0.34 and
0.47 m, yet with slightly diﬀerent wave amplitudes. The lowest solid fractions appear on the left hand side, at negative
numbers of the x-axis, where the frazil edge is situated. The
frazil edge was deﬁned by Martin and Kauﬀman (1981) as the
distance from the ’dead zone’ where the waves where almost
completely damped. As shown by these authors, this damping took place in that the wave amplitude a0 decayed linearly
from the frazil edge to the ’dead zone’, giving a decay distance
of X ≈ 4/(k2 a0 ), where k = 2 ∗ pi/λ is the wave number. The
decay distance is noted as ’edge’ in Figure (1) and has been
computed from the average ka0 for the wavelength subsets.
It is close to two times the wavelength.
The horizontal distributions from Martin and Kauﬀman
(1981) thus show φs in the range 0.13 to 0.17 near the edge,
where the ice was only of a few centimeters, increasing to
values of 0.21 to 0.24 within the ’dead zone’, where the ice was
thicker than 10 cm. Another noteworthy ﬁnding is that, when
the observations are extrapolated by eye to their respective
’edges’, where the frazil is youngest, one obtains minimum
values of 0.10 < φs < 0.12, close to the values of very young
frazil obtained by Reimnitz and others (1993).

Method III
Method III allows to compute the brine salinity and solid
fraction of grease ice from observations of its bulk salinity
Sg and density ρg . We are not aware of previous studies
that have applied this approach, and present data from ﬁeld
work performed during February/March 1999 in Adventbay,
Longyearbyen, Svalbard, 200-300 meters from the university
building (UNIS). Due to the tidal cycle, small leads, mostly
of the size 2 to 20 m, opened regularly in shallow water (0.510 m depth) close to the shore within an ice cover of 10 to 30
cm thickness. Along the coast a 1-2 m wide open water stripe
opened and closed regularly, and eventually fell dry during
spring-tide. In many of these leads, which often were easily accessible, grease ice formed under the presence of short
waves. Samples were obtained in leads of diﬀerent sizes, as
noted in Figure (2). In all leads the grease was between 3
and 6 cm thick and still accumulating. In two cases, noted
as shuga, small frazil-pans had begun to grow. Three observations (shown as stars) represent snow-slush from a stage
when the ice cover had disappeared due to a storm, followed
by two days of snow precipitation. Under weak (4-6 ms−1 )
onshore winds directed across the 3 km wide fjord, a slush ice
cover of 20 cm thickness had formed and extended oﬀshore to
a distance of 50-100 m. Samples were collected by scooping
frazil and grease ice from the surface, using a conventional
soup-dipper, and ﬁlling 1 liter glass bottles .
Solving for Equations (15) and (16) we obtained the brine
salinity Sb and solid fraction φs for the samples shown in Figure (2a). The contours shown represent the grease ice salinity
dependence, based on these two properties given in Equation 22. All observations fall in the range 24 < Sg < 32,
the snow-slush having the lowest bulk salinity. Solid fractions obtained in this way fall between the range 0.3 and
0.5. However, comparison with the grey shaded vertical bar
in Figure (2a), which represents the range of seawater salinity 34.2 ± 0.4 during observations, the approach derives brine
salinities that exceed the latter by 5 to 20. Such values are,
compared to all earlier investigations, unrealistically large.
Also, during the ﬁeld work we obtained temperature observations of the seawater and grease layer with a thermometer
of limited precision (0.1 K). These gave either a 0.1 K lower
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Fig. 2. Solid volume fractions versus brine salinity of grease/frazil and snow-slush sampled in Adventfjorden, Svalbard. Both are derived
indirectly from grease ice density and bulk salinity measurements, assuming a) a no-air content, b) an assumption of 1 to 1.5% air content
in the grease ice layer. Diﬀerent symbols represent the diﬀerent sampling locations described in the text. Grease ice salinity contours are
drawn from 22 to 34, while the range of seawater salinities is shown within the gray shading.

grease ice temperature or no diﬀerence compared to the underlying seawater, while only for the surface of shuga did we
obtain values 0.4-0.5 K below the seawater freezing point. We
therefore repeated the calculations by assuming an air porosity 0.01 < φa < 0.015 and a corresponding correction term
as given in Equation (18). These results are shown in Figure
(2b). As mentioned, a small air porosity has a strong inﬂuence
on the density-based estimate. These calculations give brine
salinities close to the seawater values. While we are not aware
of air porosity observations for frazil ice, the assumed range
0.01 < φa < 0.015 is roughly consistent with air porosities
that have been documented for young laboratory- and ﬁeldsamples of solid ice (Nakawo, 1983).
As was noted in the theoretical section, small air volumes
included in sea ice may strongly inﬂuence the estimates of φs
from density methods. The large range in Sb illustrated for
a relatively small range 0.01 < φa < 0.015 in Figure (2b),
demonstrates that the uncertainty connected with air inclusions precludes a proper determination of the brine salinity Sb
from method III. However, it is noteworthy that the problem
can be inverted. Hence, from observations of the brine salinity Sb , in addition to Sg and ρg , one could obtain reliable
estimates of air porosity in frazil ice.

Method IV
Several investigators have reported the salinity of drained
frazil ice samples. Doble (2007) reported Sg for ship-based
ﬁeld observations in the Weddell Sea in the range 8 to 19,
with a tendency to decrease with distance from the ice-edge.
Wadhams and Wilkinson (1999) reported, for frazil and slush
collected between pancakes in the Greenland Sea, a range
of 5 to 22, while observations compiled by Wilkinson (2005)
for several cruises in the Greenland Sea spanned the range
8 to 24. The latter author also reported observations from
tank experiments with NaCl seawater model solutions ranging 16 < Sg < 26. Smedsrud and Skogseth (2006) reported
values in the range 16 to 28 for 3 to 30 cm thick grease ice
sampled in fjords around Svalbard. (Reimnitz and others,
1993) blew air through the frazil to remove the brine and
obtained residual salinities between 12 and 20, while Martin
and Kauﬀman (1981) found 11.8 ±2.1 in residual ice growing

from Nacl solution of Sw ≈ 38.4, which scaled to standard
seawater (S = 35) corresponds to 10.9.
While the latter two studies also reported bulk salinities,
and were already discussed here in terms of approach II, in
most other studies the mass of lost brine or the volume of
the original sample were not observed, and the solid fraction
and salinity of in situ grease remained undetermined. Only
Smedsrud and Skogseth (2006) recorded the total grease volume prior to the loss of brine, and estimated solid fractions in
the range 0.16 to 0.32. As the latter authors omitted ice-water
density diﬀerences in their equations, their values are approximately 10% too low. They should be corrected to the range
0.18 to 0.35. The mentioned authors, Smedsrud and Skogseth
(2006), did not calculate the in situ grease ice salinities from
the drained ice data either. However, from their reported water salinity of 34.5 one obtains with Equation (22) a range of
23 < Sg < 29.
We have obtained in a recent study a large dataset of grease
ice grown under wave conditions for 4 experiments (E1-E4)
within two parallel tanks, each lasting for approximately two
days, during which a grease ice cover of 5-10 cm thickness
evolved (De la Rosa and Maus, 2011). The observational procedure followed that of Smedsrud and Skogseth (2006). In our
case, a 60 cm long hollow plexi-glass cylinder was submerged
on average 30 cm from the surface and sealed at the bottom
to sample frazil and grease ice of 1-10 cm thickness. First the
volume Vg of undrained grease ice was read from the cylinder.
After this, the sample was sieved and its mass Mg and salinity
Sg were measured. We then derived, using Equations (21) and
(22), the solid fraction φs and bulk salinity Sg . The results
are summarised in Figure (3), where we plot all mentioned
properties against the equivalent ice thickness He , deﬁned as
the product of the solid fraction φs and bulk thickness H. The
heat ﬂux in the experiments was relatively constant at Q = 60
to 80 Wm−2 , such that one centimeter of He forms during
t ≈ 12 hours (He ≈ Qt/(Lf ρi ), where Lf = 330 kJkg−1 is
the latent heat of fusion). Hence, the thickness shown on the
X-axis may also be interpreted as being proportional to the
time for the frazil to accumulate, or approximately half its
average age.
We ﬁrst note that both the observed drained ice salinity Sg
in Figure (3a) and the derived in situ ice salinity Sg in Figure
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Fig. 3. Grease ice properties obtained in tank experiments under wave conditions (De la Rosa and Maus, 2011): a) Observed salinity
Sg of sieved ice, b) derived in situ or bulk grease ice salinity Sg , c) derived solid volume fraction φs Vg /Vg of sieved ice, d) derived solid
volume fraction φs of in situ grease ice, e) contribution of sieved ice brine volume to total brine volume φ /φ, f) ratio of sieved ice salinity
to bulk grease salinity Sg /Sg .

(3b) decrease with thickness, with respective overall ranges
of 12 < Sg < 30 and 20 < Sg < 33. The corresponding solid
fraction φs increases from initial low values of 0.03-0.06 to 0.3,
while only a few values appear above this limit (Figure 3d).
While the data fall within the regimes from other studies, the
Figure demonstrates their evolution with time/thickening of
the ice. In Figure (3c) we also show the solid fraction of the
sieved ice crystals which, according to the above equation
is given as φs Vg /Vg . These values are lower than the average reported in the already discussed laboratory of (Martin
and Kauﬀman, 1981), yet comparable to the values found by
(Reimnitz and others, 1993), shown with grey shadings and at
an equivalent thickness corresponding to their observations.
With respect to the many studies that have observed only
drained ice salinities, we plot in Figure (3f) the ratio Sg /Sg
of drained to bulk grease salinity. This ratio is not constant
but decreases with the equivalent ice thickness. The scatter
is large and an extrapolation of the data does not seem ap-

propriate. Hence, Sg alone does not appear to have a large
potential to allow the prediction of Sg , the in situ salinity
of grease ice. Another interesting aspect in terms of the salt
budget of grease ice, is the fraction of brine that is contained
in the sieved ice, with respect to the overall brine content.
This is the ratio φ /φ shown in Figure (3f). It increases initially, but then appears to reach a relatively constant value
of 0.33 ± 0.11 above a thickness of 0.2 cm. Hence, one third of
the brine in the grease ice was typically trapped by solid ice
crystals and could not be sieved oﬀ under unit gravity and
minute timescales.
To illustrate the evolution with thickness and time further,
we grouped the observation of solid fraction and salinity from
ﬁgure (3b and d) into intervals of 0-0.4 cm, 0.4-0.8 cm, 0.8-1.2
cm and > 1.6 cm equivalent ice thickness which, for the heat
ﬂuxes in the experiments, correspond to time intervals of 0-5,
5-10, 10-15 > 15 hours. Figure (4) shows the histograms for
the respective thickness regimes and the overall histogram of
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Fig. 4. Grease ice solid volume fractions and salinities versus equivalent ice thickness and time. Data have been grouped from ﬁgure (3)
into 0-0.4 cm, 0.4-0.8 cm, 0.8-1.2 cm and > 1.6 cm equivalent ice thickness.

all observations. Two modes are visible in the data, for both
salinity Sg and solid fraction φs , and have been indicated by
vertical lines. First, there is a high salinity (30 < Sg < 31)
and low solid fraction (0.08 < φs < 0.12) mode that appears
dominant during the ﬁrst 5 hours and disappears after 10
hours. Second, there is a broader plateau-like maximum in the
histogram spanning the ranges 26.5 < Sg < 29.5) and (0.18 <
φs < 0.26). The broadness of the latter is, as already shown in
Figure (3), the consequence of the time-evolution of the ice,
which causes a shift from higher to lower salinities (lower to
higher solid fractions) with time. At early times a few solid
fraction values are present above 0.3, but far from the low
solid fraction mode. At later times, the overall appearance
is a normal distribution with a long tail of solid fractions
between 0.3 and 0.4, but most observations fall below this
regime of maximum values.

Solid fraction evolution
Little is known about the transition between the apparent
solid fraction regimes. As shown in the previous section, Figures (3) and 4) indicate a slow transition between the initial
low solid fraction near 0.1 and the maximum values approximately three times as large. Such compaction has also been
noted by (Reimnitz and others, 1993) during the accumulation of a 30 cm thick frazil layer, yet no quantitative analysis
has been obtained so far. We make here a simple approach,
to describe the compaction of frazil under its own buoyancy
modeling the process, assuming that (i) there is a maximum
φsmax to which the solid fraction can be compacted, that (ii)
the compaction is proportional to the degree of compaction
or diﬀerence between the actual solid fraction φs and its maximum, and that (iii) the compaction proceeds vertically, with
increasing cumulative
equivalent thickness distance ze , deRz
ﬁned as ze = 0 eφs dz. This leads to the equation
d(φsmax − φs (ze ))/dze = c(φsmax − φs (ze )),

(24)

and hence an exponential growth law with the solution

DISCUSSION
Before we proceed with a more detailed analysis of the data in
Figures (3) and (4), we summarise the overview and reanalysis of observational studies of grease ice, in terms of bulk
salinity and solid fraction, as follows:
1. Both data presented in this work and some earlier studies (Martin and Kauﬀman, 1981; Reimnitz and others,
1993; Tyshko and Cherepanov, 1998) indicate that very
young grease ice of a few centimeters thickness is found
to have solid fractions in the range 0.07 to 0.12.

φs (ze ) = φsmax − (φsmax − φs0 ) ecze ,

(25)

−1

then represents an
with φs (z = 0) = φs0 . Note that −c
exponential decay equivalent distance or thickness. So far
we have been dealing with and observing average solid fractions Rof grease of thickness He . To obtain this average φs =
He
He−1 0 φs dze , we integrate Equation (25) from ze = 0 to
the surface z = He and obtain
”
φsmax − φs0 “
φs = φsmax +
1 − ecHe .
(26)
cHe

We shall drop henceforth the overline φs when discussing the
average φs from this equation. Note that, with respect to
2. The typical solid fraction of grease ice obtained in
Equation (26), that gives the average solid ice volume fraction
the ﬁeld seldom exceeds values of 0.30 -0.35 (this work;
of grease ice of equivalent thickness He , Equation (25) gives
Cherepanov and Kozlovskii, 1972; Onstott and others,
1998; Gradinger and Ikävalko, 1998; Smedsrud and Skogseth, the proﬁle of solid fraction measured from the bottom, and by
inserting He one obtains the maximum value at the surface.
2006).
Next, Equation (26) for the average solid fraction was ﬁtted
3. The highest values of grease ice solid fractions appear
to the average solid fraction data in Figure (3d), for diﬀerto fall in the range 0.4 to 0.45 (this work, and Gradinger
ent φsmax , excluding observations above φs = 0.30. Minimisand Ikävalko (1998)).
ing the residuals we obtained the best ﬁt with parameters
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Fig. 5. Grease ice solid volume fraction versus equivalent ice thickness. The solid curve is the ﬁt of Equation (26) to the observations,
also shown in Figure (3d); the dash-dotted line is Equation (25) and gives the predicted solid volume fractions at the surface.

φsmax = 0.284 (with 95 % signiﬁcance bounds 0.267 to 0.301)
and He = 0.33 cm (bounds 0.287 to 0.388), and φs0 = 0.043
(range 0.037 to 0.051). The curves shown in Figure (5) are
based on these best ﬁt parameters, and represent the average
solid fraction as well as the maximum solid fraction at the
surface, respectively. It is seen that the solid fraction at the
surface reaches its maximum of 0.284 after accumulation of
≈ 1 cm of solid ice. This is related to the decay scale of
He = −c−1 = 0.33cm, implying that at −3c−1 ≈ 0.99 cm
about 1 − e−3 ≈ 95 % of the maximum compaction has been
achieved. Notably, this maximum solid fraction is roughly
consistent with the upper bound of grease ice solid fraction
from observations discussed above. The initial solid fraction
φs0 = 0.043 appears a bit lower than the lowest values from
ﬁeld observations.
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Fig. 6. Solid volume fraction proﬁle of 10 cm grease based on the
model ﬁt of equation (25). See discussion in the text.

The ﬁts may also be represented in a diﬀerent way. As the
proposed model only considers the dependence of the solid
fraction on the cumulative ice mass or equivalent thickness,
Equation (25) reﬂects a unique vertical solid fraction proﬁle, where the coordinate ze is measured upward from the
lower grease boundary. This solid fraction-thickness proﬁle,
obtained by transforming equivalent to physical thickness via
z = ze /φs , is illustrated in Figure (6) up to a thickness of 10
cm. For thinner grease, all proﬁles start at the lowest bottom
value (at - 10 cm) and end at some higher surface value corresponding to the grease thickness. Hence, the 95% compaction
limit is indicated with (II) and the upper horizontal line in
the ﬁgure, while a lower horizontal line indicated with (I)
is also shown. To obtain the latter value we considered that
the grease samples were taken with a 60 cm long cylinder,
submerged 30-40 cm into the water column, and thus may
be biased by rapidly rising loose frazil within the latter, during sampling. Assuming a suspended frazil volume fraction
of 0.1%, a realistic value discussed in De la Rosa and Maus
(2011) and observed by Smedsrud (2001) for similar tank
experiments, implies a potential equivalent ice thickness of
40 × 0.001 = 0.04 cm. Interpreting this as a bias, 0.04 cm can
be inserted in Equation (25), which then gives the corrected
and lower bound of φs ≈ 0.07, shown as the lower horizontal line in Figure (6). This level should be interpreted as the
true grease interface, and thus, the lowest possible packing reﬂected by the model ﬁt. The 95% maximum compaction limit
appears thus approximately 4.0 cm from this ’new interface’,
implying that grease has to accumulate to this thickness for
its upper boundary to become close to compacted.
The initial value of 0.07 at the lower boundary is a zerothickness limit, while for packing a certain volume of crystals
is necessary. Recalling Figure (4), with an initial average solid
volume mode of 0.08 < φs < 0.12, such an average solid
fraction would, by integrating the proﬁle of Figure (6) from
(I) 2 cm upward, correspond to a thickness of 2 cm. Note
that equation (26) gives with an equivalent thickness of 0.2
to 0.4 cm, likely typical for the youngest frazil observations
from Reimnitz and others (1993) and Martin and Kauﬀman
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shown until it predicts φrp > 0.64, the sphere packing limit,
which happens near  = 5.5, noting that below the latter
value it is not valid. To compare this curve with the main reCompaction versus freezing
sults from the present analysis we plot these as two tentative
horizontal lines, φs = 0.12 representing the ﬁrst solid fraction
While we have ﬁtted the data by a simple accumulation apmode (in the mid of the range suggested), and φsmax = 0.28
proach, this can only approximate the evolution of the grease
for the ultimate packing/freezing limit. The diamonds show
cover. It is an attempt to describe the continuous accumulawhere these lines cut the predicted solid fraction of random
tion of new frazil rising from the water column, assuming that
close packing. They span the aspect range of 15 <  < 45.
it occurs in a kind of steady state. In terms of earlier modLooking at the grey shading at the bottom of the ﬁgure,
eling this corresponds to the stage when crystals are formthis regime agrees reasonably with aspect ratios that have
ing large ﬂocs, having in turn a large terminal rise velocity,
been proposed on the basis of rise velocities (Gosink and Osthat implies their ﬂoating to the surface (e.g. Gosink and
terkamp, 1983).
Osterkamp, 1983; Andreasson and others, 1998; Morse and
However, this match assumed that crystals are pure and
Richard, 2009). As pointed out in earlier studies, such a state
non-porous,
which is known to not be the case for frazil ice
may be realistic, but will depend on many conditions, like
grown
from
saline
solutions, where crystals tend to be rather
the initial supercooling and nucleation of crystals, their secdendritic or agglomerate into ﬂocs (Martin, 1981; Hanley and
ondary nucleation and ﬂocculation, heat ﬂuxes and the details
Tsang, 1984; Tsang and Hanley, 1985; Smedsrud, 2001). This
of the turbulent mixing (e.g., Omstedt and Svensson, 1984;
is, as mentioned, also the likely cause for the large amount
Svensson and Omstedt, 1994; Wang and Doering, 2005; Clark
of brine that remained in the ice samples after sieving. To
and Doering, 2009). Furthermore, the grease ice will change
proceed we make use of the characteristics of sieved ice, and
its solid fraction thermodynamically due to internal freezing.
recall the results for the solid volume fraction of the crysThe proposed compaction equation is tentative, and does not
tals shown in Figure (3c). The latter was ≈ 0.3 during the
distinguish mechanical packing and thermodynamical solid
beginning of the experiment, reaching a value of ≈ 0.55 tofraction increase. However, the data provide some ideas on
ward the end, corresponding to brine porosities of 0.7 and
this question.
0.45, respectively. Using these values as particle porosities we
In the histogram (Figure (4) of the solid fraction two modes
rescale the right hand side of Equation (28) to obtain the
were apparent, an initial one with 0.08 < φs < 0.12, and a
two downward shifted predictions of φcp for porous particles,
broad one with 0.18 < φs < 0.26. While the former could be
shown as dashed and dotted lines. Next, combining the early
associated with a rapid mechanical packing state, the plateaupacking limit of φs ≈ 0.12 with the initial sieved ice solid
like broader mode appears consistent with an increase in the
fraction 0.3 and the maximum packing fraction of φs ≈ 0.28
solid fraction due to internal freezing. Its ﬁtted upper limit
with the late sieved ice solid fraction 0.55, one obtains the
0.27 < φsmax < 0.30 may then be interpreted as the solid
two stars on the left hand side, noted as ’porous ﬂocs’.
fraction at which the grease ice begins to freeze-up into shuga
The use of all information thus indicates that an aspect raand pancakes. This conjecture is consistent with maximum
tio of 8 <  < 11 is most consistent with the data. Note also
solid fractions from most other previous studies, as well as a
that the decrease in sieved frazil brine porosity is consistent
recent thermodynamic analysis of the conditions during the
with the interpretation that the second mode is created by
grease-to pancake transition at a later stage of this experiinternal freezing. The internal freezing of ﬂocs in turn would
ment (De la Rosa and others, 2011). Regarding the, presumkeep the critical aspect ratio constant, as is indeed indicated
ably, mechanical compaction mode, one might argue that,
by the present analysis. It must be noted that the liquid fracwhen the average φs ≈ 0.10 is reached, Equations (25) and
tion of sieved frazil likely overestimates the true porosity of
(26) imply a surface solid volume fraction of φs ≈ 0.15 (see
the ﬂocs, due to brine also adhering to the outer surface of
also Figure (5)). The latter might thus also be interpreted as
ﬂocs and tiny crystals. Another question is the possibility of
the compaction limit. While the available data is still not sufcrystal orientation in grease, which would allow for packing
ﬁcient to decide this, we conjecture that a mechanical packing
above the random close scaling. At present there are no oblimit is reached in the range 0.10 < φs < 0.15.
servations that clearly demonstrate if crystals, or platelets,
Mechanical compaction of particles is known to depend on
orientate during the compaction process of frazil ice, once
shape and aspect ratio. E.g., while the close random packing
the water and wave motion becomes weak. While Martin and
(rcp) limit for spheres is typically φsp ≈ 0.64 (Berryman,
Kauﬀman (1981) noted that they found crystals oriented with
1983; Torquato and others, 2000), the latter decreases with
their c-axis horizontally, and their main growth plane vertithe aspect ratio . In the large-aspect limit of  > 15 the
cally, (Wilkinson, 2005) claims to have observed the opposite
approximation
in pancakes that formed from frazil in tank experiments. As
φsp ≈ B/,
(27)
the results from (Martin and Kauﬀman, 1981) are from a 2 m
often describes the data, B being a constant (e.g. Rahli and
laboratory tank, conﬁnement may have inﬂuenced the way in
others, 1999; Williams and Philipse, 2003; Blouwolﬀ and Fraden, which the turbulence is damped and eventually compressed
2006; Wouterse and others, 2007). B depends on shape but
the crystals horizontally. Answering this question, as well as
is mostly in the range 5 to 5.5. (Rahli and others, 1999) have
a general proof of the proposed scaling, requires microscale
suggested a modiﬁed formula
observations of single frazil ﬂocs.
The inﬂuence of crystal shape of frazil crystals on the early
11
(28)
φsp ≈ π
packing
and freezing transition is, mostly indirectly, relevant
2 + 6 + 2
in many applications like (i) modelling of supercooling and
frazil growth (e.g., Omstedt and Svensson, 1984; Svensson
that also describes observations at moderate aspect ratios.
and Omstedt, 1994; Wang and Doering, 2005), wave-grease
In Figure (7) we have plotted Equation (28) as a solid line
interactions (De Carolis and others, 2005; Wang and Shen,
for the regime relevant for frazil crystals. The equation is
(1981), a range of 0.10 to 0.14, roughly consistent with their
observations.
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2010), frazil dynamics along the bottom of ice shelves (Holland and Feltham, 2005; Jenkins and Bombosch, 1995) and
interaction of platelet dynamics and salt ﬂuxes (McGuiness
and others, 2009). In most of these applications aspects in
the range 50 to 100 have been used, much larger than what
the present study indicates.

CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper we have reviewed equations and observations to derive the bulk salinity and solid fraction of grease ice.
In particular, we have revised the procedures and equations
applied in several previous studies, to obtain the solid fraction of grease ice from observations of the salinity and mass
of drained frazil crystals (e.g., Martin and Kauﬀman, 1981;
Smedsrud and Skogseth, 2006). Analysing observations from
a recent tank study (De la Rosa and Maus, 2011) we demonstrate that, for our speciﬁc sampling and drainage protocol,
there is no stable relation between the sieved (range 12 to 30)
and bulk (range 20 to 33) salinity of grease ice. In previous
studies many diﬀerent sampling and drainage protocols of
grease ice have been used, ranging from ship-born sampling
with nets (Wadhams and Wilkinson, 1999), drainage in funnels (Martin and Kauﬀman, 1981), air-blowing through the
grease samples (Reimnitz and others, 1993) and sieving the
samples for presumably diﬀerent time-durations and under
diﬀerent conditions (Smedsrud and Skogseth, 2006; Wilkinson, 2005; De la Rosa and Maus, 2011). For this matter, the
values for drained grease ice salinities reported in existing
literature so far, range between 5 to 28. Also in our recent
observations (De la Rosa and Maus, 2011), we ﬁnd values
between 12 and 30, while the bulk salinities are constrained
to a smaller interval of 20 to 33. We thus conclude that a

comparison of many earlier studies in terms of the salinity of
drained grease is problematic. Moreover, it is the bulk salinity
of grease ice that is the relevant parameter when describing thermodynamical processes, e.g., ice-ocean salt ﬂuxes. As
salinity ultimately relates to the solid volume fraction it also
aﬀects dynamical and mechanical processes. The salinity of
drained grease ice is thus of limited value for modelling these
processes. Hence, the basic results from the parametric model
ﬁt appear reasonable with respect to minimum and maximum
obtained and yield a vertical proﬁle of solid fraction.
The analysis of the present tank data indicates two modes
of the solid fraction of young frazil ice forming under wave
conditions. A ﬁrst mode in the range 0.10 < φs < 0.15 appears to be associated with the early maximum mechanical
packing, while an upper limit 0.27 < φsmax < 0.30 is suggested to be related to the maximum solid fraction below
which grease can exist, without freezing-up into shuga and
pancakes. This conjecture appears consistent with a review
of previous observations of maximum solid fractions of grease
ice (0.30 to 0.35) and is supported by a recent study of the
grease to pancake transition (De la Rosa and others, 2011).
We evaluated the data further by comparing the derived
modes for the grease solid fraction with predictions based on
the assumption of random close packing, and its dependence
on the aspect ratio of particles. Comparison with expected
scaling laws indicated that the observed solid fractions and
packing modes are consistent with a model of frazil ﬂocs with
an aspect ratio near 10. This value is much smaller than what
is assumed in many model applications of oceanic frazil ice
processes (e.g., Omstedt and Svensson, 1984; Svensson and
Omstedt, 1994; De Carolis and others, 2005; Wang and Shen,
2010; Holland and Feltham, 2005; Jenkins and Bombosch,
1995; McGuiness and others, 2009).This highlights the im-
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portance to opbtain microscale observations of frazil crystals
to make progress in understanding the dynamics and thermodynamics of grease ice on microscopic and geophysical scales.
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Abstract. A comprehensive measurement program was conducted during 16 days of a 3 week long ice pack drift, from
15 August to 1 September 2008 in the central Amundsen
Basin, Arctic Ocean. The data, sampled as part of the Arctic Summer Cloud Ocean Study (ASCOS), included upper
ocean stratiﬁcation, mixing and heat transfer as well as transmittance solar radiation through the ice. The observations
give insight into the evolution of the upper layers of the Arctic Ocean in the transition period from melting to freezing.
The ocean mixed layer was found to be heated from above
and, for summer conditions, the net heat ﬂux through the ice
accounted for 22 % of the observed change in mixed layer
heat content. Heat was mixed downward within the mixed
layer and a small, downward heat ﬂux across the base of the
mixed layer accounted for the accumulated heat in the upper cold halocline during the melting season. On average,
the ocean mixed layer was cooled by an ocean heat ﬂux at
the ice/ocean interface (1.2 W m−2 ) and heated by solar radiation through the ice (−2.6 W m−2 ). An abrupt change in
surface conditions halfway into the drift due to freezing and
snowfall showed distinct signatures in the data set and allowed for inferences and comparisons to be made for cases
of contrasting forcing conditions. Transmittance of solar radiation was reduced by 59 % in the latter period. From hydrographic observations obtained earlier in the melting season,
in the same region, we infer a total fresh water equivalent of
3.3 m accumulated in the upper ocean, which together with
the observed saltier winter mixed layer indicates a transition
towards a more seasonal ice cover in the Arctic.

1

Introduction

The Arctic plays an important role in the global climate system; it is home to key processes for ocean-atmosphere exchange and water mass modiﬁcation, and it is a strong indicator of the global climate change, as atmospheric temperature
changes are ampliﬁed in the Arctic (Screen and Simmonds,
2010; Serreze et al., 2009). Since the late 1970’s, the atmospheric warming of the Arctic (Comiso, 2003) has been
accompanied by a warming of the Arctic Ocean (Grotefendt
et al., 1998) and a decrease in both sea ice extent (Comiso et
al., 2008; Parkinson and Cavalieri, 2008; Stroeve et al., 2008)
and thickness (Maslanik et al., 2007; Kwok and Rothrock,
2009; Haas et al., 2008). In the same period, the salinity
content of the Arctic shelves and the Canadian basin has
decreased as opposed to an increase in the Eurasian basin
(McPhee et al., 2009; Polyakov et al., 2008). Due to an earlier onset of melting and later onset of freezing, the melting
season in the central Arctic has increased by 10 days since
1979 (Markus et al., 2009), which reﬂects a shift towards a
more seasonal ice cover (Kinnard et al., 2008; Maslanik et
al., 2007; Nghiem et al., 2007). The observed changes in ice
cover exposes the Arctic Ocean to a more direct exchange
with the atmosphere and allows for new processes of upper
ocean-atmosphere exchange to take place, such as e.g. windinduced mixing (Rainville and Woodgate, 2009). A shift towards a more seasonal Arctic sea ice cover also have strong
implications for maintaining the marine biological life, as biological productivity is maintained through the provision of
nutrients by upwelling and eddies in the expanding open water areas (Niebauer and Alexander, 1985).
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The central Arctic basin can be separated, on the basis of
temperature and salinity characteristics of the water, into a
vertical layered system. A relatively fresh and isothermal
surface mixed layer with temperatures close to freezing is
due in part to continental river runoff, inﬂow of low salinity
Paciﬁc Water through the Bering Strait and penetrative convection in winter followed by melting in summer (Rudels et
al., 1996; Aagaard et al., 1981).
The surface mixed layer resides above a layer with low
temperatures and a distinct salinity gradient, the so called
cold halocline layer (Aagaard et al., 1981), which, due to its
strong stratiﬁcation, forms an efﬁcient barrier between the
surface mixed layer and the relatively warm and salty water residing below. This water originates from the ﬂow of
Atlantic Water through the Fram Strait and is gradually modiﬁed by atmospheric cooling, sea ice melting during summer
(Sirevaag and Fer, 2009) and mixing as it ﬂows northward
along the western coast of Spitsbergen and eastward along
the continental shelf of the Arctic basin. The depth of the
core of AW gradually increases as the water circulates along
the margins and into the deep basins of the Arctic (Dmitrenko
et al., 2008) and in the Amundsen Basin, close to the North
Pole, the core of the AW derived water resides at around
300 m depth.
The Arctic Ocean mixed layer undergoes a distinct seasonal cycle (Rudels et al., 1996). Atmospheric winter cooling and subsequent ice formation lead to a colder, saltier and
deeper mixed layer, whereas ice melting and atmospheric
heating of the mixed layer during summer lead to a fresher
and shallower, but also slightly warmer, mixed layer. Solar
radiation is the most important source of heat for the ocean
mixed layer (Maykut and McPhee, 1995; Perovich, 2005),
mostly through leads and open water areas, but transmittance
of solar radiation through melt ponds also provides a significant amount of heat to the mixed layer (Inoue et al., 2008;
Itoh et al., 2011). Inﬂow of warm, low salinity Paciﬁc Water
through the Bering Strait is also a direct source of heat for
the ocean mixed layer (Alkire et al., 2007; Woodgate et al.,
2010). Transfer of heat from the deep, Atlantic derived water is limited by the stratiﬁcation in the cold halocline layer
and is found to be negligible for the Amundsen Basin (Fer,
2009) and on average 0.3–1.2 W m−2 for the for the Canadian Basin (Shaw et al., 2009), hence the most efﬁcient heat
loss from the AW occurs along the continental shelves, but
not in the central Arctic (e.g. Padman, 1995; Rudels et al.,
2000).
The upward transfer of heat towards the ice/ocean interface, the surface ocean heat ﬂux is in general determined by
the amount of heat and turbulent mixing in the surface mixed
layer. Maykut and Untersteiner (1971) found, by invoking a
1-D thermodynamic sea ice model, that a surface ocean heat
ﬂux of 2 W m−2 was necessary to reach an equilibrium ice
thickness similar to the typical observed thickness. Later observations have revealed the heat ﬂux to be larger; 5.1 W m−2
for the Canadian Basin (Maykut and McPhee, 1995) and
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Fig. 1. The drift trajectory of the ASCOS ﬁeld experiment, the
Borneo08 experiment and the ITP19 drifting buoy. The map with
bathymetric depth contours outlined, shows the study region location.

∼3.5 W m−2 for the entire Arctic basin (Krishﬁeld and Perovich, 2005), although ﬂuxes up to an order of magnitude
larger have been measured towards the end of the melting
season, during instances of maximum mixed layer heat content (Maykut and McPhee, 1995).
1.1

Arctic Summer Cloud Ocean Study

The Arctic Summer Cloud Ocean Study (ASCOS) was a
multidisciplinary International Polar Year (IPY) project with
the aim of studying the formation of Arctic low level clouds
and their role for the surface energy balance, impacts on the
melting and freezing of the sea ice covered Arctic Ocean and
with linkages to microbiological life in the open ocean and
ice. The project was organized with research groups within
meteorology, physical oceanography, atmospheric gas and
particulate phase chemistry, aerosol physics and marine biology, as an expedition based onboard the Swedish research
ice breaker Oden towards the end of summer and start of the
freezing season (2 August–9 September) in 2008. While a
few shorter stations were made south of the ice edge and in
the marginal ice zone during the transit to the high Arctic,
the focus of the project was the setup of an ice-drift station,
centred at 87.4◦ N and 6◦ W, running from 12 August to 1
September (Fig. 1). During this period, Oden was moored
to an approximately 6 × 3 km ice ﬂoe (Fig. 2), which drifted
west, south-westward with an average speed of 9 cm s−1 over
a total distance of 157 km.

www.ocean-sci.net/7/335/2011/
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Fig. 2. The ASCOS experiment ﬂoe photographed from helicopter.
Length and width are estimated from mapping of ice ﬂoe from helicopter. The orientation of the ﬂoe’s main axis is calculated from
simultaneous GPS measurements at the ship and on the ﬂoe. The
cross indicates the site of the ocean measurements.

In the pristine Arctic environment, a passive ice drift was
a necessary condition for gases and aerosol particles to be
sampled with minimum interference from the ship and immediate surroundings. The ice drift also enabled deployment
of instruments for atmospheric and oceanographic boundary
layer studies on the ice sufﬁciently far away, 150 m–450 m
from Oden, to avoid disturbances from the ship’s hull and superstructure and still within reach of continuous power supply from the ship.
1.2

Environmental conditions

Selected environmental parameters are plotted in Fig. 3 for
the observation period. Average air temperature was −2.6 ◦ C
(Fig. 3a). A short period with temperatures below −5 ◦ C occurred between doy 234 and 237 (throughout this paper, time
is given as decimal day of year (doy) in 2008, where doy
229.75 equals 16 August 2008 18:00 UTC). This period is
referred to as the “cold snap” (Sedlar et al., 2010), when a
drop in temperature caused the surface to freeze, including
most of the melt ponds and open water areas. This temperature drop of 5 ◦ C in 21 h was followed by a strong snowfall
during the second half of doy 236, which changed the surface
conditions from summer-like to autumn-like conditions (see
also Nicolaus et al., 2010b). In the following, doy 236.75 is
considered the time of changing ice conditions.
The water temperature measured at 3.8 m depth varied
within a narrow range between −1.73 ◦ C and −1.68 ◦ C
(Fig. 3b) and was on average just 0.053 ◦ C above the local
freezing temperature. Salinity is calculated using the practical salinity scale throughout.
Over the observation period considered here (doy 229.75
to doy 244.75), the ice ﬂoe drifted slowly south-westward
with an average speed of 6.7 cm s−1 , covering a total distance
of 87.1 km (Fig. 1). Winds were in general calm with an
average speed of 3.4 m s−1 with no distinct prevailing wind
direction (Fig. 3c).
www.ocean-sci.net/7/335/2011/

Fig. 3. Time series of (a) air temperature at 21 m height, (b) water temperature at 3.8 m depth, (c) wind speed (in m s−1 ), ice drift
speed (in cm s−1 ) and (d) orientation of the ﬂoe’s main axis (see
location of axis in Fig. 2).

On average, the drift speed was 2% of the wind speed
and followed the same variability. The ice drift speed also
showed variability on a shorter time scale (Fig. 3c) due to
inertial oscillations (inertial period at 87.5◦ N = 12 h) or a
diurnal tidal ﬂow. Despite the drift distance and the inertial
oscillations shown in the drift trajectory during the experiment, the ice ﬂoe maintained a constant orientation to within
±5◦ .
Ice thickness in the vicinity of the ocean and radiation
measurement site varied from 1.5 m to more than 3 m. Early
into the drift, the ice surface was covered by typical 10 cm of
snow and numerous open melt ponds with a signiﬁcant spatial variation. Several short duration snowfalls and periods
with deposition of rime on the surface changed the surface
conditions throughout the drift (see Fig. 11 of Nicolaus et
al., 2010b).
This paper presents and discusses the upper ocean measurements obtained during the ASCOS ice drift in the
Amundsen Basin. Transmission of solar radiation through
the ice and the evolution of the Arctic Ocean mixed layer are
described during the transition from melting to freezing. Results are compared to data obtained in the same area in late
April and mid May. Measurement systems, basic processing routines and methods are presented in the next section
and the upper ocean stratiﬁcation and the vertical heat ﬂuxes
are presented in Sect. 3. The seasonal development of the
upper ocean, the energy balances for the ice/ocean interface,
mixed layer and across the base of the mixed layer and the
variability of heat content and heat ﬂuxes are presented and
discussed in Sect. 4 and a summary is given in Sect. 5.

Ocean Sci., 7, 335–349, 2011
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Measurements, data and data processing

Upper ocean measurements were carried out continuously,
using a tethered free-falling microstructure turbulence proﬁler (Sect. 2.1) and eddy covariance instruments suspended
in the boundary layer beneath the sea ice (Sect. 2.2). Ocean
sampling was made, together with spectral albedo and transmittance measurements (Sect. 2.3), about 160 m away from
the ship. Ancillary data include shipboard wind and air temperature measurements and GPS position data from the ship
and the ice. The latter were used together to obtain the rotation of the ice ﬂoe during the drift. Ocean measurements
started regularly from doy 229.75 and the measurement period reported here was from doy 229.75 to doy 244.75.
Additionally, we use data from the same region, collected
in late April and mid-May 2008, to compare the mean properties of the upper ocean during the ASCOS drift with late
winter and spring conditions. Proﬁles in late April 2008
were collected from the drifting ice camp Borneo, and those
in late spring were from the drifting Ice Tethered Platform
No. 19 (ITP 19, data made available through Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, http://www.whoi.edu/itp). From
the Borneo experiment, 10 proﬁles collected between doy
114.7 to doy 115.8 were averaged and referred to as Borneo08 throughout this paper. The drift trajectory of the ITP19
was compared to the ASCOS drift trajectory and 31 proﬁles from the period doy 129.5–137.3, when ITP19 drifted
through the ASCOS area, were averaged.
2.1

Microstructure proﬁling

The microstructure proﬁling was performed using a MSS90 (ISW Wassermesstechnik, Germany), a loosely tethered
free-fall proﬁler equipped with precision conductivity, temperature, depth (CTD) sensors and a suite of turbulence sensors including two airfoil shear probes, a fast-response thermistor FP07 and a micro conductivity sensor (Fer, 2006; Fer
and Sundfjord, 2007). The proﬁler (MSS hereafter) was deployed through the ice with a motorized winch and proﬁles
were made hourly from the underside of the ice at 2 m depth
and down to 500 m. In total 345 proﬁles were obtained during the ASCOS ice drift.
Microstructure data processing is brieﬂy described here
and in more detail in Fer (2006). All channels of the proﬁler sampled at 1024 Hz and were averaged to 256 Hz to reduce noise. The viscous dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic
energy per unit mass, ε (W kg−1 ), was calculated using the
2
isotropic relation ε = 7.5υu2
z , where υ of sea water, uz 
is the shear variance of horizontal small scale velocity and
brackets indicate averaging. The shear variance was obtained
by integrating the wave number spectrum from 1-s long segments. The instrument fall speed (∼0.7 m s−1 ) was used to
convert data from the frequency domain to the wave number
domain using Taylor’s hypothesis. Dissipation data in the upper 5 m was unreliable due to initial adjustment to free fall.
Ocean Sci., 7, 335–349, 2011

After the initial processing, CTD data and ε were available
as 10 and 50 cm vertical averages, respectively.
The eddy diffusivity for mass was calculated as,
Kρ = 0.2ε/N 2 (Osborn, 1980) using the buoyancy frequency, N , from sorted σθ proﬁles. The eddy diffusivity for heat was calculated using KT = 3kT Cx (Osborn and
Cox, 1972), where kT = 1.4 × 10−7 m2 s−1 is the molecular diffusivity for heat and Cx = (∂T  /∂t)2 /(∂T /∂z)2  is
the Cox number. ∂T /∂z is the background temperature
gradient over the vertical depth segment in consideration
and (∂T  /∂t)2  is the small scale temperature gradient variance. The latter is not resolved to dissipative scales, and
was instead inferred from the dissipation rate of thermal variance, χ = 2kT 3(∂T  /∂z)2  by ﬁtting the universal Batchelor
form (Dillon and Caldwell, 1980) to the temperature gradient spectrum in the resolved wave number band. The ﬁt was
constrained by the measured ε within the vertical segment.
Vertical heat ﬂuxes from the microstructure proﬁles were
calculated as
FH = −ρcp KT ∂T /∂z

(1)

where ρ is the density and cp is the speciﬁc heat within
each vertical depth segment. Initially, the water column was
divided into 4-m vertical segments. However, to ensure a
higher vertical resolution and resolve the heat ﬂuxes across
the base of the mixed layer (Sect. 2.4), the 4 m layer above
the base of the mixed layer was divided into 2-m vertical segments and the 4 m layer below the base of the mixed layer
was divided into 1-m vertical segments.
2.2

Turbulence instrument clusters

In order to measure ocean properties and vertical ﬂuxes
of heat, salt and momentum close to the ice-ocean interface, a mast containing three Turbulence Instrument Clusters
(TICs, McPhee, 2008) was deployed through a hole in the
1.8 m thick sea ice. Each TIC comprised a 5 MHz Acoustic
Doppler Velocimeter (ADVOcean, Sontek/YSI, USA) which
measured the 3-D velocity in a small volume and fast response temperature (SBE3, SeaBird Electronics, USA) and
conductivity (SBE7) sensors. All sensors were aligned at the
same vertical level to make covariance estimates. In addition,
a ducted conductivity sensor (SBE4) was mounted roughly
20 cm above the others to make accurate measurements of
the absolute conductivity.
The turbulence mast was ﬁxed to the ice with TICs at 2 m,
6 m and 7.8 m below the ice, i.e. at 3.8 m, 7.8 m and 9.6 m
depth and the mast was oriented with sensors directed towards the mean current in the under-ice boundary layer. In
this study, heat ﬂuxes at the ice/ocean interface will be the
main focus; hence we will focus mainly on measurements
from the TIC at 3.8 m depth, however some results from the
TIC at 7.8 m depth are included in order to show consistency
of the measurements in the surface layer.
www.ocean-sci.net/7/335/2011/
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Velocity, temperature and salinity data were measured at
2 Hz and binned into 15-min intervals in order to capture
the covariance in the turbulent eddies and avoid energy input
from processes on larger time scales (McPhee, 2008). 3-D
velocity U was rotated into a streamline coordinate system
such that u = |U | and v = w = 0. Deviatory velocities,
temperatures and salinities were found by removing the linear trend within each averaging interval. Vertical turbulent
surface heat ﬂux and the kinematic friction velocity were calculated as
FH 0 = ρcp w T  

1/4
u∗ = u v  2 + u w 2

(2)
(3)

where ρ is the seawater density and cp is the speciﬁc heat of
seawater. Kinematic
friction velocity is related to the stress,
√
τ , as u∗ = τ/ρ.
For the TIC at 7.8 m, heat ﬂuxes were calculated from
the w T  covariance, as described above. Friction velocities
were calculated using a spectral method following McPhee
(2004) and the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy
was calculated by evaluating the spectra of vertical velocity
(e.g. McPhee, 2008).
2.3

Spectral albedo and transmittance measurements

Spectral albedo and transmittance were measured with
RAMSES ACC (Trios GmbH, Oldenburg, Germany) radiometers, as described in Nicolaus et al. (2010b). Two
sensors were installed above the surface for albedo measurements, one downward-looking and another upwardlooking. For transmittance measurements, an additional
upward-looking sensor was used and installed 1.0 m under
the sea ice. Initial ice thickness, snow thickness, and freeboard at the optical measurement site were 1.54 m, 0.10 m,
and 0.05 m, respectively. Continuous measurements started
on doy 228.6 and 10-min average spectra were measured until doy 245.4 for albedo data and until doy 244.8 for transmittance data. The shorter time span of transmittance measurements was due to the more time-consuming retrieval of
the under-ice sensor. In total, 2410 albedo and 2325 transmittance spectra were recorded. All measurements were performed during polar day with solar elevation angles (elevation angle = 90◦ – zenith angle) between 5.5◦ and 16.1◦ . The
site was visited daily to check for levelling of the station and
condensation or icing on the sensors. Presented data were
corrected for shadow effects on the sensors as described in
Nicolaus et al. (2010b), where also the entire data set is discussed.
Manual measurements of snow and ice temperatures, snow
thickness and texture were made every 3 days and observations of precipitation and changes in surface conditions
were made daily at the optical measurement site, to document snow and sea-ice conditions and their changes.
www.ocean-sci.net/7/335/2011/
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Mixed layer properties

Vertical proﬁles of potential density were used to calculate
the depth of the base of the mixed layer, Dml as the depth at
which the density increases by 20 % of the mean density of
the upper 10 m (e.g. Shaw et al., 2009). By using summer
proﬁles, the depth of the winter mixed layer, Dwml , can be
estimated as the depth of the temperature minimum (Rudels
et al., 1996). The corresponding salinity of the winter mixed
layer, Swml , is the salinity at the depth of minimum T . The
fresh water content in the upper ocean was calculated as



Dwml Swml − S(z)dz
FWC =
(4)
Swml
where the integral was obtained by a summation of salinities
above Dwml .
From proﬁles of temperature and salinity, the heat content
at a given depth was determined as


(5)
H (z) = T (z) − Tf (z) ρ(z)cp (z)
where Tf , ρ and cp are freezing temperature, density and
speciﬁc heat, respectively, as a function of salinity and given
depth. Total amount of sensible heat in any given layer was
calculated as
0
Hlayer =

(6)

H (z)dz

Dlayer

where Dlayer is the layer depth.
3
3.1

Results
Upper ocean stratiﬁcation

Average proﬁles of temperature, salinity and density for the
ﬁrst 24 h of the experiment are shown for the upper 500 m
in Fig. 4. Averaging ﬁlters out the variability on the semidiurnal/inertial time scale and the temporal variability in the
mixed layer over the entire experiment length. Proﬁles show
a 28 m deep, well mixed upper layer with average temperature of −1.72 ◦ C and salinity of 32.31. Below this mixed
layer was a uniform cold layer with a strong salinity gradient, which was the remnant of the previous winter’s mixed
layer (e.g. Rudels et al., 1996) and which formed the upper cold halocline layer. The cold halocline layer extended
down to around 100 m depth, from where the temperature increase made the density increase smaller. The temperature
minimum (T = −1.80 ◦ C) at 67 m represented the base of
the winter mixed layer, Dwml , and for the remainder of this
paper, the upper cold halocline layer refers to the part of the
cold halocline that resides above Dwml . Salinity at Dwml was
33.11, representative of the winter mixed layer salinity, Swml .
The Borneo08 proﬁle represents the actual winter conditions
in the area and had an average mixed layer salinity of 33.16,
Ocean Sci., 7, 335–349, 2011
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Fig. 5. Depth proﬁles (upper 100 m) of (a) temperature and
(b) salinity for the start, middle and end of the drift, for the end
of the Borneo08 experiment (doy 114) and from the ITP19 proﬁling buoy (doy 133). ASCOS proﬁles are averaged over a 24-h
period, centred at the time given in the legend. Barneo08 proﬁles
are the averages of the 10 last proﬁles during the experiment and
ITP19 proﬁles are the averages of all single proﬁles obtained within
the latitude and longitude ranges deﬁned by the ASCOS drift. Horizontal lines indicate the depth of the mixed layer for the average
proﬁles.

Fig. 4. Temperature, salinity and potential density averaged over
the ﬁrst 24 h (7 proﬁles) of the ASCOS experiment.

which was only slightly saltier then Swml estimated from the
ASCOS proﬁles. This lends conﬁdence to the approximation
by Rudels et al. (1996), and throughout the rest of the paper,
the measured value of Swml = 33.16 will be used. A temperature maximum of 1.18 ◦ C (and corresponding salinity of
34.84) was found at 304 m, which was the depth of the core
of the remaining AW that had deepened and cooled along the
Arctic margin and towards the central Arctic (Dmitrenko et
al., 2008).
The upper 100 m proﬁles of temperature and salinity from
the start, middle and end of the ASCOS experiment were
compared to the proﬁles collected in late April (Borneo08)
and mid-May (ITP19) in Fig. 5. The late winter and spring
proﬁles had deeper mixed layers with temperatures ∼0.1 ◦ C
lower and salinities ∼0.75 higher than the average ASCOS
proﬁles. Although the onset of melting in the central Arctic in general occurs between doy 161 and doy 175 (Markus
et al., 2009), the ITP19 buoy data indicate that there was a
signiﬁcant freshening of the mixed layer already around doy
133 compared to Borneo08 proﬁles on doy 114.
During the ASCOS drift, a distinct heating of the upper
metres was observed from the start to the middle of the experiment, with a temperature difference of ∼0.2 ◦ C (Fig. 5a).
By the end of the experiment, the upper layer temperature
Ocean Sci., 7, 335–349, 2011

was similar to that in the beginning of the drift, however, a
similar heating was seen closer to the base of the mixed layer.
Salinities in the upper 10 m, on the other hand, were identical within the measurement uncertainty range. Differences in
the mean salinity proﬁles below 10 m were most likely due
to horizontal differences in salinity.
Fig. 6a shows the temperature and salinity contours of the
upper 50 m during the experiment together with Dml . Dml
remained relatively constant, at an average of 34 m, but with
some shorter periods with signiﬁcant lifting of the base of the
mixed layer that led to a temporarily shallower mixed layer.
Temperature contours show the same development in time
as indicated in Fig. 5a, with a heating of the upper mixed
layer during the ﬁrst half of the experiment and a heating
above Dml during the second half. The mixed layer temperature maximum was mixed downward from the surface and
towards the base of the mixed layer. This will be discussed
further in Sect. 4.2.
3.2

Vertical heat ﬂuxes

The basic features of the TIC measurements at 3.8 m depth
are shown in Fig. 7. Mean characteristics within each 15 min
interval were averaged in 3 h bins to remove some of the natural variability in the turbulent ﬂow. Horizontal current velocities, relative to the ice, were in general small, on average
4.6 cm s−1 and varied between 2 and 10 cm s−1 . Temperature
elevation above the local freezing temperature varied from
www.ocean-sci.net/7/335/2011/
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°C]

Fig. 6. Contour plot of (a) temperature (colour) and salinity
(black) and (b) dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy, log10 (ε)
(colour) and eddy diffusivity of mass, log10 (Kρ ) (black) for the
upper 50 m. Thick black line in both panels indicates the base of
the mixed layer. (c) Dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy,
log10 (ε), estimated from MSS and TIC at 7.8 m depth.

0.04 to 0.08 ◦ C, with an average value of 0.053 ◦ C, close to
the average for the entire mixed layer. The turbulent stress is
related to the velocity shear in the boundary layer and Fig. 7b
shows that the friction velocity (u∗ ) varied with the horizontal velocity and had an average value of 0.26 cm s−1 . The
friction velocity at 7.8 m followed the same variability as at
3.8 m, but was slightly smaller in magnitude (0.24 cm s−1 ) as
expected from the attenuation of stress in the surface layer.
The ocean surface heat ﬂux was positive during most of
the experiment, implying a heat ﬂux from the ocean to the ice
and was on average 1.2 W m−2 , however it varied between 0
and 5 W m−2 . Towards the end of the experiment it ﬂattened
out around zero, reﬂecting the slight decrease in temperature
elevation above freezing and the low stress at the interface as
shown by the friction velocities. At 7.8 m depth, heat ﬂuxes
were similar with an average value of 0.8 W m−2 . Some of
the difference between 3.8 m and 7.8 m must be attributed to
the differences in data coverage for the two sensors for some
periods.
Measurements of transmitted solar radiation showed a signiﬁcant ﬂux through the ice into the upper ocean (Fig. 8).
There was a distinct daily variation in the ﬂux, corresponding
to the daily variation of the incoming solar radiation, and the
transmitted solar irradiance ranged from −9 to −1 W m−2
with an average of −2.6 W m−2 . The effect of the cold period, which was followed by a snowfall at doy 236.75, was
www.ocean-sci.net/7/335/2011/

Fig. 7. Turbulence mast measurements at 3.8 m depth (2 m below
ice/ocean interface) averaged in 3-h intervals. Time series of (a)
current speed relative to the ice, (b) friction velocity, u∗ , ± one
standard deviation (circles and errorbars) and temperature elevation
above freezing, T , (grey shading) and (c) ocean heat ﬂux where
grey shading indicates ± one standard deviation. Red squares in (b)
and (c) are friction velocities and heat ﬂuxes from the TIC at 7.8 m
depth, calculated as described in the text.

Fig. 8. Spectrally averaged transmitted solar irradiance below the
sea-ice at the ocean measurements site. Black line is a 3-h running
mean and horizontal lines indicate averages for periods before and
after the change in surface conditions occurring on doy 236.75. Positive ﬂuxes are upwards; hence negative ﬂuxes represent an input of
energy to the ocean mixed layer.

visible as a shift in the mean transmitted radiation, as well
as a dampening of the daily variations (Time series of solar
radiation and spectral albedo are presented in detail in Nicolaus et al., 2010b). Average ﬂux into the ocean mixed layer
was −3.7 W m−2 before and −1.5 W m−2 after the snowfall.
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For each MSS proﬁle, the vertical heat ﬂux within the
mixed layer was obtained by averaging all 4-m depth bins
from the surface and down to 4 m above the base of the mixed
layer, Dml (Fig. 9a). For each proﬁle, the vertical heat ﬂux
across the base of the mixed layer was calculated as the average heat ﬂux in the 8 m thick layer centred at Dml , which
varied between 22 m and 39 m during the experiment. Depth
averaged ﬂuxes were further averaged in time, in 3-h bins,
to be consistent with the ﬂuxes inferred from TIC measurements.
Mixed layer heat ﬂux was predominantly negative for the
ﬁrst half of the experiment and closer to zero and/or positive
during the second half (Fig. 9a). The average for the entire period was −0.3 W m−2 , which indicates a small, downward transfer of heat within the mixed layer and is consistent with the observed downward propagation of the temperature maximum in Fig. 6a. The mixed layer heat ﬂux
also showed a shift towards zero and positive values after the
snow fall at doy 236.75 and average values were −0.7 W m−2
and 0 W m−2 before and after the snowfall, respectively.
The vertical heat ﬂux across the base of the mixed layer
was predominantly negative, showing that heat was lost from
the mixed layer and into the upper cold halocline. However,
average value was small, −0.1 W m−2 , with some periods of
ﬂuxes close to −1 W m−2 .
4
4.1

Discussion
Seasonal evolution in heat and fresh water content

Throughout the melting season, heat is added to the upper
ocean by solar radiation and by exchange with the atmosphere through the sea ice and open water areas. Heat is either stored in the upper ocean or used for melting of sea ice,
sensible or latent heat, respectively. The latter is reﬂected by
the FWC in the upper ocean. Thus, when horizontal advection of heat is neglected, the total amount of heat supplied
to the upper ocean is equivalent to the sum of sensible and
latent heat present at the end of the melting season.
From the proﬁles of temperature and salinity (Fig. 5), the
seasonal evolution of the upper ocean stratiﬁcation from late
April to late August was seen as a reduction in mixed layer
depth, an increase in temperature and a decrease in salinity.
In late April, the weakly salinity-stratiﬁed mixed layer was
about 65 m deep. The presence of a relatively fresh, but shallow surface layer was the signature of the ongoing melting,
observed approximately one month following the Arctic ice
cover maximum extent was reached in mid-March (National
Snow and Ice Data Center, 2010).
The amount of sensible heat added to the upper
ocean above Dwml from late April to late August, was
8.6 × 106 J m−2 , where 40 % and 60 % were stored in the upper cold halocline and the mixed layer, respectively (Fig. 10).
This is in the same order as reported for the Amundsen Basin
Ocean Sci., 7, 335–349, 2011

Fig. 9. Time series of heat ﬂuxes averaged (a) within the mixed
layer and (b) across the base of the mixed layer. Mixed layer ﬂuxes
are depth averages down to 4 m above the mixed layer depth. Heat
ﬂuxes across the base of the mixed layer are depth averages from
4 m above to 4 m below mixed layer depth for each proﬁle, averaged
into 3-h intervals. Shading indicates ± one standard deviation.

from the Oden 91 expedition in the autumn of 1991 (Rudels
et al., 1996).
Although sea ice can exist in a mixed layer with a signiﬁcant amount of heat (e.g. Sirevaag, 2009), the situation in the
summer Arctic is assumed to be closer to steady-state. Hence
most of the available heat in the mixed layer will be used for
melting when ice is present and is thus represented by the
FWC in the upper ocean as latent heat, Qlat = ρ · L · FWC,
where ρ and L are the density and latent heat of fusion, respectively. For ASCOS, a FWC of 3.3 m (of which 91 %
resides in the mixed layer and 9 % in the upper cold halocline) was found above Dwml , which was more than 3 times
larger than the FWC in the Amundsen Basin in 1991 (Rudels
et al., 1996). The western part of the Amundsen Basin is
likely inﬂuenced by the ﬂow of fresh water of Paciﬁc origin
across the Lomonosov Ridge, hence FWC estimates above
those obtained by Rudels et al. (1996) are expected. However, the estimated FWC in ASCOS also by far exceeds the
estimated FWC in proﬁles obtained closer to the Moris Jesup
Plateau in 1991, hence representing a signiﬁcant freshening
of the summer mixed layer in the Eurasian Basin. The total
heat content, Qwml +Qlat , above Dwml at the end of the melting season was 1139 × 106 J m−2 for the ASCOS proﬁle.
Our observations from the Amundsen Basin shows both a
signiﬁcantly fresher summer mixed layer and a signiﬁcantly
saltier winter mixed layer larger than reported from the early
90’s (Rudels et al., 1996). The large summer FWC can reﬂect a general increase in the Arctic fresh water inventory,
due to an increasing discharge from Arctic rivers (Peterson
et al., 2002; Rawlins et al., 2009) and changes in net precipitation vs. evaporation (Rawlins et al., 2009) over the recent
www.ocean-sci.net/7/335/2011/
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Fig. 10. Heat content of the upper 100 m for the Barneo08 experiment, the ITP 19 data and at beginning, middle and end of the ASCOS experiment, all proﬁles obtained as described in Fig. 5. Horizontal lines indicate mixed layer depths for the average proﬁles.

decade. However, Polyakov et al. (2008) found that changes
in both net precipitation vs. evaporation and river discharge
were too small to trigger changes in FWC in the central Arctic basin and argued that these changes were related to local freezing/melting and freshwater draining from the Arctic in response to wind. For the western Amundsen Basin,
some of the increase in FWC can be exported from the Canadian Basin, where a signiﬁcant freshening has been observed
over the recent years (McPhee et al., 2009; Polyakov et al.,
2008). The observed saltier winter mixed layer can reﬂect an
increase in the ice export from the Arctic (Smedsrud et al.,
2008), i.e. locally produced ice is exported and melted outside the Arctic. However, the combination of an increase in
both FWC and Swml most likely also indicate a transition towards a more seasonal Arctic ice cover (Kinnard et al., 2008)
in the Eurasian Basin. An enhanced fraction of open water
after the melting season, increase the ice production during
winter, increase the Swml and hence reduce the winter fresh
water content as observed by (McPhee et al., 2009). A shift
towards an earlier onset of melting in the Arctic in general
(Markus et al., 2009), and even earlier signs of melting reported in this study and by Nicolaus et al. (2010a) for 2007,
extends the melting season and increases the summer FWC,
as observed.
www.ocean-sci.net/7/335/2011/

Mixed layer heat content and energy budgets

In addition to the warming of the mixed layer and upper cold
halocline from late April to late August, there was also a distinct variability in heat content during the 15-day ASCOS
drift which was reﬂected in the changing temperature proﬁles for the start, middle and end of the drift (Fig. 5a). We
analysed daily-averaged proﬁles of heat content in the mixed
layer, relative to the ﬁrst proﬁle, by subtracting the ﬁrst 24-h
proﬁle (centred at doy 230.25) from each subsequent proﬁle and normalising the depth with Dml (Fig. 11a). Fig. 11b
shows that there was a net increase in mixed layer heat content of 30 % up to doy 236.75, which was the time of the
freeze-over and snow fall. Heat content proﬁles also indicate
that the initial net input of heat at the top of the mixed layer
was mixed downward within the mixed layer. The distinct
reduction of heat input at the surface following the freezing
event at doy 236.75 also marked a transition after which there
was no net gain of heat in the mixed layer, but the heat was redistributed by internal mixing. Despite the reduction in heat
input at the surface after doy 236.75, there was still a temporal variability in the total heat content (Fig. 11b) which can
be explained by varying mixed layer depths (e.g. at doy 238
and 241, Fig. 6).
By tracing the depth of the maximum heat content, we
estimated the amount of turbulent mixing needed to redistribute the heat. Theoretically, one may consider two layers
with uniform temperature separated by a distance δz. A temperature perturbation introduced in the upper layer will be
mixed throughout both layers by turbulence after a time t.
By assuming that internal turbulent mixing was the only process of redistributing heat, the eddy diffusivity of heat may
2
was estimated as KT = δzt . The depth of the heat content
maximum increased from 2.3 m to 27.6 m during 10 days
from doy 234.25 to 244.25 (Fig. 11b), which gives KT =
3.7 × 10−4 m2 s−1 . In the same depth range and time period,
average eddy diffusivity for mass obtained from the MSS
measurements (Fig. 6b) was Kρ = 3.8 × 10−4 m2 s−1 , which
is identical (within the measurement uncertainty) to the estimate of KT from the downward propagation of the depth of
maximum heat content. This lends conﬁdence on invoking
the Reynolds analogy for the Arctic mixed layer, equating
the eddy diffusivity of heat and mass.
The periods with elevated levels of dissipation rate and
eddy diffusivity in the upper ocean around doy 233, 238 and
242 (Fig. 6b) coincided with periods of increased drift speed
(Fig. 3c) and increased stress in the upper ocean (Fig. 7b)
and indicates that mixing was mostly driven by wind and
tides. Dissipation rate estimates from MSS and TIC at 7.8 m
depth (Fig. 6c) agreed very well, which lends conﬁdence to
the MSS measurements in the upper ocean in general.
The overall average transmittance of solar radiation was
0.024, which means that 2.4 % of the incident solar radiation (106 W m−2 ) was transmitted through the ice/snow pack
Ocean Sci., 7, 335–349, 2011
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Fig. 11. (a) Difference in heat content (J m−3 ) for subsequent 24-h
averaged proﬁles relative to the ﬁrst proﬁle centred at 230.25. Depth
is normalized by the mixed layer depth for each proﬁle. Light gray
shading indicates heat gained from the ﬁrst proﬁle and dark gray
shading indicates heat lost from the ﬁrst proﬁle. (b) Change in total mixed layer heat content for average proﬁles relative to the ﬁrst
proﬁle (bars) and the pressure (∼depth) at heat content maximum,
vertical axis on the right (circles).

(ice thickness 1.5 m, snow thickness 0.1 m) and into the upper ocean. The freezing and snow fall at doy 236.75 did
not only increase the surface albedo from 0.86 to 0.92 but
also reduced the transmittance from 0.030 to 0.015 (see also
Nicolaus et al., 2010b), which means that twice as much of
the incoming solar radiation was reﬂected or absorbed within
the ice. A similar doubling of reﬂection and absorption was
observed in a comparable time of freezeup during the drift
of the schooner Tara (Nicolaus et al., 2010a). The estimated
transmittance is slightly smaller than previous estimates by
Perovich (2005) for bare ice (8 %) and by Light et al. (2008)
for melting ice (3 % for 3 m thick ice, 15 % for 1 m thick ice),
however the difference can be attributed to the snow cover of
the ASCOS ice ﬂoe.
The classic thermodynamic ice/ocean model of Maykut
and Untersteiner (1971) assumes a constant ocean heat ﬂux
of 2 W m−2 to reach an equilibrium ice thickness, although
later studies have shown that the ocean heat ﬂux has a large
spatial (e.g. Krishﬁeld and Perovich, 2005) and temporal
variability (e.g. Maykut and McPhee, 1995) throughout the
Arctic. Average surface ocean heat ﬂux during ASCOS
(1.2 W m−2 ) was slightly less than 2 W m−2 , but comparable. The relatively small ocean heat ﬂux reﬂects the modest
turbulent mixing (as manifested by the friction velocity) and
amount of heat that was available in the mixed layer, where
the slowly decaying u∗ towards the end of the drift partly
explains why the ocean heat ﬂux approached zero.
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Fig. 12. (a) Change in total mixed layer heat content within consecutive 24-h intervals (bars) and net vertical heat ﬂuxes into the
mixed layer (thick line). (b) Contribution of net ice ﬂuxes to the total change in mixed layer heat content. Horizontal lines are averages
for the two periods before and after doy 236.75.

At the base of the mixed layer, there was a small, downward ﬂux of heat into the upper cold halocline. To add
the heat stored in the upper cold halocline from Borneo08
to ASCOS (Fig. 10), would require an average heat ﬂux
of −0.35 W m−2 , which is roughly 2 times the magnitude
of the observed ﬂux across the base of the mixed layer,
−0.14 W m−2 (Fig. 9b). Although these values were small
and not signiﬁcantly different from zero, one would expect
that the heat transfer was more efﬁcient at the start of the
melting season, before the strong stratiﬁcation of the cold
halocline was properly established. The heat ﬂux from below Dwml , in the depth range 60–68 m, was negligible (not
shown), hence all of the heat in the upper cold halocline was
most likely supplied from the mixed layer.
Neglecting any spatial variability in mixed layer heat content, any observed change between subsequent 24-h intervals
(Fig. 11), reﬂects a net heat ﬂux into or out of the mixed
layer during these periods. This net heat ﬂux is a sum of
ﬂuxes through the ice and open water minus the heat ﬂux
leaving the ocean through the surface and through the base of
the mixed layer. The ice cover is variable and spatially nonhomogeneous, ranging from very thin to thick multi-year ice
with variable melt pond fractions and snow cover, modifying the heat exchange between the ocean and the atmosphere
accordingly. Each of these variations in ice cover will have
its own steady state heat ﬂux balance with the ocean mixed
layer, hence an observed change in mixed layer heat content will be the integrated effect of the surface conditions the
mixed layer “experiences” during a 24-h period.
The net heat ﬂux through the ice cover was calculated as
the sum of the transmitted solar radiation, surface ocean heat
ﬂux and heat ﬂux across the base of the mixed layer for 24-h
www.ocean-sci.net/7/335/2011/
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periods and plotted together with the change in mixed layer
heat content (Fig. 12a). Before doy 236.75, net heat ﬂuxes
through the ice were of the same order as the change in
mixed layer heat content, although this was in general larger
in magnitude. After the freezing and snow fall at doy 236.75,
changes in heat content were larger, more variable and the net
heat ﬂux through the ice was almost negligible, hence it indicates that the ice was not the main passageway for transfer
of heat between the atmosphere and the upper ocean in this
period.
For simplicity, we assume three categories of ocean surface; ice, open water or melt pond, which all represent different set of net heat ﬂuxes into the ocean mixed layer. The
resulting change in mixed layer heat content was calculated
as
Hml / t = Fnet αi + Fow αow

(7)

where Fnet , Fow andFmp are the net heat ﬂux balance for ice,
open water and melt ponds respectively and α i , α ow and α mp
are the area fraction of ice, open water and melt ponds. From
our observations, we have relatively high temporal resolution in Fnet and Qml and will in the following focus on the
contribution from the heat exchange through the ice to the
change in mixed layer heat content.
To estimate the area fraction of ice, a series of 13 aerial
photos of the area was digitally converted and analysed to
obtain the ratio of ice and open water. All images were taken
during the ASCOS drift at heights of 600–1300 m and covered areas of roughly 6 x 4 km to 12 x 9 km, centred around
Oden. The analysis provided α i = 0.8.
The fractional contribution of the net ice ﬂuxes to the
change in mixed layer heat content (Fig. 12b) was signiﬁcant during the ﬁrst period, where it accounted for 45 % of
the observed change in heat content, however it dropped to
5 % for the second period. This showed the impact of the
snow cover and freezing of the surface for isolating the upper
ocean from exchange with the atmosphere, but also reﬂected
a larger variability in the heat content change. Overall, net
ice ﬂuxes accounted for 22 % of the change in heat content which is similar to the 23 % obtained by the 1997/1998
SHEBA campaign (Perovich, 2005), but higher than the 12 %
estimate based on the 1975 AIDJEX experiment (Maykut
and McPhee, 1995).
On average, heat exchange through open water and melt
ponds accounted for 78 % of the change in mixed layer heat
content. Since we do not know Fow and Fmp (Eq. 7), we are
not able to distinguish the importance of open water vs. melt
ponds. However, the melt pond coverage was quite small and
our image analysis indicated melt pond fractions below 5 %
both before and after doy 236.75. Hence, exchange of heat
through open water seemed to be most important for heating
of the ocean mixed layer during ASCOS.
Estimate of the fractional contribution of net ice ﬂuxes is
limited by the assumption that α i = 0.8, i.e. 80 % of the area
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have the same ice and snow properties as found at the experiment site, and that no melting/freezing was taken into account at the ice/ocean interface. The experiment ﬂoe was the
largest found in the area and also had more dominant surface
structures than smaller, surrounding ﬂoes, which would accumulate more snow. Hence one could expect that the transfer of heat through the ice would be larger for the surrounding
ﬂoes and our estimate is in that sense a low estimate.
We assumed that there was little melting at the bottom of
the ice cover during ASCOS. Repeated ice thickness measurements could not reveal any signiﬁcant change in ice
thickness and measured salt ﬂuxes at 3.8 m depth (not shown)
were also small and actually indicated a net freezing at the
surface. Also, we have included the ocean heat ﬂux at the
interface in the net ice ﬂuxes, hence the heat is already “leaving” the ocean mixed layer, irrespective of whether it goes to
melting at the interface or to conduction through the ice.
4.3

Heat content and heat ﬂux variability

Despite the reduction in heat input at the surface, the changes
in heat content in the period following the change in surface
conditions at doy 236.75 were signiﬁcant. The magnitudes
of changes in mixed layer heat content (Fig. 12) were even
larger than prior to doy 236.75. In Fig. 13, the standard deviation of heat content is shown, averaged in depth bins of 1 m
and in periods before and after doy 236.75. The variability in
heat content was larger in the upper 25 m of the mixed layer
before doy 236.75, when there was transfer of heat through
the ice and larger areas of open water/leads. In the period after doy 236.75, the largest variability was found below 25 m,
indicating a horizontal variability of mixed layer heat content
which was not related to surface forcing, but to heat that was
transferred into the mixed layer and mixed downwards at an
earlier stage. To investigate the impact of the altered surface
conditions, the average change in heat content for the upper
25 m and surface ocean heat ﬂux were grouped according to
the direction of the mean ﬂow, separating ﬂow from underneath the large ice ﬂoe and ﬂow from the area with open leads
and smaller ice ﬂoes (lower left corner in Fig. 2), (Fig. 14).
Before doy 236.75, a ﬂow of water from the area with open
water lead to an increase in heat content, most likely due to
the absorbed short wave radiation that previously took place
through the open water. Although ﬂow from under the ice
ﬂoe also indicated a net increase of heat, there was only one
3-h interval satisfying these conditions before doy 236.75,
hence this result was not considered here. After the change in
surface conditions, both ﬂow from the open water and from
underneath the ice ﬂoe lead to reduced heat content in the
upper 20 m. This indicates that there was a change in surface forcing under both types of conditions and that there
was a net cooling of the surface instead of heating. For the
ice covered area, this was achieved by blocking the incoming
short wave radiation from penetrating into the upper ocean
and by increasing the conductive transfer of heat towards the
Ocean Sci., 7, 335–349, 2011
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Fig. 14. (a) Change in heat content ( H20 / t) in the upper 20 m
and (b) ocean heat ﬂux (FH 0 ) averaged according to ﬂow direction
and period before and after doy 236.75. Change in heat content
was calculated within 3-h intervals and the average current direction within the same period was used to classify the ﬂow from the
mostly open water covered area or the ﬂow from the ice covered
area. Numbers on the H20 / t bars indicate the number of 3-h
intervals that were averaged. H20 / t from the ice before doy
236.75 extends outside the axis with a value equal to 10 W m−2 ,
but was discarded since it contained only one 3-h interval.
Fig. 13. Average standard deviation of heat content in depth bins
for the periods before and after doy 236.75.

5
ice surface, driven by a decreasing air temperature. For the
open water areas, the freezing leads to reduced input of radiation to the upper ocean and a stronger conductive cooling
through the thin ice, also driven by the lower air temperature.
The observed changes in net energy balance at the surface
was not only a result of the changing surface conditions with
the freezing and snow cover, but also a result of a gradual
shift in surface energy balance in a transition from melting to
freezing. During the same ASCOS drift, Sedlar et al. (2010)
analysed the energy balance at the ice surface and found that
the net energy balance shifted from positive (heating of the
surface) to negative (cooling of the surface) towards the end
of the drift (doy 243), driven by a net deﬁcit of long wave
radiation and a decrease in net short wave radiation. For the
thin ice over the leads, the cooling will be stronger due to a
larger conductive ﬂux through the thin ice than through the
thicker ice. The ocean heat ﬂux remained positive during
the entire drift (Sect. 3.2) and increased slightly after doy
236.75 for both water ﬂowing from the open water areas and
from underneath the ice ﬂoe. This was caused by a reduced
temperature gradient (larger negative gradient) in the upper
20 m (not shown), set up by a stronger surface cooling from
both source regions, which enhanced the turbulent heat ﬂux
towards the ice/ocean interface.
Ocean Sci., 7, 335–349, 2011

Summary

As part of the multidisciplinary Arctic Summer Cloud Ocean
Study (ASCOS) in 2008, a comprehensive upper ocean measurement program was performed during a 16-days long
drifting ice station centred at 87.5◦ N and 5◦ E. During the
drift, which lasted from 15 August to 1 September, high resolution sampling of ocean stratiﬁcation, turbulent mixing and
exchange in the upper 500 m were made in addition to measurements of short wave radiation at the ice surface and below the 1.8 m thick ice. The measurements show the development of the upper ocean stratiﬁcation, heat content, and iceocean-atmosphere interaction in the transition period from
the end of the melting season to the initialization of the freezing season.
A comparison of the ASCOS data with CTD data from an
experiment in the same area in late April 2008 and to data
from an Ice Tethered Proﬁler (ITP19) which drifted through
the area in mid May 2008, showed that the ocean mixed layer
decreased in thickness, from 67 m to 34 m due to a supply of
fresh water from melting of sea ice. Until the end of August,
a total of 1139 × 106 J m−2 was added to the mixed layer and
upper cold halocline, where 8.1 × 106 J m−2 was present as
sensible heat and the latent heat was represented by a fresh
water equivalent of 3.3 m. The total amount of heat was more
than 3 times the observed heat in the early 1990’s and the
fresh water content also represents a signiﬁcant freshening
www.ocean-sci.net/7/335/2011/
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of the upper ocean in this area. The salinity of the winter
mixed layer was found to be higher than previously measured, which, together with the increase in fresh water content, represents a transition towards a more seasonal ice cover
with a more pronounced freezing and melting cycle.
Average heat ﬂuxes over the period of the ASCOS drift
were found to be 1.2 W m−2 , −0.3 W m−2 and −0.1 W m−2
for the ice/ocean interface, internally in the mixed layer and
across the base of the mixed layer, respectively, showing that
heat was transferred from the mixed layer and into the upper
cold halocline. The heat ﬂux across the base of the mixed
layer was of the same order as necessary to accumulate the
observed heat in the upper cold halocline by the end of the
melting season.
Mean solar radiation transmitted through the sea ice was
found to be −2.6 W m−2 , which contributed to a warming
of the ocean mixed layer. However, the change in surface
conditions by the snow fall reduced the average ﬂux from the
ﬁrst to the second half of the experiment from −3.7 W m−2
to −1.5 W m−2 , respectively.
The ocean mixed layer was found to be heated from the top
and heat was redistributed downwards by turbulent mixing.
By comparing the changing heat content of the mixed layer
and net ﬂuxes into the mixed layer, it was found that the exchange of heat through the ice cover accounted for 22 % of
the change in mixed layer heat content, with main contribution from transmittance of solar radiation through the ice. For
the ﬁrst part of the drift, net ﬂuxes through the ice accounted
for 45 % of the change in heat content, which increased by
30 % in the same period. Midway in the drift, a cold period followed by a snow fall changed the surface conditions
signiﬁcantly. Very little heat was added from the top of the
ocean mixed layer and heat was redistributed internally. By
tracking the depth of the maximum heat content, an eddy diffusivity of heat was estimated to 3.7 × 10−4 m2 s−1 , identical
to the measured eddy diffusivity of mass. Signiﬁcant variability in heat content was seen in the second period; however the variability was largest in the lower half of the mixed
layer, which reﬂected the variability in heat previously transferred to the upper ocean and changes in mixed layer depth.
This paper reveals the importance of the transfer of energy through the ice cover for the heat content of the Arctic
mixed layer and gives insight into some of the processes at
play in the upper Arctic Ocean, which bears the signatures of
an ice cover in transition towards being more seasonal. Besides showing the upper ocean development towards the end
of the melting season, it also illustrates the variability caused
by changing surface conditions over relatively short spatial
scales, which are processes that need to be investigated further in future studies.
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97 years ago….

May 30, 1914, ~82ºN
“At dawn a northwesterly wind, force 5. Shortly after breakfast a
violent blizzard arose. Nevertheless we prepared our kayaks and set
off toward the south, over very difficult terrain. The ice floes are
becoming smaller and smaller, forcing us to use our kayaks most of
the day. As soon as we cross one stretch of open water, another one
immediately becomes visible. Sometimes they are no further apart than
one or two hundred yards. It may be sea ice of this sort, which we are
now encountering regularly, that Nansen compared to a fisherman’s
net. In any case it seems that we are well and truly captured in such
a net. May God give us the strength to emerge safe and sound from
this unrelenting danger!”

Fragment of Valerian Albanov’s diary In the Land of White Death – An epic story of survival in the Siberian
Arctic – one of two survivors of Georgy Lvovich Brusilov’s Arctic Expedition (Экспедиция Брусилова),
which set off on August 28, 1912, from what is now the town of Murmansk in Russia, on board the illfated ship Svyataya (Saint) Anna (Святая Анна).
On April 10, 1914, after drifting Northwards towards Franz Josef Achipelago in the pack ice since October
15, 1912, Albanov and 10 companions set off across the sea ice, leaving the Saint Anna behind, locked in
the ice. Captain Brusilov and the remaining 12 members of the Expedition also remained behind, in the
hope that the Saint Anna would eventually break free from the ice and follow the major transpolar drift
currents back towards land in the South. Their traces remained unfound until the late summer of 2010,
when one of the sailor's logbook and skeleton was found well-preserved on the icy shores of Franz Josef
Land.
I decided to recall this memoir, simply because history should not fade away, and also in the hope that,
even if it is just a small fragment of the diary, it may evoke the same admiration and inspiration that served
me when I read this epic story off the Antarctic Peninsula in December 2006. A deep thank you to Captain
M.J.S Burgan from the RRS James Clark Ross for gifting me this book! It’s a wake-up call to realize that
modern life is so much easier than before.
May the spirit for adventure and scientific exploration always remain alive!
Bergen, May 30 2011
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